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GRAND BALL
THE

BY

Ancient Order of Hibernians,
CITY

is

A large variety of
Shades in nice fine
goods to he closed out

cheap.

No. 537

Summer Silks.

We
nice as-

show you a
sortment of choice,
pretty styles and good
quality for 50cts. We

determined to make this, my second visit *o Portland, the Grandest and Most Liberal Event in my
of Bookselling. All my former efforts will bo eclipsed because I shall uffer the BICrlSEBT
with
B A RGAVN8 IN BOOKS ever witnessed, while the gifts will be lavished upon Bookbuyers
Unparalleled Liberality. Behold and wonder what I am

I am

at

low

very

Ladies’ 25 cts.
did

THIRD ANNUAL DRILL AND BALL.

330 Mauire Jeweled Ring. 330
30 Pair. French Opfrn Glai.e.
,ce
5®
300 French Mirror. 300

SO
I
Watches 30
30
Di«m.nd
ISO
Gent.’ Seal Ring.
150]
cnina Tea Set. 50
SO
30 Gold Band Chinn
r;„u Watche.

,

30

aoTiTdie.>

of Unbleached Cottons,
HIGH SCHOOL CADETS of Bath full
yard wide, only 6
cts., usual price 8 l-2c.
CITY HALL, Feb. 21. 1882.
1 lot remnants Check
A CONCERT
JVainsooks and White
Collins’ Full Band ! Piques, very cheap. 1
line
Marseilles
lot
FRANK L. COLLINS, Director.

4*y,

Quilts, slightly damag-

ed, only $1.37; this is

gains

we

offer.
Don’t buy CORSETS
G !R -A. 3ST D
until you have examined our stock, as we
have some extra good
-BY THE
bargains. Remnants
PORTLAND MECHANIC BLUES, of Hamburgs-we have

100

10OC,

|000 Fi re. Mirer Ware
Fbee! FKEE! to Bookbuyers.

Value in Handsome Gifts.

$5,000

W. IjU V JUK11N

A.

Agenc,

16 West 14th Street, New York, and

CITY

AT

—

lot

a

jy OPEN FBO!9 10 A. M. TO 10 P. M.

NOTICE THIS!

HALL,

soiled, that we will
cheap.

Wednesday Eve’g, Feb 22, ’82 close out
Music: Chandler’s Full Band.

from one of the LARGEST WHOLESALE CARPET
HOUSES in the COUNTRY, all of their

SURPLUS SAMPLES AID RETMTAHTS.
These

are

in

and Brussels,
Tapestry
all entirely New Patterns.
and
are

Lengths from
regular price.

1 to 5

will be sold at

They

yds.

just one-half

the

Bear in mind an opportunity like this is rarely offered in this city.
There is only a limited quantity of these, so coine early to secure
We will be open to-day.
the choicest patterns.

Ladles, not In masquerade costume, not admitted
to the floor unless ncc< mpanled by a gentleman.
Floor tickets, admitting gentleman and ladies,
•1.00: Gallery tlokets 85 cts. each. For sale at
Goo. C. Frye’s and W. S. Banks’ drug B’ores, at F.
T Littlefield’s. Stockbridge’s Music Store, Swett’s
■xpress Office, and at the oc or of the hall on the
febl8-dlw
of the ball.

night

NEW

PORTLAND

rHGATRE.

Frank IDurtis.Proprietor & Manager.

Wednesday, Feb. 22.
HII ACME OF ART,
THE PINNACLE OF FAME,
THE SUMMIT OF REFINEMENT,
THE PEOPLE’S CHOICE.

BARLOW, WILSON, PRIMROSE S WEST'S
Mammoth Minstrels.
j.I p.iW..Sole
■. B. BKOWN

Proprietors
■ ■

Manager

Everything New, Novel, Refined, Elegant
Courting criticism and defying competition, we
submit to the verdict of an enlightened press and
discriminating public.
Usual prices. Sale of seats commences Monday,

_

itJAS. C. McGLAUFLIN
lias

a

Head of Portland

good stock of

Sts
Congress A Brown
T.Th&Stf

HORSE COLLARS
made

to order and warranted to fit-

H0R8E BLANKETS,
Surcingle*, Halters,

Currycombs

Brushes,

HALL,

Tborsday Evening, Feb. 23d.

Stereopticon Talks.
SUBJECT: LONDON, FROM THE TOP
OF AN OMNIRUS.
TUkets to remainder of Course 60 and 76 cts., including reserved seats. Evening tickets 35 and
febl7-dtd
50 eta. For sale at Stockbridge’s.

Thursday Evening.
1 .Waite. C.Waltz• .G.lop. 7.Polka• .Newport. 8.Galop4.Wal z. 9 .Waltz.

The "German.” 10.The “German.’
i...
Gentleman with
Tickets
admitting
Jan31 dtf
Lad toe, 30 etc.
....

M. C. M. A..
| The FifthLecture

in

the Course before the

As-

Maine Charitable Mechanic

22d,

7V4 o'clock, in the Library Econi, Meebanics’
•nlldinv, by

J. S. PALMER, ESQ.
Subject—A Glimpse at the Russian.
are

invited.
F. E.

More than One Million

TUVCn C

l/IIAIAf

IV NUTT

I

III

dLLlI

Mo. 545 Congress St.
GEOROE W. PROCTOR, A«t.

A Great medical Treatise
manhood; the Cause aod Cure of Exhausted
Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, also on
the Untold TO i»e« ies arising from the Excesses of mao. The very finest
ture Vears. 300 pa;*et. Royal
125 Invaluable Prescription*, for all
steel engravings.
acute and chronic diseases.
Bound in beautiful French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
Price only 1.2ft by mail. (New Edition.)
<

Self-Preservation.

ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE 6 CENTS.

KATE ENGRAVER

Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of extracts similar to the above could be tafcen from the leading journals—literary, political,
religous anl sciemtific—throughout the land.
Tne book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can be obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or the money will be refunded in every instance.
Thousand* of Copies are sent by mail, securely sealed and post.paid, to all parts of the
world, every month, upon receipt of price, 81.2ft.
M. D.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE or W. H. PARK
N.

Stationer.
Specialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf

*

ONE LOT BLACK KID

GLOVES,

Six Hooks, Laced,

WORTH

$2.50,

FOB

$1.75.

CEO. A. GAY & CO.,
Corner Congress and Brown Sts.
eodtf
feb9

New Employment Office,
To all
A Q TEOTPEE ST., Lear Congress.
I am pre
tLO thote in waut of first-class help,
pared to furnish at short cotice, and would respectMRS. N. fl. PALfully solicit your patronage.
febl4dlw*
MER.

547
No.
feb9

4 Bulfiach St., Boston, Mass.
on all diseases requiring skill and experience.

‘

KQ

AAA

OOjVl/U

Nov22eodtaugl3

Instalments,

6 cts.

Fruit of the Loom, BLEACHED,
Yard Wide, 10 cts.
C»r. Congress and Brown Sts.

eodtf

febl4

For Instruments
AT

C.

K. HAWES’

niDDf £ ST.,
Portland, Maine.
Cornets from $10 to $75, with fine cates, lllnsfree
trated. Catalogues sent
by mail. Complete sets
of Instruments furnished and at lowest market rates
dlmo
Jan28

aug3iS,W&wly
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PADS

For the next 20 days, we shall
slaughter prices on WINTER
GOODS, such as MEN’S, BOYS’ and
YOUTHS’ Kip Boots, LADIES’
MISSES’ and CHILDREN’S Goat
and Grain Hutton, and all our
8U HPLUS GOODS, preparatory to

taking account of stock, also, to
give room for the large Spring
Stock already in the WORK**. We
have got a large stock of Rubber
Goods bought at the low prices
of which we defy competition.
Repairing neatly and promptly

ST.,

"

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as onr Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to comDo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods before buying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO.,
Cor. Union St., Under Falmouth Hotel
dtf

Janl

Removal.
for Children’s
Infants’ Goods and art
needle work formerly conducted
by H. W. Simont -n & Co., have
been removed to the front room
over our store, and will be under
the management of Mrs. Murphy
and Mrs. i'roshy, both of whom
have had long experience with
Misses Simonton.
Stamping will now be executed
in the best manner.
The Misses Simonton will make
their headquarters with us ; t present, while settling up their busi-

departments

Circulation (per pair), 35c.

Absorption Malt for •* edcated Baths. For
Colds, Rheumatism, and all cases where a Medi-

cated Bath is needed; also an excellent foot-bath
(per y2 lb. package), 33c.
For Sale by all Uruggists.or sent by mail,
postpaid, on receipt of price. Tne Absorption Salt i s
not “mailable,” and must be sent by Express at
purchaser’s expense.
See that each Pad bears the Private Revenue
Stamp of the HOLMAN PAD COMPANY, with
above Trade-Mark printed in green.
Dr. HOLMAN’S advice is free. Full treatise sent
free on application
Address

IIOLMAN PAD CO.,
(P. O.

Box

744 Broadway, N. IT.

2112.)

eod&wnrmtfm—(tmar21)
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TflE

Increasing!

of Urinary Stone* from the BladderSucceewful.

once

or

years

by

Stones in the

piracy
brief,

“Our Continent”

Publishing Co.,

removed the

foreign

Only $8.30, at McKENNEV’S New JEWMHV NTOKE, 517 CONGRESS
febSMllm
STREET.

S. R. NILES,

Advertising Agent,

In
The l argest Slock of Clocks
the city, wholesale and retail, at
XeIEXKM’8 New Jewelry Store,

BOSTON
TREMONT ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in all
elties and towns of the United States and the
British Provinces.

ALL

1

o

by

whose

gave his gr- at Blood Specific, “Favorite Remeprevent their reformation. The entire treat
ment was eminently successful, and Mr. Tietsell’s
to

recovery was rapid and perfect.
While “Favorite Remedy” is a

specific in all Kid
and Bladder diseases it is equally valuable in
cases of
Bilious Disorders, Constipation of the
Bowels, and all the class of ills apparently inseparable from the constitutions of women. Try it. Your
ney

druggist

has

it,

and its cost is

Mrs. Janet

dec20

!M HAMPSHIRE ST., Portland, Me.
Can be consulted every day except Tuesday and
Saturday
DR. HARDV. of North St., will be at same
feblC d2w
place Monday and Thursday.

PRINTS ! 2

one

dollar

bot-

a

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros Pianos,
Indorsed By ANNIr LOUISE CARY.
a

PIANOS AND ORBANS.

Marked down to 15

and

cents to close
and 50 cents.

25

Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

Former price 25

Corner Congress

&

Brown

&

>

WHITNEY,

CO tt SETS

Invoice

of

Spanish

Lnce

etc.

GEO. A. GAY & CO.,
No.
499 Congress Street
eoutf
fcb9

Sts.

CLARK,

Thankful for many favors of 1 he past, I shall be
of my old, and a large numpatrons.
jan9 dtf

to receive all
pleased
ber of new

SILKS,

BLACK

-AT-

GEO A. GAY &

GO’S,

No-,499 Congress

Street

A remedy with such a reputation as Hostetter s
Stomach Bitters deserves a fair trial, If you are
dyspeptic, your malady will eventually vield to it;
if you are feeble, lack flesh and feel despondent, It

WAI NtV

generally.

GEO.
febl4

A.

DR.

eodtf

NO-,93

W. W. SHARPE Ac CO.,

Advertlsemsuts written
and proofs given, free ofo
The leading Daily and
United States and
modation of Advertisers.

NEW FORK

appropriately displayed
ekly Newspapers of

Canada, kept on file tor the

his office to

FREE

STREJT

NOTICE.

Advertising A rents,
ROW,

TRAYER,

Has removed

CO.,

499 CONGRESS ST.

li PARK

paign

the

rather

Republican auspices in

under

Maine

will surpass any previous record of the party. It will be a pleasure to give notice, on

authority, that the Democrats are
organizing for the State election.

likewise

The Sunday before President Garfield was
assassinated he attended the morning services at St. James’s Episcopal Church. To
commemorate the event the idea of a memorial window was conceived and a public
subscription was made. The window is now
fiuished, and will soon be put in the side of
tho church opposite the pew where the President sat. It is of the Gothic arch form, six
feet high and two wide. The glass is of the
antique iridescent kind and nearly all waved.
In the centre is a medallion portrait of Gar-

field, enlarged from

photograph.

a

IJelow

“In memory of
James A. Garfield, June 20, 1881.” The
window is richly ornamented with the cross
and crown, passion flowers, thirteen stai»>
etc.
_

Brialmont, the great military authority of Belgium, is out with a book that has
created a world of discussion in Europe.
He warns Belgium that she should construct
a line of fortifications along the valley of the
Meuse from Namur to Liege, as he regards
the resumption of hostilities between France
aud Germany as probable and impending,
iu which event it would be impossible to prevent the attempt of one of the belligerent8
Gambetta’s speech at
to seize ou Belgium.
Belleville last August, demanding the retrocession of Alsace and Lorraine, in the
name of law, truth and
justice, General
Brialmont considers a standing menace to
European peace.
Gen.

Probably it is in

of

view

the

axiom,

lies the head that wears a crown,”
that the Czar has postponed his coronation

“Uneasy

Unfortunately,
no

direct

evi-

there is

there are thrown completely
by a monarch who is always extorpedo to explode when he turns
bed-spread.
mau

a

in the shade

pecting

a

down his

Thf. process of stirring up foreign governagainst the importation of American provisions on account of
alleged unwholesomeness appears to be industriously followed up in many quarters,
under the influence of some superior power,
The
which has not yet been ascertained.
the kind is

leading commercial port of
ba, where American lard

at

Havana,

the

the island of Cuis

declared

un-

wholesome.

Now that the colossal speculations in
wheat, cotton and other domestic produce
have collapsed in New York, Chicago and
St. Louis, with such disastrous results to
the leading parties concerned, there ought
to be a revival of ‘he export trade to foreign
countries, especially at New York and Philadelphia, where these speculative combinations had laid an embargo upon active shipments.

_

does not

Spring

seem

to be

lingering

in

of Winter, but to have actually sat
down upon it and flattened it out. The
very fact that Yenuor is still predicting cold

lap

biting blasts will have the effect,
general thing, of banishing ulsters and

snaps and
as

a

gum shoes
straw hats.

in favor of

linen

dusters

and

There is evidently some mistake in the latest consignment of weather.
•n_

n

iji'inui

vaiwwaa

_

£

__
v
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ii...
vuv
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C., Post, member of the National Republican Committee, is in Washington, and gives
a cheering report of the progress of the Independent movement in the Old North
State. He says that five or six Democratic
papers, a number of which are among the
a

prominent

in the State and published
influence, have abandoned

Southern repudiation is proving unforpublic charities. The report
of the Peabody Institute shows among its

T.ThS&wlm

assets State of Tennessee six per cent, bonds
$381,000, and Virginia six per cents., new,
$78,000, and deferred $39,000. George Pea-

body invested in Tennessee bonds
them a part of his gift to the city

UPRIGHT PIANOS
also

and made
of

Balti-

more.

Manufacturers,

_

experiment is endorsed by
T. M. Gilmore of Georgetown, S. C., who
has a large tract covered with strong and
thrifty plants, the samples being pronounced
by the dealers in Baltimore as equal in
strength and flavor to the best imported
Le Due’s tea

4 1-2 cts.

GAY &

of

tunate for some

All Perfect, Fast Colors,

OISTXjY

stormy years through
which Maine has passed has not been lost
upon the Republicans, and their friends in
the opposition party may well take heed to
the suggestion, made in great kindness, that
the vigor and thoroughness of the work
which will inaugurate and control the cam-

pline

the Bourbon cause.

-AND-

From many of the

The disci-

observation.

in their

accurate

at the centres of

GRAND, SQUARE
best

The Democratic Da-

engagement a few months hence. If
journals had made the announcement
even earlier they doubtless would have been

most

will both build and cheer you up: if you are constipated, it will relieve, and if bilious, healthfully
stimulate your liver. Don’t despond, but make this
effort in the right direction.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers
feb2

Advertiser:

of the coming Autumn. There are town
and city elections to be held in the State
this Spring, but that circumstance is not in
terfering with the preparation for the gener-

the

deod2w&w3m

Fichus, Scarfs,

eodtf

FELLOW’S BUILDING.

§

MARKED DOWN TO 75 CENTS.

New

HomoeopatWiet.
ODD

nEL9SEEDS

$1.00

out.

He was for many years county
attorney and is now a senator for that county. ne is an earnest, active Republican, an
able lawyer, a thoroughly honest, reliable
man, and will make a good marshal.

his county.

latest case of

feb7

and Children’s
All Wool Mittens

and suffered the severest distress in his confinement. His record since then as a lawyer
in Oxford county has been a fine one. He is
the leading practitioner of that section of

ments to hostiie measures

choke stock of first-class

rOUTLAXD, ME.

Ladies’

a lawyer
and an
reappointment was taken for
granted and is highly approved. The selec"
tion of Hon. Geo. D. Bisbee of Buckfield as
Marshal is equally approved. Mr. Bisbee is
a young man, but has already established a
high reputation throughout the State. He
was a good soldier in the war of the rebellion, serving as Lieutenant—although then
very young,—in the 16th Maine Regiment.
He was for a year and a half a prisoner in
Libby prison and other prisons of the South

His

dences that his'pillow is comfortably pressed
without that ornamental head gear. The
if
women who look under their beds to see

'

Also

to

has made a tine record as

officer.

ceremony until September.
however, for him there are

KENDALL

d2m eod

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN

Stevenson,

only

tle. The lucky man is he who puts this advice in
practice. Don’t for*et the name and address, Dr.
David Kennedy, Rondout, IS. Y. The Doctor would
have it understood that, while he is engaged in the
introduction of his medlciue,“Favorite Remedy,”he
still continues the practice of his profession, ha
confines nimself exclusively to office practice. He
treats all di-eases of a chronic character, and performs all the minor and capital operations of surgery.
cod&wlm
jhn24

ImETABlE,

name

l>R.

CANTERS and TU9IOR* cured by above
system without cutting or burning. Names of persons in immediate vicinity who have been cured of
Cancers will be furnished to all who desire them.

at

bodies with the knife and

At Wholesale and Retail.
Catalogues mailed free to any address.

they send. Persons wanting wash
ing done, snow shoveled, wood sawed, or other com
mon labor will help the cause by applying to the
Secretary. Address simply, Secretary Associated
Charities, City Building.
son

KINDS

Botanic Treatment.

doctor

then

dy,”

are

febU

OF

The

dtf

of every

ISEASE jCS

p

7

GEO. A. GAY & CO.,

PHILADELPHIA.

had been

various

Bladder.

they ought

as

Mr. I.unt has been District Attorney
for a term, and has filled the place with ability, and with the approval of everybody. He

the medallion is inscribed:

physicians for
what they call Stricture of the Urethra, without
benefit. He finally consulted Dr. David Kennedy, of
Rondout, N. Y.. who found his trouble to be Urinary
seven

3 Free Street

earnestly requested to send the
person applying to them for charity
the Secretary. By so doing they will aid the per-

Our citizens
name

has more than confirmed the
This great
origin**! belief with which we startad “Our Contia
belief
that
the American people would
nent,”
gladly welcome and enthusiastically support a firstclass illustrated literary weekly—a weekly that
would bu.ld up American literature by encouraging
our native authors; a weekly that would not live by
the
of its matter or the theft of its illustraa weekly that has for its sole aim
tions; in
the best that can be produced in American Literature and American *rt.
The second number of “OUR Conunent” is now
ready and for sale by News Dealers, Railroad News
Age>-ts, Booksellers and Postmasters. Price, Ten
Cents a copy. Specimen copies free.
All communications should be addressed.

KNIFE.

Surgical Operation—Removal

Wonderful

favor,

received with great

be.

those

-*>*■

Owen, Moore & Co.
febl5

The New Appointments.
The new Maine appointment* by the President for United States District Attorney
and United States Marshal commend themselves to the citizens of our State, and are

al

ftieT'ircuhTTi-TT-1

em-jam

Mr. Simeon TJetsell of Saugerties, N. Y

In order to reduce onr Stock to make
room for Goods of onr own manufacture.

—

Holman’s Ague, Liver and Stomach Pad
For Malaria Ague and Stomach troubles. $3.00
Holman’s Special Pad. For chronic cases $3.00
Holmau’s Spleen Belt.
For stubborn cases ot
enlarged Spleen and unyielding Liver and Stom*
ach troublos,. $5.00.
Holman’s Infants’ Pu.i. For ailments of Infants and Children. $ 1.50.
Holman’s Abdominal Pad.
For Uterine,
Ovarian and Bladder Troubles. $5.00.
Holnia’ns Benal or Kidney Pad. For Kidney Complaints. $3.00.
Holman’s Pretoria 1 Pad. For aifections of the
Chest and Langs. $3.00.
Ho man’i Absorptive Medicinal Body Plaster. The best Plaster in the world. 35c.
Holman’s Absorptive Medicinal Foot Pins
ters. For Cold Feet, Headaches and Sluggish

treated for

BOOTS and SIKIK.

the

rce^and
TRADE MARK.

THE PEOPLE’SSHOE STORE.

The

regular attache of the Pbess is furnished
Card certittoate Bigned by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.
a

Rostov

Operate Through

AT

name

pers report that the Maine Republicans are
organizing already for the important canvass

Particular Notice.

success

177

GENUINE WAtTHAM WATCH

Associated Charities

COPIES of the FiP»t Number
Sold ill Tbrer Dayii!

The Demand Still

COTTONS, fared

Yard Wide, only

Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
1 SCKKBEMEDYATLAST. Price 26cts.
A MEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER,

sep29

Our Continent."

Congress Street
dim

BROWN

SEABURY & JOHNSON,

MG OUT SALE

LB,

B.—The author may be consulted

febl7 dtf

on

Are the only improvement ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more than a dozen
of any other kind.
Will positively cure where other
remedies will not even relievo.
Price 25 cen*s.
Beware of cheap Plasters made
with lead poisons.

dtf

febl

,

-AND-

a

Porous Plasters

UOLMAN’S

ness.

Wedding and Visiting Cards

Benson’s Capcine

All the aboye goods
be closed out. Come early.

SEND NOW.

The Science of Life, or Sel; -Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that the m-irried or single of either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained In short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.—Toronto Globe.
The book for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science oi Life, or Self-Preservation. It
is worth many times its weight in gold .—Medical Times.
He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
The author of the Science of Life is a noble benefactor.
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.—

ENGRAVED CARDS.

f«bl6_dlw

JIT COWORES* STREET.

Copies

Everybody Needs It.

_eodtf

The increased demand for the
No. 8 and the new No. 10,

dered it necessary for a more
central location and they have
removed from the old quarters
in Free St., to

Sold!

Revised and Enlarged.

(New.)

correctly spelled.

C-A-P-C-I-XT-E is

Calculi

STREET.

new

Sewing Machines, for family land
manufacturing purposes have ren-

j!y7eodtf

GEO. A.. GAY & Co,

CARD

And their excellent reputation inThe
Public are cautioned against buying Plasters having similar soundSee that the word
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Fife Size Crayons.
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At McKeiincy’s New Jewelry Store,
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One lot Men’s Cong, and Bals
$1.25, worth $1.75.
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Specialty
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ONE LOT CHILDREN’S

Watches Sold
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Wednesday Evening, Feb.
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Harness repaired, cleaned and oiled
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Gilbert’s Programme.

Boots, $3.00 worth $4.50

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

William S. Lowell,

H. H. RAGAN’S

One lot of Ladies’ fine Slippers 60 cts. worth 80.
One lot of Ladies’ fine Cloth
Slippers 16 cts.
One lot of Ladies’ Rubbers
only 35 cents,
of
lot
One
Children’s
School Boots, small sizes,
only 50 cts. worth $1.00.
One lot Men’s fine Calf

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER, INTERESTING

WHIPS.

490 CONGRESS

One lot of Ladies’ fine Kid
Button Boots $2.00 worth

IMITATED,

jured by worthless imitations.

OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.
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One lot of Ladies’ fine Goat
Button Boots $1.25 worth

Wyer Greene & Co.,

258th Edition.

253 Middle Street.

■HAVE BEEN

done.

STUDLEY,

•Mb.

than half price.

have secured

We

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

Doors open at 7.30 o’clock; Band Concert st8;
Grand March at 8. Costumes at F. T. Littlefield’s.
The two front rows of seats in the gallery and pro•oenlim are reserved, tickets for which may be obtained at Stockbridge's Music Store for fifty cents

bargains, at less

—

hand, slightly Fine Portrait Work
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and
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open
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NO. 537 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND.

A. GAY A Co. Cor.
had to GEO.
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ever

French Clocks

IDO

of the best bar-

one

30

?\\therm

Bing.

BENSON’S
GAPCINE
PLASTERS

$3.00.

with the judeW-BBHIEIIIBE R! That the giving away of the above Gifts will be in accordance
No partiality will
ment and discretion of the authorized Agent for the sale of these books in this city.
rank.
be shown, and Gifts will be given away without regard to age, sex or

Complimentary to the

Tickets (admitting one) 50 cts. For sale by Win.
S*nt«r * Co., Loring, Short A Harmon, Farrington
Brae., H. r. S. Gould, C. E. Banks, H. H. Hay and
member* of the Company and at the door. Reserve
Utk tfr 35 cents extra, for sale by Stock bridge, Mon
febO dtf
Feb. 13th, at 9 a. M.

Organ

Piano, VXZ°~

|3G
And Thousands of other El'gant Artioles Free!

BARGAINS
IN
REMNANTS.

For the Benefit of the Land Leape.

•

One Handsome Cabinet

c^ngAAwaYy.
tA

Silks

now

career

offering Cheney
Bros.’ gros grain and One Rosewood
fine imported Black
Genu*Silrer

Monday Evening, Feb. 20

lowing

THE SALE,
VALUED AT $130.00, DUBIN® THE FIRST WEEK OF

are

is
for

The

Every

with

Shoe

Mammoth

A Sober Diarist of the Napoleonic Epoch.

anonymous letters and oommuni
and address of tlie writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication bnt as a guaranty of good faltb.
We eannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

He.

calls attention to the

THREE WEEKS ONLT.

FOR

The

SATURDAY MORNING. FEBRUARY 18.
We do not read

227 Middle St.
Portland

THE PRESS.

cations.

Fine Boots, Shoes & Rubbers.

Store,
ready

Street.

Congress

50,000 Volumes to choose from.

f.bl4

with his

more

once

New Jersey
Returning after a triumphant tour throughout the States of New York, Pennsylvania, store
Delaware and Massachusetts, to his old friends in Portland, at the large and elegant

HALL,

Gents' Tickets 50 cts ;

with you

tn

accom-

accounts against
the town of Deering, will please present the
same to DANIEL D. CHENKKY, Treasurer, for
payment on or belore Febuary 20th, 1882.
GEORGE LIBBY,
For Selectmen of Deoriug.
jan311 feb20

ALL

PERSONS having bills

or

Sell

on

Instalments

or

rent.

Repairing and Tuning done in the best manner

Wm. P.
144 1-2 Exchange

deol4

Hastings,

St., Portland, Me.

_°8mo_

Paul Frauslng’s Egyptian Crystal Photos are well worth the attention of everybody. They are on Exhibition at
No. 588 Congress St.
febll

daw

THE

GREAt^^OJRE FOR

name pm

at

Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching, worse
about
night; seems as if pin-worms were crawling
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
economical and positive cure, Swayne’s
intment is superior to any article in the market.
Sold by druggists, or send 50 cts. in 3-ct Stamps. 8
Boxes, $1.25. Address, Da. S wayne & Son, Phila., Pa*
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Count Miot de Melito.
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California gives out that the oil wells of
the Los Angelos belt are so much better
than those of any other locality, and so
abundant as to supply all the Pacific slope,
that we needn’t send any more oil beyond
the Rockies.

Notwithstanding the number of
ready launched which have to do
directly with the great Napoleon,

memoirs alless
the subject
mure or

seems to have an interest ever fresh and attractive. It is an interest able to vivify the dry
bones of the Metternich papers; it was not

quenched by the piquant inveracities of the
memoirs purporting to be those of Mme. de Kern uaat; it makes any allusion
to the long secluded Talleyrand memoirs a matter for telegraphic dispatches from Europe. The memoirs
of Miot de Melito, in respect to general readableness, stand between those of Mme. de Bemusat and of the old Metternich. The prurient
reader will look in vain through them for the
or lent to the ex-Lady
Waiting to the Empress Josephine, and eagerly snapped up by those Frenchmen of the
present day who have a very wholesome and

scandalous tidbits given
in

natural horror of

return to

a

Bopapartist rule.

The historian may be equally disappointed at
the absence of the extensive series of piicet
juitificatives which render the Metternich volthe oomumes anything but juicy reading to
mon herd. Miot de Melito had much contact
with Napoleon, but that contact was neither in
the manner of an opponent nor as an important
functionary directing great issues, like Talley-

rand, Carnot, Fouchc, Berthier, Sec., nor even
as a subordinate in very close personal relations with the Emperor, like Las Cases. His
situation was much better for a sobet and comWhile he
mon sense view of the great man.
was to a certain extent in his employ, the places
he occupied were not of the greatest magnitude,
rendered in return re.
moved entirely any feeling of undue obligation
to a benefactor, at the same time that they left
him without a grievance. Perhaps he would
have been quite as candid and balauoed had he
held other relations to Napoleon. There is some
and the services he

warrant for the inference in the style of the
never betray vanity, over-estimation of himself or under-estimation of others,
to him.
even when those others were hostile
He strikes the note of sobriety and truthfulhis first chapter, where the
ness to facts in

memoirs, which

tJVtUiia

at

V

Dioaiiica

piowuiuj

*uo

vw»unjo V*
saw them.

are described only as be himself
The scene is greatly shorn of its
ror

tragedy

and

fary, particularly in regard to the mob which
wrecked a part of the palace. According to
Miot this mob was not large and by no means
formidable; its brutal excesses were only possible owing to the sloth and indecision of the
King and tbe species of panic which occurs
when no one knows what is going to happen or
whence the blow is to fall. The only body of
people who kDew their own minds was this
relatively insignificant mob; it wanted plunder
and blood, and while tbe court driveled and
the citizen soldiery wavered it took what it
wanted. “About 1 o’clock,” he says, describing the transferral of the irresolute Bourbon
and his Court to Paris, "the cortege began to
A strong advance guard was formed of
move.

several battalions of tbe National Guard of
Paris. Tipsy women were seated on the guncarriages, sinking and waving aloft boughs
which they had torn from tbe trees. But I aid
not see the heads carried on pikes, of which
mention has been made in certain narratives.
The men who took those horrible spoils of a
night of crime back to Paris were already far
away. The King’s carriages came next; they
were surrounded by several of the body guard;
some seated on the box, or on the shafts of the
coaches, and looking much more as though
thev had sought a refuge there than as though
they were occupying a post of defense. A great
many o! them still wore the grenadiers’ caps,”
(given them by the National Guard on the species of surrender in the morning,) “and all displayed the tricolored cockade. As I have said
from my position in
we lined the way, and
front of the men” (be was then Adjutant in tbe
National Guard of Versailles) "I conld easily
The King’s face was
observe everything.
quite unchanged, but the countenance of the
Queen betrayed agonizing grief, notwithstanding the strong efforts which she made to repress
the outward signs of her feelings. Monsieur's
carriage followed that of the King, and the
others were occupied by persons of the household. There were ten or twelve carriages in
all. M. de la Fayette was on horseback, now
at the Bide of the King’s carriage, anon riding
forward to give orders. Two ranks of National
Guards marched in parallel lines with the carriages; the remainder of that numerous body
formed tbe rear guard. I followed this strange
procession with my eyes until it reached tbe
turn into the Avenue de Paris, where at length
it disappeared.” Miot’s account of the injudir,

f
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unlHiAM af tKn f
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camp formed at St. Omer is highly carious; at
this critical time in the history of the French
monarchy theoretical commanders tried to introduce into the Army the system of Frederick
of Prussia. They only embittered and made
insubordinate a force the officers and soldiers of
which hated the system both because of national inaptitude and from its association with
a traditional foe.
The Committee of Safety having assumed
command of France, a diplomatic career offered itself to Miot in 1795, then in his thirtysecond year. He had the choice of the United
States or Florence, and chose the latter. In
June he first met Gen. Buonaparte at Brescia.
"I was quite astonished at his appearance.
Nothing could be more unlike the idea my imagination bad formed of him. In the midst of
a numerous staff I saw a man below the middle height and of an extremely Bpare figure.
His powdered hair, oddly cut and falling
squarely below the ears, reached down to his
shoulders. He was dressed in a straight coat,
buttoned up to the chin, and edged with very
narrow gold embroidery, and he wore a tricolored feather in his bat. At first sight he
did not strike me as handsome; but his strongly marked features, his quick and piercing eyes,
his brusque and animated gestures, revealed
his wide and thoughtan ardent spirit, while
ful brow was that of a profound thinker. He
and
we talked of Italy
near
sit
me
made
him,
He spoke in short sentences, and at that time
of life, very incorrectly.” In this and other
interviews he wished it distinctly understood
that he thought little of pleasing the Directory.
Nevertheless, this was the period, as we know,
when he was sending money, jewels, and pictures into France to appease the insatiable
“lawyers” at Paris for whom he expressed oonternpt. As to the attitude observed by his
Generals toward him before his great victories:
“Every one maintained toward him an attitude of respect, and, I may say, even of admiration. I saw none of those marks at familiarity between him and his companions that I
had observed in other cases and which was
He had
consonant with republican equality.
already assumed his own place and set others
at a distance.” Miot speaks of Mme. Buonaparte with all the admiration Bbown by her
Lady-In-Waiting, Mme. de Re'musat. but without the additional particulars by which she undid all the good impression made by her
sketches of Josephine Beauharnaia. "I had
met her in society at Paris, but not often, and
I had formed an estimate of her which my increased intimacy with her daring her stay at
Florence only served to confirm. Never has
heart
any woman united greater kindness of
with greater natural grace; never has any
woman done mi re good with more pleasure
than she. She honored me with her friendship, and the recollection of the kindness she
showed me until ihe last moments of her too
brief existence will never be erased from my
heart.” The relationship of husband and wife
in the early days of Napoleon’s fame appears
We
to have been all that could be wished.
find strong traces in Napoleon of that frankMme.
de
which
affection
ness in expressing his
Re'musat found so indelicate. He spoke the
garrison French of an Italian, and treated his
wile like a good Italian uusoanu ot me miauiv
classes. Miot made a pleasure trip with them
and Berthier to Lago Maggiore and staid on
Isola Bella. “I had a place in Buonaparte’s
carriage with his wife aDd Berthier. During
the drive he was gay and auimated, told us
several anecdotes of his youth, and said he had
just completed his twenty-ninth year. He was
extremely attentive to his wife, frequently
taking little conjugal liberties that rather embarrassed Berthier and me; but his free and
and teneasy manners were so full of affection
derness toward a woman as lovable as she was
In
be
excused.”
that
they might easily
good
October of 1797 Buonaparte was transferred
from the scene of his remarkable victories to
the command of the “Army of England” assembled on the coast of France, a change dictated by fear of his ambition. It boded ill to
the King of Sardinia, who felt that only the
conqueror could protect him from the machinations of republican agitators and the ill-will
of the Directory. Ou his way to France the
young General stopped with Miot in Turin,
but would go uowhere, aud showed delicacy
honor in his dealings with the
auu a sense of
Sardinian Government which have never been
recognized by the historians who love to revile
his memory:
■‘Day bad hardly dawned when a crowd, attracted
by curiosity and the desire of seeing so famous a
The Kin*
General, assembled before my house.
sent one or hislprlnclpal offlcers with compliments
afterward
Bonaparte
his
or
Majesty.
on the part
received the Ministers, and welcomed M. de Saint
Sftrsan with

special

fervor.

He also

received the

Generals anil superior offlcers who were la Turin, as
well as some private Individuals, who tried to Induce him to favor a revolution in Piedmont. But
lie gave no heed to these suggestions. In the course
of the morning the King sent him a very fine Sardinian horse. The Queen (Clotllde of France, sister to Louis XVI.) had hung on the animal's neck a
necklace of precious stones, the last of her jewels;
she had sacrificed all the others to the needs of the
State. Bonaparte Could not venture to refuse either
the horse or the necklace, but he teemed moved by
this pathetic gift and the circumstances under
which it was offered. To the King’s offlcers who
had brought it he presented snufl-boxeB set In diamonds aud valuable rings, and made presents to
the royal household greatly exceeding iu value
those which he accepted."

The favorable tenor of many of the remarks
of Miot do not prove him indiscriminate. At
the right moment be shows the failings of Naup as an absopoleon without setting himself
lute critic. After Marengo he writes: "What

BURNING
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confirm this prosperity
there was wanting
and to afford Europe the spectacle and example of a great regenerated people enjoying liberty without falling into license, triumphantly
led by capable chiefs, but not becoming the
slave of those chiefs-what was wanting for
this? A Washington. If Bonaparte, on his
victorious return from the field of Marengo,
had taken that illustrious citizen as his model,
what might he not have done for the happiness
of France, for his own true glory, and even for
the duration of his authority?” Another proof
that Miot does not suit his facts and arguments
to his prejudices will be found in his remarks
about Napoleon’s brothers, especially about Joseph, to whom he was greatly attached, and of
whose kindliness and charm he frequently
speaks. It appears here that Joseph was continually urging the divorce from Josephine,
and was almost as bitter as Lucien against what
they held to be the jealousy and monopolizing
spirit of their great brother. Joseph wanted to
be declared Regent in case of Napoleon’s demise without heir. Miot confirms all that has
been urged against Napoleon in respect to jeala singular inousy of other men, and gives
stance of his fatalistic beliefs. Joseph was urging him to conclude the treaty with the United
States. “You understand nothing about it,”
he said. “In two years'time we shall be masIf the Kings make peace
ters of the world.
they are lost; two years of prosperity to France
will destroy their power, and if they continue
the war they are still more Burely lost.” Aud
then, coloring his political prophecy with that
tinge of superstition which he mingled with evhaperything, he continued: "Nothing has yet
pened to me that I have not foreseen: I alone
have accompam surprised at nothing that I
lished. Even so I can also divino the future,
and even so I shal 1 reach t he end I propose to
myself.” Joseph Bonaparte also told Miot a
still more curious fact regarding their father,
Charles Bonaparte, who died in his thirtyseventh year at Montpellier. In his last moments, when partly delirious from pain, he exclaimed repeatedly: “Where is he? Where is
will make
my son Napoleon? Ho whoso sword
Kings tremble! He who will change the face of
Europe! He would defend me from my enemies; he would save my lifel” Joseph Bonaparte added: “I am almost ashamed of wliat I
it to no
say to you, and certainly I would say
But the thing is certain.
one but yourself.
There exists, moreover, another witness to this
singular fact—Fescb, my mother’s brother. He
father’s deathas well as I was present at my
bed, and can confirm what I have just told
to

Count Miot do Melito had unusual opportunities for knowing the local characteristics of
Napoleon’s birthplace and the current facts and
reports about his ancestry. He was Governor
of Corsioa on two occasions, and left in these
memoirs one of the few descriptions of that island. Like the rest of his remains, it is not
brilliant nor exhaustive bat accurate and moderate.
Certainly no autobiographer of that
epoch is less pretentious and carries in his style
fairness of mind than he.
more conviction of
His memoirs belong to those which will not
take the public at first, but will win their way
slowly and surely, perhaps to exist long after
showier histories are consigned to the grave of
public libraries.

STATE

NEWS.

The Journal says that the Methodists have

expended $1,000 in remodeling their vestry,
and now havo modern and oouimodions apart-

auditorium of the
the
ments underneath
church. Stream from the plastering discolored the walls and ceiling of the church above
a
ao badly, that at
meeting of the official
board it was decided to re-fresco the ceiling
and tint the walis again. Work will be commenced at once, and it is hoped that everything will be completed bo that the vestry can
be dedicated on Thursday evening next, on
which occasion many of the old pastors of the
society will be present. Kev. Dr. McKeown,
of the Chestnut street church, Portland, will
deliver the sermon.
COUNTY.

Mr. Almon Grover, one of the mo6t respected
citizens of Bethel, died very suddenly Tuesday
morning. As was his custom, he built the
fire about balf-past four in the morning, and
went to his bed until the room was warm, and
threw his arms over his head and gasped two
He was about 70
or three times and expired.
years of age.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

The Bangor Whig says the ladles of St. John
Episcopal church, Bangor, had an [esthetic
The hall
coffee party, Wednesday evening.
was prettily decorated, colored
bunting being
to the
the
of
from
the
centre
ceiling
suspended
gallery, and emblems of msthetlcism arranged
The 6unfiower predominated,
on all sides.
and every one used a unique fau made to represent one of these now popular floral decorations, and the effect was quite “too all but.”
A number of the ladies were in costnme, some
Several of
of which were really very pretty.
the gentlemen also appeared a la Oscar Wilde.
□umjuiuiiiiX

wunat.

About Eeven thousand of the ten thousand
and locality, for the
allotted to Pittsfield
raising of the Maine Central Institute debt,
has been secured by subscription, conditioned
on the raising of the remaining.
The school is prospering very finely under
Its new principals, Messrs. Parsons and Drake,
recently from Bates College, with an able
corps of assistants.
WALDO COUNTY.

Tuesday night an elderly woman accompanied by her daughter, arrived in Belfast,
drawing on a hand sled all her worldy effects.
The woman gave her name as Brawn, stating
that she had walked from Bangor and was going to Palei mo where she had relative residing. The pair were peculiarly dressed with
wooden shoes upon their feet.
They wanted
no help and on Wednesday morning left town
apparently as happy as could be, the elder one
with a long pipe in her mouth.

BY

I'ELEGRAPH.
MAINE.

Suspicion of Suicide.
Bath, Feb. 17.—Bobbins Heal, aged G5
and unmarried, of the firm of Heal Brothers,
lumber dealers, of Westport, left home some
time during Wednesday night and has not
since been seen. He was traced to tbe
where it is feared he committed suicide.

river

MAKINE NEWS.
Drifts Ashore at New
Inlet.
Washington, Feb. 17.—The signal corps
station at New Biver, N. C., reports under
date of ICth as follows:—The two masted

BUSINESS PORTION

lair condition and can be saved. No papers
found. This vessel was capsized during the
storm last August, five miles off New Biver
Inlet and held by anchors until cut by wreckng party.
Serious Charges

Concerning

an

Ocean

Steamer.

New York, Feb. 17.—The cabin passengers
tbe steamship Catalonia print a card to-day,
stating that they consider that vessel as hardly
fit to go to sea, that she was insufficiently supplied with coal, that sho is a slow craft, that
the decks leaked, that the stern was so weak
that it had to be shored up during the voyage,
and they condemn the company for sending
such a ship to sea with a light supply of coal
and such a heavy caago.
Among the signatures is that of Capt. Edward Barkley of the
English navy and several citizens of New
York, Pittsburg and Michigan. Vernon Brown
tbe agent of the Catalonia in this city, has not
heard of the vessel’s unfitness for sea. He
fast steamer, but is a strong,
sat s she is not a
Clyde-built, iron craft, that the coal tnrued out
to be poor, and Capt. Mourlain, whom the
passengers highly compliment for competency,
etc., put into Halifax to obtain coal enough to
complete the voyage to New York.
on

Mrs. Garfield will not Answer Mrs. Scovllle’s Letter.
Cleveland. O., Feb. 17.—J. H. Rhodes, secretary of the Garfield monument committee,
said to-day that Mrs. Garfield received a letter
from Mrs. Scoville this morning, and he was
authorized in her behalf to say that toward the
slayer of her husband she cherished no malice.
He most answer only to his God aud the
American people. For his sister and all members of his family she feels only profound pity.
Farther than this she asks to be left alone
with her sorrow and to be spared being dragged
into useless and torturing publicity. Mrs. Gatfield will not answer the letter.
Heavy Suit

Against the Grand Trunk

upon breaches of contract. In 1870 theGrand
Trunk Railway contracted with the Ti|t|Bportation Company to form its Eastern connection, and it is alleged by the latter that the
railway did not fulfill its contract by furnishing the requisite number of cars.

Delinquent Pennsylvania Railroads.
Harrisburg, Feb. 17.—Secretary Dunkel.of
the department of internal affairs, has placod
a list of seventeen railroad
companies doing
business in Pennsylvania in the bauds of the
attorney general, requesting him to proceed
against them because of failure to make out
and return to the auditor general annua! reports within thirty days after the expiration of
thoir financial year. The penalty for each road
is 95000.
Sullivan has forwarded a challenge to Ryan
(in consequence of remarks attributed to Ryan
relative to the late fight) to meet him in four
round with Boft gloves, and if he (Sullivan)
does not stop Ryan In four rounds ho will give
him 9500.
_

Burning

Fire

The

THE

OF

Fnriouly at

Accounts.

Last

WITH LITTLE PROSPECT OF CHECKIT-

ING

Boston, Feb. 17.—A large conflagration ia
raging in Haverhill, Mass. Assistance has
teen called for and sent from Lawrence.

[second dispatch.]
Reports from Haverhill state that the lire
started in the business portion of Ihe town and
spread with rapidity, the buildings being mostof wood and igniting very quickly. The small
fire department was unable to cope with the
flames and

they

and assistance

soon

was

got beyond their control,
immediately asked from

Newburyport, Lowell and other

Lawrence,
towns.
The town

at

1.30

o’clock

a. m.

seems

all

ablaze, and the business portion will undoubtedly be destroyed.
The fire covers the entire tract from the railroad station to Little River, and between Essex and Wingate streets and the river. The
The prospects for
gaining control of the fire are, at this houn
No direct reports from the
very unfavorable.
scene of the conflagration can be obtainedflames

are

still

raging.

The fire can be seen from Boston, Lawrence,
Audover, and many other places, from 20 to 30
miles from Haverhill.
[THIRD despatch, j
The first direct report from Haverhill says
that the First National Bank, Five Cents Saving Bank, and all the lower part of Washingstreet is burned and there is no knowing
The operator at the
where the fire will stop.
depot says tho fire is getting unoomfortably
close and he is afraid he will bo forced to desert his post. jThe fire, he says, covers at least
The loss
ten acres, pretty thickly built upon.
ton

several millions.
Engine8
are coming from Newburyport and Dover. A
number of families on Wingate street have
This is the largest fire that
been burned out.

probably reach

The streets
occurred in this vicinity
lined with merchandise and furniture, and

ever
are

Mr. Miller of New York piesented Jfrom tbe
Union League Club of New York city memorial
in favor of a bill introduced by Mr. Blair to
aid in the establishment and support of comA resolution appended to the
mon schools.
memorial, expressing hearty approval of the
scope and object of the bill, was at the request
of Mr. Miller read by the secretary.
A bill appropriating $100,000 to improve the
harbor at Galveston passed.
g
The Senate at 1.40 after considering several
bills on the calendar without action agreed to
adjourn from to-day until Monday.
Mr. Hale from the census committee reported the House bill providing that the compensation authorized by the census deficiency bill
may be made to assignees in writing or to such
persons as shall hold power of attorney to receive the same. Passed.
Executive session and adjournment followed.
HOUSE.
Owing to the great confusien which existed
at the close of yesterday’s session, there were
several corrections made of tho Congressional
Record, after which the Speaker announced
tbe regular order to be the motion to lay on
the table a motion submitted at the close of
yesterday's session by Mr. Springer of Illinois,
to reconsider the vote by which the House rejected an amendment offered to tbe apportionment bill by Mr. Colerick of Indiana, providing that in case the legislature of any State
whose representation is changed shall fail to
re-district the State before the time fixed for
the election of Representatives, the Governor
shall be authorized to call a special election.
The substitute offered by Mr. Joyce of Vermont providing for 3G5 members, was rejected
without division.
The motion to table the motion to reconsider
was carried, yeas 130, nays 114.
The question then recurred on the substitute
for the whole bill submitted by Mr. Colerick
of Indiana, and which fixes representation at
316.
Mr. Cox of New York demanded the yeas
and nays, and tellers on yeas and nays having
been ordered, tbe Speaker appointed Messrs.
Cox and Trescott, of New York, as such tellero, but Mr. Cox declined to serve in that capacity with his colleague. The substitute was
rejected, yeas 94, nays 154.
The question then recurred on the substitute
offered by Mr. Page providing that the House
shall be composed of 317 members.
This Mr.
Page desired to withdraw but as it was the
numbered favored by the Democrats objection was made.
It was, however, rejected:
yeas 99, nays 148. The previous question was
then ordered on tho final passage of tbe bill
and it was then passed without further division as follows:
He it enacted, esc., that after the ,iu day of
March, 1883, the House of Representatives
shall be composed of three|bundred and twentyfive members, to be apportioned among the
States as follows:
Alabama 8, Arkansas 5, California 6, Colorado l, Connecticut 4, Delaware 1, Florida 2,
Georgia 10, Illinois 20, Indiana 13, Iowa 11
Kansas 7, Kentucky 11, Louisiana 0, Maine 4,
Maryland 6, Massachusetts 12, Michigan 11,
Minnesota 5, Mississippi 7, Missouri 14, Nebraska 3, Nevada 1, New Hampshire 2, New
Jersey 7, New York 35, North Carolina 9,Ohio
21, Oregon 1, Fennsylania 28, Rhode Island 2,
South Carolina 7, Tennessee 10, Texas 11, Vermont 2, Virginia 10, West Virginia 4, Wisconsin 9.
Sec. 2. That whenever a new State is admitted to the tJnion the Representative or Representatives assigned to it shall be in addition
to the number of three hundred and twentyfive.
Sec. 3. That in each State entitled under this
apportionment the number to which such
State may be entitled in the Forty-eighth Congress shall be elected by districts composed of

people

Chester, Penn., Feb. 17.—About 8 o clock
this morning au explosion occurred at the py-

rotechnic works of Prof. JacksoD. The building was badly shattered, took fire aud was
totally consumed. At least fifteen and probably more lives were lost and mauy were dangerously wounded. The building is the old
homestead of Admiral Porter.

[second despatch.]
A number of colored families lived in the
old Porter mansion. It seems it first took fire,
and while the firemen were playing on the
flames and a large crowu surrouu ded them the
explosion occurred, scattering destruction far
aud wide. The number killed is between fifAbout tweDty are dangerteen and twenty.
ously, and fifty more or less seriously wounded.
are
dead
The
being laid in City Hall and the
wounded cared for in various drug stores, so
that no accurate list cau be obtained. The
scene is one of great excitement.

[third despatch.]
Prof. Jackson has an office in Philadelphia’
in charge of his son-in-law. The latter states
that only four persons are employed in the
These are Prof.
manufactory in Chester.
Jackson, his son Samuel, aged 2(1, Charles
Van Horn of Philadelyhia, and Mrs. Brown, a
married woman with two children who lived
in the house where the explosion took place.
This was a spacious L shaped stone building
at the tfoot of Welsh street, and facing the
Delaware river.
Immediately in its rear are
Porter
Admiral
works.
the Chester gas
formerly lived in the house, and it,is understood that he owns the property.

[fourth despatch.]
house where the explosion

took
The stone
place this morning had long been occupied by
is
a
and
in
colored people
poor neighborhood.
Part of the mansion has been used by Prof.
Jackson, the pyrotechnist, for the manufacture of his explosive. The fire department altnougli exhausted after spending the entire
night in subduing the Pennsylvania military
Lines of
academy tfire, responded quickly
hose were were run to the bnrning building
.1

doubt a

number of

[fourth

dispatch

John Lamplugh, a boy.
Thomas Dollison, aged
Thomas Anderson.
Alexander Phillips.

The Fire Reported Under Control.
ABOUT

ALL

THE BOOT

AND

SHOE

MANUFACTORIES GONE.

The fire is now under control. But one block
remains on Wingate street and two at the upper end of Washington 6troet. All else in the
square, bounded by the Merrimac river on the
south, Washington, Lynn and Essex streets
on the east, north side of Wingate street on
the north and Railroad Square on the west, is
burned
ground.
The territory embraces the largest part cf
the boat and shoe manufactories. The loss
No serious
cannot be estimated at this hoar.
accidents to persons as far as heard from.
to

the

WASHINGTON.
to the Senate.
Correspondence
Washington, Feb. 17.—The Department of
the Senate this afternoon
State sent to
the Clayton-Bulwer and the Mexicau and
Guatemalan correspondence.
Star Route Investigation.
The grand jury at Washington have commenced an investigation of the manner of conducting the star route service in Oregon and
had the following witnesses before them toSent

day:

Isaac N. Sargent of Whitebill; John W.
Fisk and John E. Masterton, both of Canyon
City; Emil Schultz and William Cowan, both
of Camp Watson; A. S. Powers of Engine
City, and John Carey of Fort McDermott; all
of the State of Oregon.
Executive Nominations.
The President to-day sent to the Senate the
nomination of Wakefield G. Frye of Maine to
be United States consul-general at Halifax;
Daniel C. Palmer to be postmaster at Gardiner, Me.
Retirement of Trade Dollars.
Representative Smith reported to the House
committee on banking and currency to-day a
substitute for two bills which had been referred to that committee providing for the reThe substitute was
tirement of trade dollars.
adopted by the committee and Mr. Smith was
instructed to report the same to the House
with favorable recommendation.
Claim for Cooling Apparatus.
Mr. Jennings, of Boston, has filed with the
Garfield auditing committee through an attorney a bill for S5000 for the construction of
his cool air apparatus in the executive mansion during the illness of President Garfield.
Postal Savings Banns.
The House committee on pobt offices and
post roads had under consideration to-day the
postal savings bank bill which has been printed
After
and recommitted to the committee.
bill was
some trivial verbal amendments the
adopted and Representative Lacey was instructed to renort it to the House with a recommendation for its passage.
Fltz John Porter’s Case
All the members of the Cabinet were present at the meeting to-day. The Fitz John Porter case was again under consideration with a
view to his possible reinstatement in the army
but no conclusions were reached. It is stated
that the only legal way to afford the dessrt d
redress in this case is for the President to paldon Porter, thus removing bis present disqualifications from holding office in the service of
the Nnited States and then to restore him to
his former place in the army by nomination to
the Senate._

BOILER
Five Negroes

EXPLOSION.

Killed

and

Many Others

Injured.
Atlanta, Feb. 17.—The boiler of the Georcar
works, at Cartersville, exploded this
morning killing five negroes and injuring a
number of others, two of whom have since
died. Damage to building very great.

gia

Failures for the Week.
New York, Feb. 17.—K. G. Dun & Co. report 154 failures throughout the country for
the week, a somewhat greater number |than
last, and cotton principally, in New Orleans
In New York the principal failand Chicago.
nro was that of C. F. Hardy & Co., shipping
and commission. The distribution of the failEastern States, 15; Wostern, 50;
ures
was:
Southern, 45; Middle, 21; Pacific coast and
New York city, 10; total, 154.
13;
Territories,
An outward bound freight train of the New
Haven railroad ran off the track Thursday
night, near Mount Vernon. Joseph Haizell, a
brakeman, was instantly killed, and H. C.
Phelps, the conductor, who resides in New

Haven,

was

slightly injured.

li untiri
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22.

Doughty.
Benj. Gartoide, aged 28.
Perry \Villiams,Jolored.
Anthony Barber.
James

William Woods, member of Franklin Fire Company, wounded abort the head and body and died
shortly after removal.
John Daiens, aged 13.
Edward Shropshire, an employe at Roach’s ship

yard.

Total—14.
htjubed.
Chief Dalton of the fire

department.

Geo. Turner, colored, slightly.

At 2.25 a. m., the fire can be
from Boston, and evidently is still burning
fiercely. No loss of life or personal injury is
reported, but it is feared by friends in this city
of residents in Haverhill, who know the location of the fire, that some lives must have

LATER.

♦

John Pollick.
Jo eph Kestner.
George Taylor.

]
distinctly seen

been lost.
At 2.30, a sudden burst of flame was noticed
from this city, indicating an explosion.
The following dispatch was received by the
Portland office of the Western Union at 3.45
direct from Haverhill:
Among those burnt out are Geo. A. Green,
R. Peasley, Eureka Co., Howard Day, Merrimac
Bank, E. G. Bly, Kimball Bros., H. H.
Foster, Sherbum & Blaisdell, Huntington
Bros., S. L. Jewett, Griffin Brrs., Gage &
Johnson, L. A. Finney, J. M. Moulton, Priest
& Chase, A. McDuffie, Gale Bros.. A. L. Kimball, A. G. Pettengiil, Daniel Fitts, W. S.
Chasse’s Sons, John Pilling, J. G. F. Little,
George & Co., Smiley Bros., Kempton
B.
M.
&
J.
Stover,
Foster,
Co.,
Johnson
H.
H.
Walter
Goodrich.
N.
M.
Geo. W. Mitchell, J.
S, Kimball,
Poor,
Endicatt & Arnold, E. W. Allen, Seth K.
Mitchell, John B. Farrar, Moses Howe, L.
Johnson, Davis & Crafts. Every buildings
on W ishington street will go and all on the
south side of Wingate street.

Vnnnn

KILLED.

main

ed such headway that the local department
could do nothing to stay the progress of the
flames.

4'.~„___

The colored people
ana their effects were removed from the house,
and the firemen after being assured that there
was no powder in the place, it is asserted, prepared to flood the house if possible. Some of
the firemen in order to get a better range on
the spreading flames got upon a small frame
shed in the rear. After about half an hour of
constant playing on the building a terrific exThe men were thrown
plosion occurred.'
The air was filled with
several feet high.
the
thereabouts
ground
being covered
rubbish,
with the victims, some seriously injured and
others badly hurt. The shock was keenly felt
throughout the city. The scene was one of inThe dead
distress.
tense excitement and
bodies of men lay piled on the ground. Others
labored in the agonies of death. A number
writhing iu their blood moaned and groaned
Many lay insensible of
piteously for help.
their surroundings and others, scratched and
braised, with their eyes filled with dust and
smoke, groped their way from from the scene
of the terrible accident.
The following is the list of the killed and
wounded:

are

telegraph office has been burned oat,
of
the
the
centre
between
connection
office
telegraph
depot
city and the
fire started
The
being thus severed.
in Endicott & Arnold’s sole leather establishment, wooden block. The alarm was first
given at quarter of 12, when the fire had gain-

*1,«

large crowd had gathered.

rendered
homeless, although owing to the panicky feeling no really authentic report can be got. The
no

Railway.

Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 17.—The Northern
Transportation Company has begun in the Circuit Court a suit against the Grand Trunk
Railway for damages, placed at $500,000, based

ter, Penn., Blown Up.
FIFTEEN PERSONS KILLED AND MANY

DESTROYED.

CITY

A Belfast Vessel

schooner M. W. Drew, of Belfast, was abandoned. She was loaded with lumber and came
on the beach here, three miles south of New
Biver, bottom up during the storm of the 4th
inst.
Deck and rigging gone and lumber
strewn for five miles on the beach. The vessel
is badly worn and iB a total wreck. Cargo in

SENATE.

INJURED.

will

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

OXFORD

Haverhill, Mass.

John J. Egan.
Wm. McNeal, fatally.
Walter Graham.
Ellwood K. Linegenburg, agee 13.
Wm. Worrilow, slightly.
Isaac Showl, colored, badly.
James Oakes, badly.
Wm. Cowan, lower part of the face torn off.
Frank McCall.
Henry Wood.

George Potto, colored.
Long.
Joseph ohnson, colored.
Willie Ward, son of Congressman Ward, slightly
Ellwood

hurt.
Robert Taylor, colored, severely.
Charles Delaney.
Miss Jane Roy, colored, badly mangled.
Sallie <Jack, colored.
Frank Hunter.
Lewis McCullough, throat cut and internally in-

jured.

Hiram Griffith, scalp wound.
John Miller, reporter for the Times, burnt about
bead face and throat, but not fatally. This victim
remembers nothing about the explosion. He did
not even know that an explosion had taken place
when he recovered consciousness.
mere
more or

were

between zu ana ■*> otueis injureu
were hurried off before

less, bat they

their names could be learned.
The loud
The scene beggars description.
report brought hundreds of citizens to the
place te see if their friends were among the
sufferers. People yrayed in the open streets,
and the shrieks of the dying were appalling.
The fire was abandoned and everybody in condition to do so turned their attention to alleviating the distress. Messengers were sent for
all tbe physicians in the city, and upon their
arrival the houses in the vicinity were convened into hospital and the wounded removed
thereto.
Everything possible was done for
A. number were taken home in
their relief.
wagons, and those who were able to walk were
aided to their abodes by friends. The dead
were removed to City Hall.
Perry Williams was blown to the roof oi the
Mansion, there lodged and slowly scorched to
death. John W. Barnes, carpenter, volunteered to bring him down and, strange to say, although he had been in that position half an
hour he was alive when lowered to the ground
but died soon after from concussion of the
Three victims who were killed were
brain.
standing on the corner of Second and Welch
streets, 150 yards from the building, being
crushed by a shower of stone, bricks and timber.
Coroher Quirnby at noon summoned a jury
In
to investigate the cause of the explosion.
order to help to bury the dead and provide for
the wants of the injured a meeniog of citizens
was held this afternoon and 81900 raised in a
short time. Many families of the dead and
injured were found to be in actual need. A
corrected list of the killed places the number
at 15.
The city council held a special session
this ( vening and agreed to prohibit the manufacture of fire works with the city and landing
of dynamite on the wharves.

WALL STREET.

Washington, Fob. 17.

therein.
All acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.
On motion of Mr. Neal an order for a night
session for Tuesday next was reached and a
session ordered for Monday night for the consideration of the District code.
The morning hour having been dispensed
with the House went into committee of the
whole upon the private calendar.
The committee rose after considering two
bills.
Mr. Valentine, chairman of the committee
on agriculture, reported the agriculture appronriation bill. Referred to the committee of
the whole.
The Speaker laid before the House a message
from the President in furtherScompliance with
the Houbo resolution calling for the correspondence respecting the war on tho Pacific,
transmitting the report of the Secretary of
State and accompaning documents. Referred.
Adjourned until to-morrow.

IMPORTANT SUIT.
Heavy Claim for Damages Against the
City of Boston for Infringement of a
Patent.

Boston, Peb. 17.—A claim for infringement
of a patent has been made against the city of
Boston for an amount of nearly §500,000, and
the question of liability of the city has been
submitted to the City Solicitor, and in caBe of

adverse report suit is to he entered at once.
The claimant is Mr. Marcus P. Morton, a lawyer of Troy, N. Y., who purchased of one Bixby his invention of tho application of a valve
now in use upon all the cylinder steam fire engines of whatever pattern, and Mr. Morton
claims a royalty on every engine owned by the
city since 18C3. Tho first movement made by
Mr. Morton was against the city of Troy,
which has seven engines, and the city, after
consulting its best legal talent, was informed
that it was liable, and made a settlement with
Mr. Morton for about §53,000. The city of
New York was then requested to settle, and.
failing to do so, suit was commenced and judgment has been entered in Mr. Morion’s favor,
the amount to be determined hereafter. The
matter was recently brought to the attention of
Mayor Green by Mr. Morton and Gen. Butler,
his counsel, and the evidence taken in the suit
in New York was also submitted. It is the intention of Mr. Morton to proceed against all
the cities in the country, and it is said that he
has retained all the leading patent lawyers.
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The hill to increase the capital stock of the
Richmond and Danville Terminal Company
passed iht* Virginia Legislature yesterday and
is expected to he Bigued by the Governor to-

day.

majority of operators at the Windsor last
night thought the raid was over and that the
market might be expected to show some improvement to-day.
The capital of the American District Telegraph is to be increased from 32,000,000 to
33,000,000.
A

NEW YORK.
The World Building Fire.
New Vobk, Feb. 17.—Orlando B. Potter,
owner of the old “World” building, tc-day,
gave bail in 35000 for his appearance before
the grand jury during its examination into the
causes of the tire.
Weir, the carpenter employed, will also be required to furnish bonds
for his appearance.
Ice Gorge on the Hudson.
Albany, Feb 17.—The ice field on the Hudson broke up this morning and
passed down
until Dow’s Point was reached where further
dtO', ress of the ice floes was stopped by the
The gorge threw
firmness of the ice there.
hack au immense volume of water which was
running at the rate of seven miles an hour upthe
on Albany, and before the merchants on
river front had time to remove the goods their
stores and cellars were flooded, causing considable loss. Small boats had to be called into
requisition to remove merchandise. The damages at Grcenbush, opposite Albany, are even
greater, and the new bridge recently opened
was damaged to some extent on that side of
the river.

Grievance of the Minnesota Grangers.
St. Paul. Minn., Feb. 17.—The Minnesota
State Grange has adopted resolutions severely
denouncing the Minneapolis Millers’ Association, by which the most of the Minnesota
wheat is purchased, for excluding other purchasers from the market, and keeping down
prices. The Grange has also adopted an appeal to railroad compantes to cooperate with
the farmers to secure a free and [open market
and fair competition for grain.
A

The Anti-Monopoly League will begin a
crusade agaiust rent raising landlords in Chicago, May 1st.

CHILI AND PERU.
French Offler of Mediation Refused by
Mr. Blaine.
New York, Feb. 17.—A letter from Minister Morton, dated Paris, Aug. 11th, to Secretary Blaine, states that President Grevy was
willing to give the aid of France in securing
peace between Chili and Peru. Mr. Blaine,
under date of Sept 5th, wrote Minister Morton, that while highly appreciating the kind
intentions of France, the government of the
United States felt obliged to decline to enter
into negotiations with European powers for a
joint intervention in the affairs of Pern and
Chili. A letter from Minister Morton, dated
Oot. 20th, to Mr. Blaine, states that President
Grevy again assured him that France was willing to act with the United States in tbe PeruCbili matter, if desired, or to leave the United
States to prosecute it alone.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Martin F. Conway, member of the thirtyseventh Congress, from Kansas, died at the
government marine hospital yesterday.
The State Senate of Massachusetts yesterday
a resolution denouncing polygamy and
instructing Massachusetts' representatives In
Congress to do all in their power to pass the
anti-polygomy bill.
The Governor of Illinois has received information that residents of the southern portiou
of tbe State are starving. The report, though
discredited, will be investigated.
Steamship Vandalia brought to New York
the captain and crew of schooner Lucia Maria
of London, abandoned at sea, sinking.
At a reunion of alnmni of Bowdoin College
fn New York, Thursday night, speeches were
made by Gen. Chamberlain, Judge Howes,
Prof. Hitchcock, Rev. Drs. Goodwin, Weston
and Gen. Hubbard.

adopted

The uneasiness and feeling of insecurity
caused by tbe failure of Kenyon & Co., in Chicago, is rapidly disappearing. Money is easy
at the UBual rates. The indications are that
mw

Mr. Gladstone on Home Rule.

London, Feb, 17.—In explaining last evening in the House of Commons, his recent utterances in regard to home rule, Mr. Gladstone
of local govern-

said lie held on the question
ment very clear and distinct opinions, though
it was unlikely that he would ever be called
to take action upon them.
He considered that
the decentralization of Parliament should be a
cardinal rule of policy; that local .institutions
are a source of great strength, and that the only limit which, in principle, is necessary to
them, is adequate provision for the supremacy
of the central authority. He believed that the
wise and jast way of meeting the demand for
bringing Irish affairs more under Irish control
is not to regard it as the first step toward separation, but rather to ask the promoters of the
change to formulate the guarantees they proposed to give for the supremacy of Parliament.
He had never yet received an adequate or satisfactory explauation on this point.
Proceedings in the Commons.
London, Feb. 17.—In the Commons this
UiUlUlUg HUU lopuiu uu
a vote of 120 to 14.
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The Government Defeated In the Lords.
London, Feb. 17—In the House of Lords this
evening tbe Government strongly opposed '.he
motion of Earl Douonghmore for the appointment of a select committee to inquire into the
working of the recent legislation in reference
to land in Ireland. Lord Selborno, Lord High
Chancellor, spoke against the motion and said
he would continue to oppose it throughout the
eession. He maintained that any interruption
in the working of the land act would be unwise
and mischievous. The motion was carried by
a vote of 96 te 03.
Splitting Hairs.
Liverpool, Feb. 17.—Tbe Liverpool Cotton
Brokers’ Association has resolved to henceforth officially recognize transactions in futures
in fractions of sixty-fourths.
Matters in Paris,
Paris, Feb. 17.—The official brokers now
command a surplus of 150,000,000 francs, un-

employed capital.

London, Feb. 17.—A dispatch from Paris to
the Times says M. Gambetta returned to Paris
because he was dissatisfied with the attitude of
his friends toward the Cabinet.
Theramount of the bail upon which M. Bontoux was released, was 4,000 francs, and that of
This shows that no criminal
M. FeJer 25001.
charge was brought against them in connection
with the failure of the Union Generalc.
A Paris dispatch to the Standard says the
negotiations respecting the Anglo-French
commercial treaty are virtually ended for the
present.
Fresh Outrages Against tbo Jews in
Russia.
London, Feb. 17.—A Vienna dispatch to the
Telegraph says that fresh anti-Jewish disturbances are reported in the government of Ivieff.
The military Governor-General, Count Totleben, declined to interfere without special instructions from St. Petersburg, a refusal which
has prodaced a painful impressieu among the

orderly population.
The Jews, in a village near Kichineff, were
attacked by Russian peasants on the 5th inst.,
and ten were nearly peaten to death
Eoreign Notes,
Vienna is threatened with a total failure of
ts water

supply.

A correspondent at Rome says Russia, in her
negotiations with the Vatican, requires, as the
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bid for April; 63o for May. Oats firm ana generally
higher at 40c February ;40%c for March; 41 @41%
April; 44Vs'®44%c fo May. Pork is steidy and
generally hi^hor at 17 67% February and March;
i7 90 April;18 00@18 07% May. Lard active and
higher at 10 85 for February and March; 11 02Va
April; 11 16 May.
Receipts—14.000 bbls hour, 14,000 bush wheat,
67.000 bush corn. 34,000 bush cats. 6,000 beab
rye. 19,000 bush barley.
Shipmonts-20 000 bbls flour, 7.000 bush wheat,
148.000 bu«h corn, 61,000 bush oats. |4,0C0 bush
rye, 21.000 bmih barley.
ST. Louis, Feb. 17.—Flour dull and unchanged.
Wheat opened higher, declined and closed generally
better than last evening: cash and February much
for
stronger;|No 2 Red Fall at 1 39% cash; 1 39%
February; 1 24% for March; 1 26% April; 1 26%
asked. Corn
May: No 3 Red Fall 121. No 4 do 116for
February;
higher but very slow at 66c oash:54%
66%c for March; 69%c for April. 62%c for May.
17
for
92Va bid
bid
at
Pork higher
17 77Va
March;
April. Lard better at 10 80.
busn
bbls
whaa;,
flour. 57,000
Receipts—6,000
55 000 bush oorn, 00,000 bash oats, 000,000 hash
bush
ye, 0,000
barley.
Shipmcnts-7,000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat,
44.000 bush corn, 00,000 bush oats, 00,000 bush
Barley, 0.000 bush rye.
Detroit. Feb. 17.—Wheat quiet: No 1 White on
spot and February 1 29%; March 1 29%@1 29%;
April at 1 30% ; May at 1 30% ; No 2 White 1 26
8
bid, 1 26% asked.
Receipts 18,000; shipments 11,000 bush.
New York, Feb. 17.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands ll%c.
New Orleans,Eeb. 17.—Cotton steady: Middling
uplands 11% o.
Mobile, Feb. 17.—Cotton steadier, Middling uplands at ll%e.
Savannah, Feb. 17.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands HVso.
Memphis, Feb. 17.-Cotton is steady; Middling
uplands at ll%e._
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Was Jkp't, Office Gains' Signal i
Ovvioiat, Washington. D. C..
Feb. 18, 1 A.M.
,
For New England,
Colder fair weather, northeasterly winds, higher pressure.

[special bulletin.]
General rains have fallen in North Carolina,
Middle [Atlantic States and New England,
and occasional snow in the Lake region and
Northwest,
Northeasterly winds prevail in
the South Atlantic States. The cold wave iast
night in Minnesota and Dakota has extended
to the eastward over the Lake region, Middle
States and New England but has not extended
to the southward.
The temperature still continues below zero along the northwestern frontier.
It has fallen 20 to 30 degrees in New

Charleston.

coming along more freely,

and with

receipts this weeK at Boston and New York, the
market is rather weak. Cranberri es are strong and
scarce, especially for Cape Cod, which are quoted at
12 00@15 00 p- bbl.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Floor.
Grain, Provisions. &c.
Receipts

of iHuiae Central.

Portland, Feb. 16.
For Portland, ears£32 miscellaneous merchandise,
86
oars
miscellaneous r.ior.
roads
•or connecting
o~andlse.
Portland

Feb. 17.

The following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
157

Commercial street:

Time. Mar.
9.41.. 123%
10.S0..122
11.31. 1223/s
12.30. .122V*
1.03.. 1228/s

Call....122%

April.
124 %
123%
123%
123%
123%
124%

Mar.

May.

127

1263/g
126%
126%
126%
127%

57ya
57%
57%
57%
577s

May.
633/s
62%

Mar.

40ya
40%

63

40»A

40%

J

Ifluuag Slocks.
(By Telegraph.)

CMialoraia

|

DEATH!.

are

Belcher.
Codie.

Best*

Con. Virginia..
Eureka
Gould & Curry.
Hale & Norcrosa....
..

tbs

6%
3
1

12V4
* 3%
1%
9%

Mexican.
Northern Belle.. i9Vi
Ophir... 4%
1%
...
Savage
7V4
Sierra Nevada.
10%
Onton Con.
1%
Yellow Jacket

Sunday
Libby.

Sunday

years.
In Brunswick, Feb. 9, Gilbert E. Hamilton of
North Yarmouth, aged 21 years.
In Brunswick, Feb. 14, Mrs. Hannah, wife of Capt
William Decker, aged 69 years.
In Bath, Feb. 15, Bertie F. Nelson of Sutton,
N. H.. aged 17 years.
In Topsham. Feb. 9, Abbie A., wife of Rev. C. B.
Atwood, aged 29 years.
...

FEBRUARY 18.
m). 11.34

Sunrise.
.6.66 I High water,(A
Run seta. 6 33 I Moon sets.

6.44

Our quotations
and jobbing lois

are

wholesale

command

an

prices for fare lots
advance on our fig

urea.

Georges Codfish—"We quote $5% qtl for largo
$4*4 for medium; Bank held $b@$6% for
large and $4*4 for medium; dry cured Bank at
and

$4»4®$5 for large and $4 for medium. Shore
Codfish, pickled cured. $5 for large and $4 for
medium. Bay trawl $434@$5 for large; N. S. Shore
$oY2@$6; Newfoundland $6%.
Cusk and Haddock nominally at $4
qtl for the
and
former and $3% for the latter; Hake at
Pollock $2»4 : English do $3%@$3%.
Boneless and prepared fish 4%@5y2C ^ lb for
Hake and Cusk to 6y2@8 for best codfish. Smoked
lb. Smoked Salmon 18c; Scaled
Halibut at 10%c
Herring 18c box; No 1 at 16c: tucks 14c. Bloaters 80c & hundred.
Mackerel—Market firm at $20 for Is, $1C@12 for
28: no 38 offering.
Herring—We quote Eastern round $314 P bbl.;
split do S3*4 ; choice Nova Scotia split at $5ys@
$5«4; ordinary do $4%$6.

hundred.
Frozen Herring—86c
Fresh Halibut—Last sales yesterday at 12 and 9c
and
for
white
lb
^
gray.
Trout $14 & bbl; Swordfish at $6@7; Codfish at
$6, Haddock at $3%, Halibut Heads $3%, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes at S4y2, Tongues
$6, Tongues and Sounds at $10; Alewives at $3@
SSVa; Halifax Salmon $22 for No Is; $20 for s;
California do at $16; Shad $10.
Pure Medicine Oil at 80c
gal, crude do at 60c;
Blackfish Oil 66c; Cod do 36c; Shore do at 33c;Por1
gie do 30c.
Porgie scrap, $12 & ton: Fish do $9; Liver do $9;
Fish Skins $12; Livers 36c & bucket.
_

_

Ottiueftpc ,»larke».

(By Telegraph.)
Yobk. Feb. 17-Evening.—Flour market
quiet and prices without quotable change: export
and local trade demand limited.
Receipts Flour 16,972 bols; exports 6893 bbls;
sales 16,600 bbls; No 2 at 2 76&4 00; Superfine
Western an-.l State4 10@4 76; common to good ext.
Western and State 4 76-0)6 60; good to choice Wester*' extra at 5 80®8 75, common to choice White
Whent Western extra 7 00® 8 00;faney do at 8 (X)
a8 76; common to good extra Ohio at 6 00@8 26
a 8 76.
common to choice extra St. louts at 6 00
...

Patent Minnesota extra at 7 60.&8 00; ohotoe to
double extra at 8 00*8 76, ineluding 1600 bbls of
iitv Mill extra 6 66@0 80 for W I; 1400 bbls N0*2
at 2 76®4 00: 700 Superfine 4 10@4 76; 1600 bbls
low extra 4 75 a 5 26;4000bbls Winter Wheat extra
6 00*8 76; 4900 bbls Minnesota oxtra 4 80*8 76.
southern flour is steady. Wheat-receipt. 61,000
bush exports246,719 nush;44@Vio better, subsenuently lost advance and declined %@lo, closing
n_poooropAfl•

flvnnrt.

t.radft

limit,ml

fairiy active speculative business sales 3,489,busL.including 137,OoO bush on tbe spot: No 2
nominal 1 36: ungraded l{ed 1 20@1 36%;
o at 1 28%; No 2 Red at 1 34%@i 36 new,
1 36%@1 36 old; No 1 Red 1 39; ungraded White
1 23@1 29; No 1 do nominal at 1 31. Rye dull and
nominal at *8,894. Barley Is tirm. Corn-cash
lots %@lc higher and strong:options %@% lower,
dosing stronger with light export demand less doing
in opt! ns: receipts 75,076 Push, exports 133,021
bush,' sales 792,000 bush, including 120,000 on the
and
t;00

»

spot' ungraded at 63@69c:No 3 at 63%@64o; No 2
at 67*4 o new, 68% @69 >c old; low Mixed at 76c;
Southern Yellow at 68c; No 2 for February at 67c:
March 07% @68Vic, closing at 08%o,April 69%@
69 Vac, closing at 69%o; May 70%@70%c, closing
70%c; June at 70c. Ont« 1®1%c higher and ac
tive; receipts 37,460 bush; exports-bush: eales
487 OOO bush. No 3 at48%@48%c: do White at
49%c; No 2 at 49V4@60o new, 61c oldc: do White
60% (861 Vjc; No 1 at 60e; do White at 68c; Mixed
Western at 48@60c: do White at E0@54c; Mixed
State at 6o@51c; White do at 61@56c, including
1<> OOO bush No 2 for Februaryat 49%c; 125,000

March 48% @49%c 66,000 April 49@49%o;
May at 48%@49%c. Sogur dull; fair to good refining quoted at 7@7%c; refined is quiet but firm;
ivmuj m 0 8&8%; off A at 8%@@8%c;powdered
9%o; Cubes at 9%c; standard A at 8%: crushed at
9% ; granulated 9 3 10@9%; Confec. at 8%. ;tiolitMete, is steady: Porto Rico at 40@60c. Petroleum easier rnnited at 86yac. Tallow steady and
ouiet: sales 95,000 lbs. 8ys®8%. Pork is held a
shade higher with moderate trade; sales 200 bhls
old mess on spot at 16 76@17 00; new mess 17 76
@18 00, March at 17 76; April at 17 76@18 00.
l>rtl opened 5@7% lowor, recovered, and closed
shade stronger; sales 850 tes prime steam on spot at
at 11 00@11 02%, 116 oitv steam 10 B6;reflned for
Continent quoteu 11 16. nutter firm on fine; others weak. Cheese quiet.
Freights to Liverpool quieUbut firm.
Chicago. Feb. 17.-Flour is dull and nominal.
Wheat is generally quiet and steadier; No 2 Chicago
Spring at 1 22@l'24% cash; 1 22V* for February;
1 22% March; i 23%@1 23% for April; 1 26%@
1 26% for May; No 3 do at 1 08@1 08%; rejected
70880. Corn'is fairly active and higher at 67 %@
67%c oash; 57%o for February; 67%c for March;
63863% May; rejected 65%. Oats quiet and firm
at 40c cash; 40a,40Vic for February;40%o March;
4H%@41c for April; 43% 44c for May; rejeoted
Rvo steady at 82c. Barley quiet at 1 00.
at 39%.
Dressed Hogs steady 7 20@7 35. Pork at 17 65®
90
11 70 cash, February and March; 17 87%@17
Anril: 18 06 for May. Lard irregular and activo at
10 8OSS10 86 cash and February; 10 82% 10 86
foi May.
for March; 1100 for April; 11 12%
Hulk Meats in good demand—shoulders 6 40; short
9
66.
clear
40
laurt
9
at ribs
for

At tbe afternoon call of

the Board Wheat closod

higher at 1 22%@1 22% March: 1 24% for April;
Corn Is firm and generally higher
1 V71A lor May.
at 67%c February; 67%@57%e for March; 68%c

OF THE

—

Conneticut Mutual
life:

from

Insurance

bros!

turner
OFFER

Company

OF HARTFORD CONN.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

TO-DAY,

Assets, January 1, 1881,.$47,893,628 70
RECEIVED IN 1881.
For Premiums.$5,238,811 82
For Interest and Keats 2,830,328 08
Profit and Loss.
91,626 11 8,100,766 01

Net

$55,994,39471
DISBURSED IN 1881.
Policy-Holders ;
For'claims by deatli
and matured endowments.$3,718,646 87
Surplus returned to
policy-holders.... 1,284,342 63
Lapsed and Surrendered Policies.... 1,081.294 81
To

TOTAL TO POLICY-HOLDERS, $6,084,224 21

40 INCHES WIDE IN 11 SHADES.

EXPENSES.
Commissions

to

Agents.$286,797 06

These desirable goods are
all wool and of superior quality.

employed
salary. 103,541 03
10,540

fees.

Printing, Advertising, Legal, Real

25

Estate, and all
other Expenses..

488 and 490

67^216,301 94
Balance Net Assets, Dec. 31,1881, $48,778,093 37
SCHEDULE OF ASSETS.

sndtf

feb!7

BELGIUM LINEN DAMASKS.

Loans upon Real Estate, first lien. $18.087.30118
Loans upon Stocks and Bonds.401 303 88
Premium notes on Policies in force 3,347,000 47
Cost of Real Estate owned by tbe

Company. 12,657,974 92
of United States Registered
Bonds.•••-... 4,618,863 10
Cost of State Bonds
619,900 00
Cost of City Bonds.
2,578.300 84
Cost of other Bonds.
3,407,480 00
Cost of Bank Stock.
122,761 00
Cost

We have just received auother
invoice of those excellent Damasks.
They are gross bleached,
very heavy and entirely free from
dressing. Price $1.25 per yard.

EASTMAN BBOS. & BANCROFT
sndtf

febl5

CAUCUS.
The Republicans of Windham, are requested to meet
at ihe Town House, on WEDNESDAY-, March 1st,
at two o’clock p. m., to nominate candidates for
town officers for the ensuing year.
Per order of Town Committee.
Windham, Feb. 1G, 1882.

26,000 00

Cost of Railroad Stock.
Cash In Bank.
Balance due from agents, secored..

Interest due and accrued,
Kents accrued.
Market value of stocks
and bonds over coetNet premiums in course
of collection.
..None.
Net
deferred quarterly
and seml-annnal premiums.

2,933,819 50
33,399 14
$48,778,093 37

ADD.

$925,683 50
14,373 88

497,676

03

43.658 08

$1,480,691
Assets, December 31,1881,
LIABILITIES.

Gross

required

Amonnt
insure

all

to

48

$60,258,7*485

re-

outstanding

policies, net assuming 4
per cent, interest.$46,810,598 00
Another liabiUties.
1,060,614 87

CORSETS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

48,871,312 9*

FRIDAY, Feb. 17.
Arrived.

Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via F.astport for Boston.
Sch Freddie Walter, Harding, Virginia—oysters to

Timmons & Hawes.
Sch Rival, Fletcher, Elizabetliport— coal to P
Prince & son.
Sch W L Bradley, Smith, Boston for Kennebec.
Scbs Elizabeth M Smith, Jewett; E F Willard,
Holbrook;
aterfall, Latham, and Jennie Armstrong. Jewett, from Cape Shore, NS. All report
bad weather and light fares ti b.
Sch Frank Skillings, McKenney, off shore, with
15,000 lbs fish.

Cleared*
Scb C H Eaton, Swain, New York -Canton Steam

Mill Co.
Sch E & G

W Hinds. Hill. Calais-N Blake.
SAILED—Barques Dida E Clark. Samuel B Hale;
schs W H DeWitt, Hyue, Edith, and others.
Miscellaneous Notes
Capt Edgar Orr, of
Portland, has contracted with Giles Loring of Yarmouth, for a three masted schr of 600 tons. Capt

managing owner.

Sch Reno, of Macbias, 142 tons, rebuilt in 1878,
has been pm chased by Capt Abner Randall, (formerly of schr Nellie ChasA and others of Portland.
The vessel is now at Macb’&g and Capt Randall has
gone to take charge of her.
Sch Telumah, of Damans »,9tta, 230 tons, built in
I860, now at this port, has been sold to Capt Sproul
yxt....

Sell Fred Gray is undergoing extensive repairs.
Some timbers are being put in, and she is to be

strengthened throughout.
Ship Raphael, of Camden, Me, Capt

I W Sherman,
which arrived at Queenstown 15th inst from San
made
in
102
the
Francisco,
days.
passage

[FBOM MEBCHAJi'TS’ EXCHANGB.]

$1.00 BONE WOVEN CORSETS
60

FOR

CENTS-

This is a job lot, and will be closed
Usual retail
ont in a few days.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
sndtf

feb 6

Corns'

Cure Your

SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 8th, ship Imperial, Cros-

by, Queenstown.

GALVESTON—Cld 10th, sch Welaka, Perkins,
Pensacola.
CEDAR KEYS-Cld 9th, sch Eliza Ann, Henrahan, Tampico.
Ar 8th, sch Rockie E Yates, Harris. Port Spain.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 13th, sch Fannie L Milliken, Roberts, Jersey City.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 14th, sch Lizzie B Willey, fm
New York, to load for New York; Lizzie Heyer, Poland, Amboy for Boston.
SAVANNAH—Sid 12th, sch Stephen Bennett,
Douglass, Port Royal, to load for New York.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 14th, sch Wm Wilson,
Sanderson, Milford Port.
CHARLESTON—Ar 14th, sch Annie Whiting,
Gray, New York.
Sid 16th, sch Isaac Orbeton, Crockett. Baltimore.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 13th, sch F L Schepp,
Crabbe. Boston.

WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 14tb, sch D D Haskell,

Masked. New York.
Ar 16th. sch J S Ingraham,

Packard, Navassa.
NORFOLK—Cld 16tb, ship Gen Knox, Henry, for
Liver pool.
BALTIMORE-Cl-i 14th, sch Lemuel Hall, TiIdp,
Ct.

16th. sch Irene E Meservey, Hart, Darien.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 16th, sobs Kensett, Harraden. Cardenas; W B Chester, Thompson, Jacksonville; Sarah L Davis, Burgess, and Emeline G
Sawyer, Lanison, Savannah.
NEW \ORK—Ar 16th, barque Conquest. Howes,
Hong Kong; F L Genovar, Francis, fm Providence;
brigs Clara Jenkins, Dodge, Dem&rara; Manson,
Stubbs, Fernandina; schs Charlotte Brown, Ryuer,
San Andreas; Ariadne, Dyer. Cardenas 9 days; Annie P Chase, Poole, Savannah; J M Hayes, McFarland, Kennebec; Allen Green, Nickerson, Damariscottafor Baltimore; Congress, Willard. Portland;
Hattie M Crowell. Kennebec; Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn. and T W Alien, Carter, New Bedford; Emma
K Smalley, Cousins, Portland.
Cld 16th, brig Jennie Phinney, Noyes, Portland;
sebs Hattie E lviDg, Crowley, Santa Cruz; Joseph
Wilde. Branscomb, Para; Idaho, Jameson, for New
Cld

Bedford.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 16th, sch Only Son, Raymond
Ar 16th, baique Stephen G Hart, Torrey, Brunswick. Ga; Mindura, Brown,Perth Amboy; Loduskia,
Leach. New York.
Sid 16th, brig Tally Ho. for Newport; sch James
A Parsons, Howes, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 16th, brig Tally Ho, from Providence, in tow, to finish repairs.
Sid 16th, sch Dougas Haynes, Meady, (from Wiscasset) for Bristol.
in port 16th, schs Mabel, Curtis, Boston for Jacksonville; Willie Luce, Spear, Camden for Charleston, SC.
Ar 16th, schs Swallow,
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Brewster. Eastport for New York; Wm F Gre6n.
Gardner, Damariscotta for do; Alfred W Fisk, Kelley, Georgetown, Me, for do.
Sid. mcIis Cyrus Chamberlain, and A W Fisk.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs Edw Lamyer, Kendall,
—

NO.
Below 16th. brig Morancy, from Miragoano; sch
C U Macomber. from Cayenne.
Cld 16tb, pchs W ti oler. Chase, Boothbav, to load
for Philadelphia; Enos B Phillips, Baker, do, to load
for Wilmington, Del.
SALEM—Ar 14th, sch Ripley Ropes, Lewis, from

Wilmington.

Rockport.
Sid 15th, sch Andrew J York, (from Portland) for
Baltimore.

UAltPSWELL—At Great Island 16th, sch Alice
Montgomery, (new) Lavender, from Bath, to load

Addah.

Ar at Liverpool 2d inst, ship Sterling, Goodwin,
San Francisco.
At Newport, E, 2d inst, barque Hosoa Rich, Norton, for Havana.
Cld 3d, barque John Bunyan. Lancaster, Matan-

JOHN M. TATLOR, Secretary..
W. G. ABBOT, Ass’t Secretary.
D. H. WELLS, Actnary.

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Coro, Wart & Bunion Solvent. H. M. FAIRBANKS,
Entirely harmless; is not a eaustio.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for

applying

in each bottlo.

83TA CURE IS GUARANTEED.U&
For sale by all Druggists.
Price 33 cents.
Trv it and you will be convinced like thousands

who^ave

used it and now testify to its value.
A 4k for gchlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
sndtf

Black Cashmere.
During the present week,

21 Maine Street

Bangor, Me.

febl8

<11 aw 3w

FINANCIAL

BARGAINS

SPECIAL

General Agent for Maine

we

shall offer

in 4 grades of Black Cashmere.

Etsimv BROS. & BANCROFT
Eiidtf

WALL STREET OPERATIONS.
The old-established Banking Boost of

JOHN A. DODGE &

CO.,

No. lti Wall (Street, New Yarfc,
Boy and sell all active stocks on three to tee per
cent, margin. They send FREE their
“WEEKLY FINANCIAL REPORT,”
Showing how large profits can be made on Investments of 910 to 9J.SIOO.
febl8 eodlyr

feblS

FINANCIAL.

Western Bonds

Oregon Pacific Railroad
FIRST MORTGAGE, LAND GRANT
[BONDS ?

GOLD

Oregon Pacific Railroad Company offers for
limited amount of its twenty-year bonds bearing six per cent, interest payable semi-annually In
New York or London on the first days of April and
October.
It is confidently believed that no railroad bond
has been offered on the market in years having elements of security so satisfactory to the conservative
nvestor as these, and the fact that the great bulk of
the issue has been absorbed by Investors of the highest rank for sound judgment, reputation and solid
wealth, confirms this belief.
The price of the bonds is par and accrued interest
The

sale

a

the

accompanied by a bonus of thirty
fully paid capital stock of the company (three
shares with each $1,000 bond), the company reserving the right to advance the price or withdraw the
per cent, of

bonus in

whole

or

in

Information furnished

regarding

Municipal Bonds of ILLINOIS. MISSOURI, KANSAS ft NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and sales. Also buyers and tellers of

same.

JOHN! I'. ZEBLEV & CO..
3 Krond fit., (Drrxel Building,) New Ydrk.
auglS
m.w&sSm

BANKING HOUSE

Henry

Clews &

Co.,

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Member*
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
Jan31eodtf

part without notice.
and will demonstrate that

The company claims
from existing business,

urgently demanding relief,

its net revenues, after all fixed charges are paid, will
exceed 20 per cent, per annum on its capital stock.

Full information at the offices of the company,

1(J and 18 Exchange Place, JCew York.
deod9t

feb9

SCHOOL UMBRELLAS
75c. and $1.00 each.

INVESTMENTS.
Evansville, Indiana.6s
Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st Mortgage..6s
Leeds & Farmington 1st Mort...6s
Portland & Ogd-nsburg 1st Mort.6s
Northern Pacific 1st Mort.6s
New York & New England 1st Mort.6s
.6s
Railroad Equipment Co
Maine Central R. R Co. Consol.7s
Stocks bought and sold at New York, Philadeland Boston Stock Exchanges. Members of
Boston Stock Exchange.

phia

& Moulton
WoodburyExchange
Sts.,

These are
Scotch

dec31

extra

quality

Gingham, and

JUST THE THING FOR THE CHILDREN.
Full assortment
of GOSSAMER COATS

AND

CIRCULARS

Boys

eodtf

6s
Portland City,
7s
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.,
7b
Maino Central R. R. Consol,
6s
And. & Kennebec R. R. 1st Mort.,
6s
Eastern Car Trust,
8s
Jackson Lansing & Saginaw K. R. 1st Mort.,
Guaranteed by Michigan Central R. R.
6a
& Michigau R R.,
Dayton
Guaranteed by Cln.. Hamilton & Dayton R. B.
6s
No. Pacific R. R. Gen’l Mort. Land Grant,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,

an

FAST COLOR;

Cor. Middle &

FOR

and Girls.

Owen, Moore & Co.
feblS

4tf

FIRST ARRIVAL.

-FOR SALE BY-

ice for New York.

FOBEKON PORTS.
Sid fm Yokohama Jan 20, ship Wandering Jew,
Taplcy, San Francisco; 22d, A M Simpson, Call. do.
At ilong Kong Jan 11, ships Belle Morse, Morton,
for Manila and New York; Red Cross, Howland, for
San Francisco; Wm J Rotch, Bray, for Victoria;
barque N Thayer, Crosby, for New York; Chestina
Redman. Elliott, and J H Bowers, Harkness, for
Phillippines.
Ar ai Probolingo Dec 12, brig Ned White, Pendleton, South America.
Sid fm Cape Coast Dec 30, barque Norali, Leavitt,

8.80 per cent.

63,913 insuring. ...•■••.$169,089,867 89

USING

BY

ed and sold.

DOMESTIC POUTM.

Ratio of expense of management
to reoeipts in 1881..
Policies In force Dec. 31, 1881

JACOB L. GREENE, President.

ardson, Beiaho, Matanzas.

stove up; cutwater gone and keel out back to the
centre board and broken aft, bottom all out forward
and more or less broken up back to mainmast, foremast gone, and top works damaged. It will take
ten or twelve thousand dollars to repair her.
Brig Tally Ho, of Macbias, which went asbeore
near Newport last fall, has been repaired ana coppered on the railway at Providence, and was towed
to Newport 16th for her spars and rigging.
Barque Warrior, from Fernandina for Montevideo
which put into St Thomas leaky, has been condemn-

Surplus by Conn. Standard 4 perct., $3,387,671 98
Snrplus by N. Y. Standard, 4Va per
et., about. 6,500,000 00

price $1.00.

Ar at Queenstown 16th intt, ship Raphael, Sherman, San Francisco.
Ar at uunkirk 16th inst, barque Adolph Engler,
Merriman, New Fork.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 17th, sch F L Rich-

Bridgeport,

on

Medical Examiners’

276,607 84
-$677,487 07
TAXES.$454,690 06

ISTEYVS.

HI Kill© BANDA.
Sch Wm H Jordan, which was placed in the dry
deck 16th for examination, appears to be badly

Gloucester Fish market.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING Feb. 16.

Lowell,

CONGRESS STREET.

In this city, Feb. 17, Annie M. Humphrey, aged
86 years.
afternoon at 1.30 o’clk,
[Funeral service
at the residence of J. G.
Quebec street.
Feb.
Charles
17,
Standisb, youngest
Iuthisdty,
son of Charles S. and Emma A. Deake. aged 4 years
8 months.
[Funeral on Monday afternoon at 2y» o’clock, at
St Luke’s Cathedral.
Feb. 17. Annie M. Doyle, aged 17 years 26 days.
afternoon at 2 o’clock,
[Funeral service
at her late residence. No. 84 Brackett street.
In South Auburn, Feb. 16, Mrs. Charlotte, wife of
Moses Barker, aged 65 years 10 months 5 days,—
formerly of Knightville.
[Funeral service Sunday afternoon at 2V3 o’clock,
at Knightville Methodist Church.
In Naples, Feb. 10. John K. Campbell, aged 69

..e

Has Fbancisco. Feb 17.—The following
closing Quotations of MiniDg stocks to-day:

—

others
In Bethel, Feb. 11, Frank H. Lord and Miss Ada
M. Stiles.
In Richmond, Feb. 13, H. S. Lombard of Gardiner
and Miss Louisa A. Weston of Litchfield.
In Brownfield. Feb. 14, Frank A. Gray of Brownfield and Miss Lizzie E. Emerson of Denmark.
In Brunswick, Feb. 11, H. S. Loinbara of Gardiner and Miss Louisa A. Weston of Litchfield,
In Norridgewock, Orrin C. Taylor and Miss Addle
E. Buzzt 11.

Orr will be master and

63
63
63

STATEMENT

Salaries of Officers,
Clerks, and all

—

.Chicago-Wheat--—Corn-—Oats-

Hunter,Treat,

m ARKIACaEB.

_

Rrain market.

.£L3sn?grj aIj

C H Kelley, Chase, for

Jan 28, oft Waterford, barque Wild
from Liverpool for Tybee.
Jan 27, off Bardsey, ship Merom,
Liverpool for Philadelphia.

By Telegraph.)
London, Feb. 17.—Consols 100 3-16.
London, Feb. 17.-American securities-United
States bonds, 4s, 119%.
Liverpool,Feb. 17-12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
steady; Uplands at 6 7d; Orleans 6%d;sales 1<»,000
ba t*, ‘-peculation and export 1000; futures steady.

MARINE

large

THIRTY-SIXTH

4POKEN.

Portland, Feb 17.

are

sch

flare pea a Market*.

Flour is firmer in sympathy with au advance in
the Wheat markets. Grain shows no change here
but at the West a stronger tone prevails and prices
are advancing.
Sugars are without change Potatoes

lost,

Cld at Cardenas 8lh inst, sch Georgia, Coffin, for
Delaware Breakwater.
At Cardenas 10th inst. barques Payson Tucker,
Tucker, for New York; Alex Campbell, Bunker, fcr
Hampton Roads; brigs Giles Loring, Kenney, for
do; Addle Hale, Sheppard, for Delaware Breakwater; A G Jewett, Reed, Pensacola; David Bugbee, Stowers, ior North of Hatteras; schs Eva May,
Mc Duffie, for New York; Clara Leavitt, Lombord,
for Boston; M A Power.Smith, for New York; Maggie Dalling, Hailing, and George K Hatch. Murphy,
unc; Orrle V Drisko, Drisko, for North of Hatteras;
ani others.
At Sagua 9th inst, barque Esther, Benjamin, for
North ot Hatteras; brig F I Merriman, Nickerson,
for New York; Sarah & Emma, Munroe, for New
York; L F Munson, Smith, from Pensacola; Mattie
B Russell, Atherton, from Portland.

(By Telegraph.)

■

Dai!> VI'helegAie market.

and others.
Ar at Havana 9th

Havana. Feb. 17.—Sugar market flat: Molasses
to 89 deg polarization 6%o6 reals gold
per arrobe; Muscovado common to fair at 6Vs@6%
reals; Centrifugal Sugar, 92 to 96 deg. inboxes at
8@8%.
Spanish gold 1.68%@l.6^%.
Exchange firmer:on United States 60 days gold at
6%@6 prem;short sight do at 6% @7 prem.

mXlATCKft ALMANAC

1'iiriiasd

Smith. Pensacola.
Sid fm Cienfuegos 8th inst, barque Boylstoh,
Small, Boston.
At Cienfuegos 9th inst, brigs Woodbnry Brown,
and Atalaya, Eye, —; sch Kate Wentworth, Cox.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Sugar 86

England.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

In port 6tli inst, ship Ida Lily, Eastman, from
Philadelphia via Demarara, just ar, leaky.
A rat St Domingo 6th inat, brig L F Munson, |

Havana market.

win uui loaumc.

FTE' )iiO UUdiCAL.
*»i»

an

New York, Feb. 17.—Wall street reports
that there was a feeling after business
yesterday that the market had been steadied
with the idea of throwing over more stock to-

UiO

beleff conoluded as follows:—“If any one attempt to molest the States recognized by treaties, thank Heaven yon will not be alone. If
fate so decides we shall meet again on the battle field side by side against tbe common foe.”

contiguous territory anil containing as nearly
as practicable an equal number of inhabitants
and equal in number to the Representatives to
which the State may be entitled in Congress,
no one district electing more than one Representative, provided that unless thq legislature
of such State shall otherwise provide before
the eleotion of such Representatives shall take
place as provided by law. Where no change
shall be hereby made in the representation
of the State Representatives thereof to the For
ty-eight Congress shill be elected therein as
now provided by law.
If the number as hereby provided for shall be larger than it was before this change then the additional Representative or Representatives allowed to said State
under this apportionment may be elected by
the State at large and other Representatives to
which the State entitled by districts as now
prescribed by law in said State and if the number hereby provided for shall in any State be
less than it was before the change hereby made
the w hole number to such State hereby provided for shall be elected at large unless the
legislatures of said States have provided or
shall otherwise provide before the time fixed
by law for the next election of Representatives

state

A prominent banking house bought 25,000
sharesof stock yesterday afternoon, including
8000 Lake Shore, 5000 St. Paul and blocks of
Central Pacific, Wabash and Omaha preferred.
The Vanderbilt houses bought a great deal of
Lake Shore and New York Central. Some of
them also bought Texas Pacific.
The collapse in graiu had the effect of advancing the limit of large sustaining orders.
A rumor is current that Mr. Goula wishes to
secure the Mexican national road.
Friends of Hannibal and St. Joe say that the
differences between the company and the State
of Missouri will be amicably adjusted.
Both Gould and Keene are credited with
buying Jersey Central yesterday
One of the city banks sent 8500,000 in gold
to the interior yesterday.
Parties who sold Tennessee bonds at the top
are said to be regaining their holdings.
There are fresh roports of consol dalions affecting Wabash and roads in the Southwest.
Paris advices last evening were more favora-

price of peace, liberty for the church in Poland, that the church shall not pretend to be
called national, and that the Pontiff shall use
religious sentiment to foster slavism.
A Significant Speech by Oen. Skobeleff.
Paris, Feb. 17.—The Journal de France says:
Gen. Skobeleff, receiving some Servian students, said Russia had hitherto been held in
check by certain foreign influence, namely that
of Germany. The sword, he said, was thoonly
means the Russians had of ridding themselves
of the incubus. Ha declared that tbe struggle
between the Slavs and Tentons was inevitable,
and that it would be long, sanguinary and terrible, but that tbe Slavs would triumph. Sko-

Congress 1st Session.

Fire Works Manufactory at Ches-

in

Conflagration

Disastrous

XLVII th

TERRIBLE EXPLOSION.

UP.

SWAN &

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
17. S. Called Bonds cashed.
novlD

eodtf

MUNICIPAL
-AND

MOLASSES.
143 Hhda. ) Choice New Crop Clenfuego. Mo17 Tierce*. J
laa.es ex Soh. •‘Edith,” now landftO Bbla.
J ing at Central Wharf and
-FOR SALE BY-

—

Railway Bonds
BOUGHT AND SOLD.

GEO. S. HUNT & CO..
Ill Commercial Street.
febl3

_dlw

cas

Point-a-Pitre Jan 25, brig Electric Light, McDonald, from Portland, tlisg; sch Walter L Plummer, Plummer, for Marseilles.
At Cape Hayti 2d inst, brig Akbar. Dow, for New
York 6 days.
Ar at Demarara Jan 23d, sch Sea Foam, Smith,
At

Norfolk.
Ar at Barbadoea Jan 24, barque Scud,
New York, (and »ld 27tb for Trinidad.)
Sid fm St Thomas 1st inst, sch Stephen
iiam, Pink ham, Richmond.

Sawyer,
G Pink-

8TO O K.S
bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL

oots194

HANSON,

Middle

street.^

Genuine Peep o’ Day Alarm Clocks
AT
ONLY

$3.00,
JtcKENNEY’8 NEW JEWELRY
febd-dlm

54)

STORE,

CONGRENN ITHBIT.

^TR^TR^ORDRjgNRENNra^
alboro’, Me.

*ng2Oi«d0m

THE PRESS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.
M. C. M. A.—Lecture.
FINANCIAL.
Wall St. Operations—John A. Dodge & Co.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Oysters—Timmons & Hawes.
Dr. O. Fitzgerald.
Health Lift—4.
Coe—Hats.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Pro Bono Publioo—Dresser, McLellan & Co.
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Manhattan Life Insurance Co.

Painters’ Union—Meeting.

Started-Merry.

The Boom

1882 Spring Style—Coe.
Stores—Wm. H. Jerris.

ment. Health-Lift rooms, 201 Middle street.
tf
fob 18
Old Nurse.
Forty Years’ Experience oj
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
an

has been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery end diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-celio. By giving health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents
it rests the mother.

dec3S,M&W&wlv49

bottle.

Wondering
The .Esthetes
if there be special virtue in Atkinson’s Toilet
Goods used so largely by our most beautiful
ujiaas
ffthlR-S&W
are

Frm Dr. J. G. Holland,
Editor Scribner’s Monthly.
The great danger of sedentary men" is from
paralysis in its various forms, resulting from a
want of muscular activity. Any thing which
all the mus.
ole* of the human body, and do this in the
swiftest possible space of time, must bo a groat
will

briDg entirely

into

play daily

boon to the human race. Such an invention is
Mann’s Reactionary Lifter. Health Lift rooms'

febl8-dtf

301 Middle street.

Pure water, fresh air, sunlight, and a bottle
of Adamian's Botanic Balsam (in case of
Cough or Cold) will save many doctors’ bills
and give health and vigor that no money can

febl3MWS&w

procure.

Con, the Hatter, has received*the nobbiest
hats yet for spring.
Just Arrived.

Schooner Freddie Walter, Capt. Harding,
has jnat arrived with a nice cargo of oytters for
Timmons & Hawes. Try them for a Sunday
*
dinner.
Kidney Complaint Cured.
B. Turner, Rochester, N. Y., writes: I have
beau for over a year subject to serious disorder
of tha kidneys, and often unable to attend to
business; I procured your Burdock Blood
Bittrbs and was relieved before a half a botle was used. I intend to continue, as I feel
oonfldent that they will entirely cure me.”
febl3dlw
Prioe $1.00, trial size 10 cents.
From G. W. Carleton, Esq.,
Publisher, New York.
I have used the Health-Lift about three
regularly—about seven times per
month,

Bev. G. D. Lindsey, of Congress street M.
E. church, will address the people at City Hall
to-morrow evening on temperance, at 7 o’clock.

by a quartette.

concert.
M. F. Winslow, the aid at the skating rink,
was presented with a fine pair of clamp skates
Thursday. After the session he took the donors up to Timmons & Hawes’,where an oyster

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Fmdav.—Edgar T. Swett vs. 'William F. Pote.
Replevin of an express wagon valued at $100. The
defendant kept a fish market on Murjoy Hill, and
the plaintiff bought an interest in the Arm, as he
built aud
■ays, tor $160; that he hadthewgon
paid for it himself, but did not turn it in to the
Arm
and it
partnership, that he did loan it to the
The defendant

ns used oy them while in business.
claimed that the wagon was a part of the partnersh p assets, and a such he turned it over to S. L.
Carleton to pay a bill of $76 due Carleton for rent
of the Osh market; that Carleton afterwards loaned
it to him, and that he was only the bailee of Carle-

ton.

The plaintiff introduced several witnesses who
testified that the defendant told them during the
continuance of the partnership that the wagon was
the property of Swett and not the property of the
firm. The verdict was for the plaintiff; damages
assessed at one dollar.
M. ▲. Floyd for plff.
Hadlock & Carleton for deft.
Frank S. Tucker vs W. H Jerris. Action to reThe
oover damages for an allege 1 false arrest.
plaintiff claims that he was arrested on a capias
writ containing a declaration in assumpsit when he
no intention or notion of leaving the State, and
claims that the defendant had no reason to believe
that be had. On trial.
T. H. Haskell for deft.
Moultod for plff.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BRIGHT.

Fbidav.—-.Edward Welch and Michael McGlinn.
Intoxication. Fined $5 and costs each
Intoxication. Sixty days in
Michael MeMaun.
county jail at labor.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.
Th» Republican, of Portland ore requested to
meat at their various Ward Rooms on

Monday Evening, February 20tli,
7.30 o’clock, to nominate candidates for one
Alderman, three Common Councilman, a Warden'
Clerk and twoClty Constables in each of said Wards.
Also to choose seven delegates from each Ward to
attend a convention to nominate a candidate for
Mayor and three candidates for members of the
School Committee. The delegates so chosen to meet
In convention at the Reception Hall In City Building, on TUESDAY, February 21st, at 4 o’cl’k p. m.
Alto to ehoose a City Committee of live from each
as

Ward.

Republican City Committee.
WM. H. SMITH, Chairman.
F. S. WATERHOUSE, Secretary.
Per order

Personal.
Allan, ton of Sir

Mr. Hugh
Hugh Allan, of
the Allan line, who was master of a pack of
hounds in Canada, is establishing a pack in
Boston. Over sixty well known Boston gentlemen have signed the paper for the formation of a bunt club, and tof these twenty-five
will hunt in scarlet coats, white knee-breeches
nod top boats. They will have a professional
huntsman.

nr. V/.

O.
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ling salesman from this city, died Thursday
morning at the home of his father, B. M. Roberts, Esq., Stockton, Me. Mr. Roberts possessed many excellent qualities of heart and mind*
won

for him

and his genial, generouB nature
hosts of friends,who will mourn his early death,
and whose warmest sympathies will go out
to the bereaved family in this sorrowful hour.
Senator Frye has sent Mrs. Quimby, widow
of the guide, Jack Quimby of Phillips, 8100
since the decease of her husband.
F. Wilson Rogers, of the City .Guards of
Hartford, Secretary of the Rogers Manufacturing Company, is in the city.
Democratic State Committee.
The Democratic State Commiitee met at the

Augusta House, Augusta, Thursday evening
Every connty, except Aroostook, was represented. Joseph Martin of Camden, chairman
of the committee, resigned that position, and
Edvard Stone of Biddeford, was elected to his
pUtoe. S. R. Lyman ssnt in his resignation aE
member of oommittee from Cumberland counH.
ty, on account of ill health, and Charles
Dana Goff of
Chase wes elected in his place.
Auburn, was chosen member of the committee
from Androscoggin, iu place of Judge Nahum
Morrill, resigned, some time ago. There was a
fall interchange of opinion, a number of prominent Democrats, besides the committee, being
Rou'.'ne matters of business were
present.
of, and the committee adjourned to
meet at the same place on the 6th of April

disposed

next.

____

Self-Raising Flour.
beneGeorge C. Shaw & Co., for the special
an exhibifit of their lady patrons, will give
at their Contion of Heoker’s self-raising flour
Feb. 16th. The
gress street store this eveniDg,
the proflour will be baked in the store and
ducts given away, showing the great convenis sell
ence and economy in using in Hooker
raining flour. The attendance of ladies is par-

ticularly desired.

in the charge of a committee of 25 gentlemen,
appointed by the International convention.
This committee employs 9 men to give their
exclusive time to the work among the Ger-

college
students, commercial travelers, the colored
in the West, the
young men in the South,
North, and to the work of the home office.
The American associations employ 225 men to
give their exclusive time to the work for young
man

supper was served.
The annual session of the District Lodge, I.
G. of G. T., will be held with Oak Lodge,

Woodford’s, next Wednesday.
The County Commissioners have decided to
light Staples’ Point bridge, on the county road
between Portland and Yarmouth.
The Normal school at Gorham commenced
on Wednesday with au addition of from twenty to thirty pupils more than hBt term.
Mrs. Eliza BobinBon’s case—the old lady
who died a couple of years ago in Portland and
was

supposed

to

whose property
_V.

«
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meetings; 191 report prayer meetings;35 report
services of song; 9 report temperance meetings;
39 report Sunday Schools; 228 report meetings
for young men only; 145 report Bible classes
for young men only; 56 report Bible classes for
both sexes; 74 sustain educational classes; 218
report courses of lectures; 200 report sociables;
39
special work for commercial travel-

claimant.
There will be a complimentary party to the
young ladies at the Skating Rink this afterThe young ladies will be admitted free.
noon.
The Cadets returned from Gardiner yesterday. They had a first rate time, and were

well entertained by the Gardiner boys.
The High School Cadets will have a brilliant
party present at their ball next Tuesday evening. They had a splendid drill last night at
the armory, and we can assure those who attend they will see some fine movements Tues-

repqjt

and 77 report special work for boys. Sixtytwo of these are railway associations, 26 of
which have reading rooms; 18 have libraries,
ers

and 4,118 sick and disabled men were visited
The current exand helped daring the year.
penses of those railway associations last year
were $27,677, almost all of which sum was
paid by railroad companies, they thus testifyto the value of the work to the men and

day evening.
The Union Rowing Association had a very
handsome party at City Hall last evening.

ing
companies’

Buckwheat Cakes.

interest. One hundred and twentytwo of these associations are in educational
Nineteen of these associations
institutions.

[From the New York Tribune.]
Science has even revolutionized the method
of making buckwheat cakes. The old way, setting to raise over night, souring, fermenting,
decomposing and destroying tke nutritient part
of the Hour, carbonic acid gas was produced
and the cakes made light. Bat a well-founded
suspicion has always existed that buckwheat
cakes made in this manner are unwholesome
and indigestible, because the chemical action
that takes place so alters the flour from its

distinctly German.
The work in this State is under the direction
of an efficient committee appointed at the last
are

State convention at Bangor, Oct. 21st, and23d»
1881. Mr. W. A. Bowen, State Secretary, has
charge of the work entrusted to this commitThere are three men giving their extee.
clusive time to the work in this State. There
21 associations in the State.
This great work is yet in its infancy, it being only 37 years since the first association was
organized. It is destined to be of very great
influence in the world, and is already one of
the most effective agencies employed by the
are

original

souring, and places upon

smoking hot buckwheats in less than
15 minutes. The leavening element of the new
tables

church

process, which is the “Royal Baking Powder,”
being mixed with the flour and moisture added, evolves the leavening gas, and in no way
changes the dough from its original sweet and
nutritious condition.
In point of healthfulness it is a positive fact
that buckwheat and griddle cakes made iu
this way with the “Royal” powder are very
healthy, and can be eaten with impunity by
dyspeptics and invalids without discomfort.
Vi nous preparations and mixtures have been
Dut on the market from time to time to take

|

.unwholsome substitutes and strong
acids,
which have a corroding effect on the mem~
branes of the stomach. It is much safer for all
consumers to purchase flour themselves that
they know to be good and reliable, and add the
baking powder at a considerable saving, than
to purchase any of the so-called “self-raising”
flours, which are usually compounds of the
vilest nature, containing alum and phosphates.

It is stated that three-fourths of the
maket

"self-raisis nothing

“middlings,” or the dark-colored
siftings and impurities which form the refuse
in the manufacture of the higher grades of
more

that

'flour.
The following is a good recipe and most
economical:
Quick Buckwheat Cakes.—To one pint of
buckwheat flour, while dry, add two heaping
teaspoonfuls Royal Baking Powder, a teaspoonful salt, one scant tablespoonful brown
sugar or Mew Orleans molasses to make them
brown, mix well together, and when ready to
bake add one pint cold water or sufficient to
form a batter, stir but little, aud bake immediately on a hot griddle.
As pure buckwheat is very rich, some prefer
a little flour and Indian meal
added, and the

recipe given

below will be

found an excellent

one.

One pint pure buckwheat, one-quarter pint
each Indian and wheat flour, three heaping
teaspoonfuls Royal Baking Powder, one and a
half toaspoonful salt, one tablespoonful brown
sugar mixing as directed in the recipe first
named.
tjy Remember always to mix the baking

powder

with the flour dry.
Dick.

The].Merchants’ Express of Lewiston has a
popular dog, named “Dick,” which has strongly marked proclivities and an interesting biography. Diok's original owner was a Portland man to whom he seemed strongly attached. But one rainy day Dick came into the
store, wet and muddy, and shook himself.
After that day
His owner kicked him out.
Dick refused to recognize his ol d master, exUJ

«

—-

dog made bis home at the Eastern Express
office in Portland, for a year, but took a miff
and went over to the Canadian Express office.
After remaining there a short time, Dick became offended and attached himself to the
Merchants’ Express.
During all this time,
Dick was accustomed to make an occasional

railroad trip, going to Canada or to Maine
for brief visits, and always managing to
One morning, a Merchants’ Exkeep fat.
press crate was opened in Lewiston and out
jumped Dick. He has now made Lewiston
towns

He is a good
his homo for several mouths.
dog, and sticks closely to his express team.
He won’t go inside a railroad station for fear
he might he sent back to Portland, and always
jumps ftom the teams when they go into the
yard. On account of his extensive travels,
Dick has a large acquintance along the line of
the Grand Trunk railway, and is regarded one
of the veterans of the express service.

Society of Natural History.
We understand that this society will add
another to its interesting series of papers and
lec:ures read and delivered dating its present
session. Prof. John Robinson, at present connected with the Arboretum at Harvard College, will read a paper next Monday evening
upon a topic well calculated to interest all engaged in horticultural pursuits, that of the
"Science of Tree Culture.” He is already
well known by his admirable work entitled
“Ferns in their homes and ours,” that has
done so much to excite a love for the study of
these dwellers in the shade and solitudes of the
fore3t. His knowledge of the trees growing in
the Aiberetnm and the best methods of culture will enable him to s peak critically and
with authority upon the subject to which the
attention of those present will be invited.
Mr. Marr Not a Candidate for Alderman.
Mr.. Editor:—Having seen and heard my
name mentioned as candidate for alderman in
Ward G at the coming municipal election,
allow me (to avoid any misapprehension in the
matter) to say, thuB publicly, through your
paper, I am not, nor shall I be, a candidate
for the position, and oblige,
Yours very truly,
Sylvester Mark.
Portland, Feb. IT, 1882.

to

benefit mankind.

Peaks’ Island.
The last meeting of the East Portland Improvement Society, held Thursday evening,
was well attended and the matter of interestof Peaks’ Island in local imthe

the place of the “Royal Baking Powder,” each
as “self-raisiug” or “griddle cake” flours, but
aualysis Bhows many of them to Be made from

ing buckwheat” sold in the

men,

meetings; 20 report daily Monday meetings;
131 report gospel meetings; 22 report meetings
in hospitals; 56 report jail meetings; 179 report
neighborhood meetings; 109 report open air

Messrs. J. H. Drummond for the other heirs
and M. P. Frank and Judge Cleaves for the

our

railroad

valued
$141,988; 349 report annual current
23 report
expenses amounting to $322,878 ;
meetings in alms-houses; 146 report cottage

having a hearing before Judge Peabody. Mr.
Hale, administrator, appeared for himself)

or

the

Dr. Dana delivered a very interesting locture
in the Y. M. C. A. course last evening, ol
which the following it an abstract:

An exact definition of insanity, one which
includes all lunatics without also taking in
many sane
persons, cannot, with existing
knowledge be formulated. It is sufficient for
our present purpose to say insanity is a condition of mental unsoundness, in which the use
of the reason is lost, and the freedom of the
will impaired. A late writer of eminence
points out, as a fundamental element of madness, the inability of the individual to adapt
himself to the surrounding conditions of his
existence and to profit by them.
Between clear sanity and insanity, many
border-line cases are found. People are so

Some,
so eccentric, so original, so queer.
times such family peculiarities are cultivated
It is a poor plan. A few
as a matter ef pride.
generations of such culture easily leads oddity
into plain insanity.
Let us consider for a moment the sane mind.
The three great departments of the mind are
the intellect, the sensibility and the will. We
first know, then feel, then choose. This is the
It is inclination or desire
natural order.
which leads directly to choice. The moral
at the
sense, or conscience, comes in just here,
moment of choice, as an obligation to always
choose, out of competing objects of choice, the
best, the highest, the one which has the most
good in it. It is always right to choose the
the thing which has the most good in it, but
the question of good must be considered not as
relating to ourself alone, but in the broadest
sense, as relating to otberB as well. It must be,
as so clearly pointed out by President llopkins,
a question of the highest good of “all
capable
of good.” The normal working of the sane
outis
It
from
within
eccentric.
then
is
mind,
wards. It goes out from self to embrace the
entire human brotherhood. The insane mind,
on
the contrary, is centric in its workings.
“Insane persons are entirely wrapped up in
self, though the self-feeling may take many
odd,

guises.”
Insanity does

not

usually involve equally all

the faculties of tho mind. Sometimes the perceptive faculty is especially affected, and then
illusions prevail. Thus a person may take a
ball rolling upon the floor for a mouse, and act
accordingly, or may insist that the barking of
s a human voice with a precise message

at

left no children, but to
claim was made by a man

a

young men,

Sixty-five of these associations own buildings valued at $2,545,024 ; 213 own libraries aggregating 133,635 volumes; 225 support public
free reading rooms; 71 secured last year situa304 own furniture
tions for 9,556 persons;

have

ing, all fermenting

_

all lands, recently held in London, the Earl
of Shaftsbury and Aberdeen and Right Hon.
William Merley, M. P., were prominent and
active. The Lord Mayor gave the delegates a
reception at the Mansion House.
On this side of the water the general work is

fashioned horse pistol in a very good condition.
The Society of St. Vincent de Paul will
clear about 8350 from its recent promenade

Dr. O. Fitzgerald,
tha man who makes so many wonderful cures
will visit Portland, Falmouth Hotel, Monday
and Tnesday, the 20th and 21st, for two days
only, and will examine all who may call on
febl8-dtd
him fret of charge.
From O. B. Nelson, Esq., Chicago.
A few weekB1 praotice on the Health-Lift
entirely relieved me of dysDepsia and general
nervous debility. I regard this exercise as invaluable. Health-Lift rooms, 201 Middle street

New South Wales and 9 in Australia. There
are others in variouB parts of the world. There
are about 1200 composing the American group
—in the United States and the Dominion of
Canada. At the conference of associations of

All are invited.
In taking down the old Weed mansion, on
Tolmau Place, there was found' between the
floorings, where it had evidently fallen and
lain, nobody knows how many years, an old

Music

character that tho souring or decomhosing process continues in the stomach and
gives rise to dyspepsia and kindred troubles.
The new way does away with all decompos-

English

bership approximating 200,000. They are
found in all of the habitable globe. The London Association has 27 branches. There are
about 360 associations in Great Britain and
Ireland, 74 in Franco, 331 in Germany, 409 in
Holland, 196 in Switzerland, 79 in Sweden, 6
in Italy, 9 in Spain, about 30 in America, 15
in Belgium, 6 in South Africa, 5 in Syria, viz:
and
Beirut, Damascus, Jaffa, Jerusalem
Nazareth; 2 in Japan, viz: Yohohama and
Tokio; 2 in India, viz: Calcutta and Bombay;
1 in China, at Hong Kong; 1 in Madagascar,
at Antanarine: 1 at Conception, in Chili; 1 in
the Sandwich Islands, at Honolulu; 1 in Mosin Concow, Russia; 1 in Vienna, Austria; one
stantinople, Turkey; 5 fn New Zealand, 5 in

from the Home will be in at-

very
week; still use it regularly and find its effects
very satisfactory. Hgaith-Iiift room, 201 Midfebl8-dtf
idle street.

feblS»

There are about 3,000 of them, with a mem-

tendance.

Editor Evening Journal, Chicago.
I wm greatly troubled with dyspepsia and
Since using the
dull pains in the head.
Health-Lift, I have had no return of either. I
oonaider this exercise worth more thtn all other methods ever devised for bodily improve-

a

comparatively few people who
are acquainted with the magnitude and character of the Young Men’s Christian Association.
There are

Boston & Maine car from Dover to Biddeford
the other night and was nearly frozen. The
Biddeford hackmen paid for his ticket to Portland, where he said he belonged.
The Ladies’ Praying Band will hold a temMission to-nigh 1
perance meeting at the Gospel
at 7.30 o’clock. All are invited.
Bev. S. S. Cummings will present the cause of

little children
From Andrew Shuman,

Dr. I. T. Dana's Lecture in the Y. M. C A.

John W. Peering Nominated for Mayor.

Course.

at suncury at sunrise was 37®, at noon 43°, and
set 35°.
A two year old son of Jerry Tibbetts, residing on Federal street, fell on a knife Thursday
cutting a gash two inches long in his forehead.
Dr. Merrill wasoalledand sewed up the wound.
A colored man rods on the rear tracks of a

the Baldwin Place Little Wanderers’ Home of
Boston at the St. Lawrence street church toA choir of
morrow evening, at 7 o’clock.

Miss M E. Fairweather.
State of Mane—Notice.

Thursday evening

_____

Interesting Facts and Statistics.

ing
people
provements has evidently received now impetus. A lengthy and exhaustive paper on the
subject, xead by the Corresponding Secretary,
much enthusiasm was
was well received, and
indicated by the remarks of the various speakA considerable number of Portland peoers.
ple were present, several of whom participat-

ed in the discussion. The remarks of F. G.
Rich were, as always, pointed and witty.
Acura
.T T Ranfnrd. E. A. Snwver. AlbheUS
Gritlin and others helped on the movement by
their aid and counsel. The music furnished
by the Island Band and a select quartette was
very much enjoyed, and the meeting adjourned
till tho first Thursday in March. The steamer
Minnehaha runs a special trip to the city after
of these meetings to accommodate city
who wish to attend.
Summer residents are getting thawed out a
little during this soft weather, at least it is rethat one cottager who moved away last
each

people
ported

fall is about to return with his family.
How many people in Portland know that it
is always as nauch warmer in winter as it is
cooler in summer on Peaks' Island than in the
city? Such is, however, the case. The yearly
range of the mercury is about 26 or 30 degrees
less on the island than on the main land.
Several of our fishing skippers are quitting
the business and going into the 'long shore and
foreign voyages instead of continuing their
trips to the “Bay” and “Banks." A fine
three master is being built at East Deering for
of them, Capt. Harvey McClearn.
Peaks’ Island is waking up to the fact that
“taxation without representation is tyranny,”
and they propose to request a share in Ward
One’s ticket. Tho names of G. L. Brackett,
A. V. Ackley and Henry Trefethen have been
one of whom is quite likely to be
one

mentioned,
offered as a candidate for Councilman

Bepublican

caucus

at

the House committee on commerce Thursday
provides, among other things, for the establishment of additional life saving stations on the
One at or near
Atlantic coast, as follows:
Damaris Cove Island, Maine; one at or near
Hunnewell’e Beach; ono at or near the en‘
trance to Portland Harbor; one at or near tho
entrance of Portsmouth Harbor, N. H.; one on
Cape Ann, Mass.; one between Cohasset and
Scituate harbors, Mass.; one at or near Wood
End and one in the vioinity of Peaked Hill

Bars, Cape Cod, Mass.; two in the neighborhood of Nantucket and adjacent islands oi
Massachusetts. It provides that hereafter all
district superintendents of life saving Btations
shall bo disbursing officers and paymasters for
their respective districts, and fixes the compensation of these superintendents in the Atlantic coast districts as follows: For the first

district, embracing the coasts of Maine and
New Hampshire, 81800 per annum; for the
coast of MassaIt limits the
chusetts, 82000 per annum.
compensation of keepers af life saving stations
to 8800 per annum, and provides for the con-

embracing the

ferring of decorations for acts of bravery
the saving of human life.

in

A New Gas Engine.
At the store of Chas, E. Jose & Co., corner
of Congress and Preble streets, may be seen a
novel engine, which requires neither boiler,
of luel, nor care of engineer, and

consumption

yet does its work of running the large freight
elevator of the house in a most satisfactory
It consists of an engine, not unlike,
manner.
—in size and appearance,—an ordinary, small
horizontal, steam engine, with slide valvos so
arranged as to admit due proportions of gas

into its cylinder at the same time,
which i3 instantly ignited by a small gas jet,
igenniously arranged for the purpose, causing
which drives the piston on its
an explosion,

and

air

Another valve immediately opens, relieving the cylinder of the force uof the explosion. The piston returns to its original posi"
tion, when the operation is repeated, making
This engine,
180 revolutions per minute.
way.

German invention, we understand,
although not before in use in this city or State,
is largely used in Boston, New York and Philadelphia, and the West, and is admirably
adaptedto any and all kinds of work where from
one to fifteen horse power is required. It is most
economical, consuming only twenty-one feet of

which is

a

gas per horse power per hour, is always ready,
can be started at any time by the application
of a match, and is perfectly reliable in every
way.

_

We wiBh to call particular attention to Miss
Fairweathsr’s advertisement which appears in
to-day’s issue. We can assure the ladies that
Miss F. has as desirable a stock of fancy work
as can

be found this side of New York.

and turns his head to see the
child waking at midnight sees in
the dead darkness, with all the vividness of
Hamlet's ghost, the well-known form and face
of his deceased father.
Sometimes, again, the faculty of intelligence
is direetly involved. Then delusions exist.
Technically defined, a delusion is a false belief
as to some fact.
A fancy has taken a fixed
place as a fact in the mind. Pure illusions
and hallucinations do not deceive tbe mind.
Take care!”

speaker;

or a

They are soon recognized

as

mere

phantasies.

Not so in ihe case of delusions. A poor man
believes himself to have become as rich as
Crccsns and attempts to act accordingly. A
person believes himself the intended victim of
a conspiracy and kills a man in imaginary self
defence. Sometimes delusions aro limited to
a single topic, the reasoning power remaining.
In other cases tbe delusions are numerous, and
the mind is incoherent.
Further examples were given.
Sometimes the emotions are primarily deranged. This has been styled “moral insanity,” or “insanity of feeling and action.” The
conduct seems often without motive. A man
was arrested in New York for assaulting ladies
He would push them down, pull
on the street.
off tlieir shoes and ran away. His tranks and
bureau drawers were found full of women’s
shoes.
Numerous examples were given in
illustration.
We thus see how different forms of partial
insanity mav occur. Insanity may also be
general, all departments of the mind being
simultaneously or successively Involved.
On visiting an insane asylum the trained eye
readily separates inmates into classes. First,
he divides them all into two great classes, the
maniacs and the melancholics. Then he eliminates from the maniac class the mono-maniac
(delusions confined chiefly to a single topic).
He picks oat tbe demented (gradual failure of
mental power, with increasing incoherence)
and the congenital Imbecile. He notices the
paralytic lunatics, and separates the important
class whose insanity is chiefly of feeliDg and
conduct.
CLASSIFICATION OF INSANITY.

(Maudsley’s.)
Ideational Insanity.
A—Melancholia.
B—Mania.
C—Monomania.
D—Demeutia.
Amentia.

A—Imbecility.

B—Idiicy.

General paralysis of the insane. Affective insanity (or insanity without delusions.)
A—Instinctive.
B—Moral.
Probably insanity has always some underlying physical basis in the brain, thoueh there is
Sometimes
no one uniform, constant lesion.
there is induration, softening, adhesion, hyperwhich
morbid
or
other
change
atoaia, autEuiia,
At other
the unaided senses can recognize.
times minuter clianves of structure are detectA receut writer of emied by tbe microscope.
nence suggests, as existing in some cases, “an
uustabie condition of nerve elements.”
It would be interesting to consider the causes
of insanity, and the
preventive moasures
which may be used iu cases of special liability
to tbe disease but we have now only time
briefly to consider the question of the responsibility of the insane.
Under this head a few general propositions:
1. Insanity does not, of necessity, relieve the
subject of it either of moral or legal responsibility in all cases. ^Examples given of partial

insanity.)

2. A porson is notabeld responsible when so
insane as, at the time of a act, to be incapable
of distinguishing between right and wrong.
3. An insane person is not held responsible
when there is a delusion as to tbe existence of
facts, which, if real, would justifj the act.
4. A person should not be held responsible
when an insane impulse to a certain act is so
strong as to deprive him of freedom of choice,
The diffiand irresistibly impel him to do it.
culty in such a case as the last is in distinguishing between the insane act and one resulting
In present
from mere passion or depravity.
knowledge this migLtsometimesbe impossible.
The only competent testimony could come
from experts in mental disease. The law on
this point looking to the protection of society
is conservative and wise- It presumes a man
sane till he is proven insane.
_

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

the

in Ward 1.

Life Savins Stations.
The Cox bill to promote the efficiency of the
life saving service, reported favorably from

second district

Sometimes the memory and imagination are
specially involved aud hallucinations prevail.
Thus a mau burdened with heavy cares and
responsibilities, while walking in the street,
hears a voice from behind calling “Take care!

PORTLAND MINSTRELS.

Last evening at Portland Theatre the Portland Minstrels gave another of their entertainments, offering a programme which was

filled with good things. Grimmer’s orchestra
furnished the music, and played a march dedJ. H. Symonds gave
icated to tbe Minstrels.
bis negro specialties, tbe American Four songs
and dances, Maggie and Lizzie Campbell sang,
Gerge W. Elwell delivered his stump speech,
Ed. Armand appealed in bis specialties, Carey
and Doyle swung the clubs, and Peter Condron danced a clog. P. S. McGallum appeared
in bis sketch, “High Life on tbe State Street.”
It was a
Several of the acts were encored.
capital entertainment.
barlow’s minstrels.
Barlow, Wilson, Primrose & West’s Min.
strels are favorites in Portland. They will appear at Portland Theatre next Wednesday
night, and the sale of seats will commence
_a
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NOTES.

of Mr. Dion Boucicault, now performing at the Boston Museum,
debut
as a dramatio auto
his
make
is about
thor, a oue-act play by him, entitled “My Little Girl,” which is an adaptation from the
novel of that name, having been accepted by
one of the London theatres.
The Stanley Club of Paris have given Miss
Griswold a dinner.
Tho Haydns will probably take up the "Creation" after “Immanuel,” and the new Orchestral Society will probably furnish the orchestral accompaniment.
Mr. Dot Boucicault,

son

Mr. Cross's Mental Condition.
Ma. Editor:—I fear that the report of the
case in court—Francis A. Cross vs. Benjamin
True—will leave an impression on the minds of
the readers of tho Press that the complainant
is insane. That Mr. Cross did not make a very
brilliant appearanoe as an advocate, I can road"
understand, but that ho is an insane man I

ily

do not for a moment believe. I do not pretend
to be an expert in cases of insanity, but possibly my long acquaintance with him in former
years, and more particularly for the last six or
his
seven, qualifies me to be as good a judge of
past and present mental condition as those,
suscast
to
the
were
so
ready
who, upon
stand,
picion upon his character in this respect. I
have observed biB conduct and conversation
under various conditions and circumstances,
since it has been afleged that he was insane,
but I have never detected an act or remark
•
that was inconsistent with perfect eanity.
Blues’ Masquerade.
The Blues have made arrangements with a
costumer to furnish a veritable managerie for
their masquerade ball next Wednesday night.
They will have elephants, giraffes, ostriches,
dragons, lions and tigers, besides giants, fat
girls, and other living curiosities. The committee are in negotiation with Barnum to seon earth,” and she
cure “the handsomest

lady

will,

no

doubt,

be present.

Maine Central.
The deeds from the city and Gen. Noal Dow
conveying to the Maine Central railroad the
property beyond the Western Promenade on
which the workshops are to be erected, were
delivered to the Maine Central directors yester.

day, the money paid and the deeds recorded.

In accordance with the call that appeared on
the large yellow posters which decorated the

blank walls of the city yesterday, the different
ward rooms were opened last evening for the
“citizens caucuses." The figures that appear
below will tell how well those caucuses were
attended. In all the wards the Republican
element present was very meagre, with the ex-

ception of Ward 6, and there,

understand,

wo

but few of the Republicans voted. The total
vote thrown was 598, and all of these votes,
with few exceptions, were for John W. Peer-

ing for Mayor. The following is the report
from the words:
WARD OSK.

In Ward 1 the meeting was called together
at 8 o’clock.
There were two Republicans
present. A. W. Laughlin was chosen chairman and there was no Secretary.
There were
19 votes thrown, of which John W. Peering
received 13, C. F. Libby 1, E, M. Sargent 1,
Neal Pow 1, J. Rounds 3. Frank Lanergan,
Philip Powuing and A. W Laughlin were
elected campaign committee.
WARD TWO.

In this ward, which is a strong Pemocratic
ward, there were 178 votes cast for John W.
Pouring, l for W. L. Putnam, 2 for J. P. Baxter and 1 for Lorenzo Taylor.
H. N. Haley
called the meeting to order, and R. P. Jewett
was elected chairman and H. N. Haley secretary.
The committee on organization and
campaign were seven in this ward, viz:—E.
Daley, R. m. Todd, C. Mullin, E. 8. Fossett,
R. N. Leighton, F. Chase and H. N. Haley.
WARD

THREE.

In Ward 3 Col. George W. Parker, Green'
back, called the meeting to order and nominated Charles H. Choate for chairman and
Pauiel Presser for secretary, both of the temperance organization.
The vote stood 82 for
John W. Peering, 2 for Hiram Knowlton, 2
for Asa L. Ames, 1 far G. C. Littlefield. Committee on campaign—Col. Geo. W. Parker,
Capt. T. E. Hartnett and C. R. Fritz Schumacher.
There were about a half a dozen
Republicans present.
WARD FOUR.

This

strong Pemocratic ward, and only one
or two Republicans appeared.
Benj. F. Andrews, Greenback, called the meeting to order
and nominated J. F. Libby for chairman and
J. C. M. Farbush for secretary. They were
a

elected. Committee on counting the vote was
G. W. Woodbury, C. M. Cushman and A. P.
Sweetsir, all Pemocrats. There were 216 votes
thrown, all for John W. Peering. Committee
on campaign—W. H. Sanborn, E. R. Pow and
A. P. Sweetsir.
WARD FIVB.
Jkuwau

nuio

oi«)

yvraanjij

many of tho friends of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cushing assembled at
their residence, on Munjoy street, and celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of their
wedded life. After conversing for a short time

DiguV) Akopuuuvauo

John W. Deering called the meeting
order and nominated Ezra N. Perry for
chairman aDd Robinson Williams for secretary. They were elected. There were 52 votes
thrown for John W. Deering, Panl J. Grant,
L L. Newbegin and
Roberts being the
committee to count votes. On motion of Mr.
the
chairman, secretary and Frank E.
Deering
Thompson were chosen campaign committee.

present.
to

ward six.

Chief Engineer Cloyes, in a few well chosen
remarks, in behalf of the company presented
the couple with a few|elegant gifts. Mr. Cushbest lie could under tho circumstances. After partaking of a sapper the company separated at a late hour wishing the hap-

ing replied as

py

oonple

many years of

enjoyment.

List of Patents.
Weekly list of patents granted to resiRedents of Maine, dated Feb. 14th, 1882.
ported for the Pbess by C. E. Foster,
Patent Solicitor, 509 7th street, Washington
D. C.:
253,687—Hiram A. Eaton, Manchester, Me.,
alarm signal.

253,806—Alvin Woodman, Lewiston, Me.,

cloth tentering, drying and callendering machine.
____________
The Connecticut Mutual Life.—By sticking to its old-fashioned sound principles of doing business this company is enabled to report
another year of great prosperity. In 1881 the
Connecticut Mutual raised its gross assets to

850.258.000, increasing

its actual investments

nearly $1,000,000, paid to policy holders more
than $6,000,000, of which almost $4,000,000 went
for death claims and endowments,and has a clear
surplus of $3,387,572 over all liabilities as determined by the severest criterion of solvency.
Its great agency business was so carefully managed that the year’s operations were entirely
closed, leaving no premiums in course of collection. This company has no secret or patent
way of attaining these remarkable results. Its
methods are those adopted by every successful
business man in the conduct of his own affairs
—the application of common sense and common
honesty to life insurance. Tho Connecticut
Mutual does not join in the scramble for new
risks at any prico. By its example it does not
encourage men to drop their policies after tbe
first year and go from one com pany to another

long as they can passa medical examination.
It prefers to insure only those persons who are
likely to remain on its books at rates that will
relatively maintain its past standard of securiand low actual cost. Its constant aim is to
as

promote the interests of its members.

The

company’s operations (not given in the yearly
statement) extending over a period of thirtysix years have achieved the following broad
results: A premium income of 8123,794,082.45; lor interest, rent aud balance of profit and
loss $38,779,169.65; a gross income o£ $161,794,082.00, of whioh not less than $95,649,598 has
been

already

returned to

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Bono Publico.

Pro

NOTE THE FACT THAT WE ARE NOT GIVING AWAY
HAND ORGANS OR PIANOS, BUT WE ARE SELLING

PLEASE

Books Cheaper than any House in Portland
OR IN NEW ENGLAND.
Having just received an enormous consignment of
Standard and Miscellaneous Books from the great Publishing Houses of New York and Philadelphia, we
would respectfully ask a comparison of the following prices with those of any traveling gift show.
Bear in mind these are not “Bankrupt Stocks,” but

All First-Class Standard Works.
RETAIL

SOLD FOR.

$13.50
Hoc’s Works, 9 Vols.,
15.00
Pioneer, 12 vols.,
13.50
13
vols.,
Schoenberg,
4.50
llazlett’s Napoleon, 3 vols.,
22.50
Dickens 15 vols.,
Ward’s Poets. 4 vols.,
10.50
Nloliere, 3 v ols.,
7.50
6
vols.,
Kingstone,
Chambers’ Uteralure, 8 vols., 8.00
American Biography, 4 vols., 5.00
“Cambridge Ed.” 20vols. 30.00
Thackeray,
“
“University Ed.” lOvols. 17.50
25.00
25 vols.,
Niovels,
Waverly
44
44
16.25
13 vols.,

$ 8.00

-

Little enthusiasm was manifested at the citicaucus in Ward 6.
Of the twenty-five
thrown for a candidate for mayor John
W. Deering had 24 and Frederick Fox had 1.
M. M. Riggs, W. H. Dyer and Sylvanus Harmon were chosen a committee to look after the
support of the candidate at the polls. Mr. W.
H. Green presided and H. W. Ripley was sec-

-

liislory,

■

-

-

-

■

■

-

The meeting was not called to order unti
8.20 p. m. By that time there were seventeen
present, and John C. Haverty called the oaucus to order. John E. Donnell was elected
chairman and John C. Haverty secretary.
There were 16 votes cast for John W. Deering
and 1 for C. F. Libby. There was no apparent
interest manifested.

THE
BOOM

BOUND FOR PORTLAND.

Hillman’s Rome, 8 vols,
4 vol,
England,
Knight’s
"o
S
$ vol,
Hudson's Shakespeare, b yois
Kingsbury, 8 vols
Hume, 6 vols
Gibbon, 6 vols
Townsend, 5 vols
Dumas, 14 vols

■

the “great snow storm” and attempted to run
by Cape Ann. Fearing that he could not clear
the cape in the storm the captain wore ship
and stood into Boston Bay. About 1 o'clock
Sunday morning the vessel lost all her sails,
one after the other, and lay until that night at
About 5 p.
the mercy of wind and and sea.
m. Sunday it was discovered that the vessel
was half full of water with the sea breaking
over her so that it was impossible to stand at
the pumps. The wind changing to north and
north west, she ran off before it so as to try and
work the pumps, but it was soon found that

STARTED

■

board were reariut tDat eaon roll would

the trouble. The
schooner has two pipes, one on each side, for
bilge pumps, covered with brass plates. By
some means one of the plates was broken and
lost overboard, leaving a three-inch hole for

moonlight, what

was

causing

tbe water to run directly into tbe ;hold of the
vessel. It is needless to say that coats or anything else handy were instantly used to stop
that leak, and the apparently doomed men at
once took new courage. It was Monday morning, at 1 o’clock, when the leak was discovered
and at daylight the crew had gained eighteen
inches on the water and were saved. From
that time until she arrived in the bay, eight

From what ate know of the lecturers we
can Bafely promise that each one who attends
will feel repaid for going, while the object for
which these lectures have been arranged is a

city.

most deserving one. William H. Looney, Esq.,
who is to give tho first lecture of the course on
Monday evening next, is an attractive speaker,
and well known to many of our oitizens. Mr.
Homer A. Norris is a comparative stranger
among us, and this will give many an excellent opportunity to hear him, as he is to preside at the organ for a ball hour previous to
the lecturo.
Hon. W. L. Putnam lectured on the law of
corporations before the Law Students' Club
last evening.
James P. Baxter, Esq., delivered his lecture
on “Louisburg” in the vestry of St. Stephen’s
There were also
church Thursday evening.
musical exercises, consisting of songs by Mr.
Chase, of the Free street choir, Mrs. F. E.

England, 5 vols
Macuaulay’s
“

4 vols
Waverly Kovels, 6 vols
Garrett, 9 vols
Aguelar, 6 vols

OAZiL

STIFF

large party

Hall, danced and had

a

jolly time.

Mr. W. T. Barton is building a steamboat,
which will, during the coming summer, run
between Poland Corner and the Ricker House,
the Little Androscoggin.
Mr. John Briggs is sawing large quantities
Some days he
of timber in his steam mill.
runs eleven or twelve thousand feet.
secured.
has
been
All the ice for the village
Thursday evening the Lyceum commenced
The readings,
in the village school house.
discussion and paper were excellent.
Mr. Oscar Keith, a temperance traveller, delivered a lecture on temperance in theUhlon
There is some public
church on Wednesday.
demonstration in Poland nearly every nigh!
Rthis winter.

on

Springfield Republican received
Georgia the followingscreed, said to have
The

from
been

picked up, enclosed iu a bottle, oil the Georgian coast:
Aug. 12tb—Schooner Czar capsized by squall.
Yawl stove, and we drifting on the wreck. The
finder will please send this to Mrs. D. Tehune,
45 Spruce street, Portland, Me.
David Tehune, Master.
Investigation shows the whole thing a hoax,
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EXAMINE.

No. 47 EXCHANGE STREET.

FOR

_"
1850-32d Year-1882

SPRING

1882—1882

REPORT

MWVAL

-OF THE-

TO-DAY. SPRING MANHATTAN
LOW
STYLE
Company
LIFE

Insurance

CROWN,

Of Mew York.

NOBBY

WIDE

Net assets December 31,1830 .$9,776,823 26
Income for the year 1881.
1,962,632 17

DISBURSEMENTS.
Paid claims by death and endow-

STIFE

BRIMS,

$746,669 00
390,719 18

ments.

Returned premiums (dividends, Ac)
Office, agency, taxes, and other ex-

243,798 01

penses....

ASSETS.

The thing for a leading
HAT. Get one early
and secure the style.
Fine Goods a

Specialty.

THE

HATTER,

WO. 237 MIDDLE ST.
Sign of the Gold Hat.

feblS

loaned..;.
3,017,644 04
on policies in force.
1,422,402 64
the
exceeds
reserve
(The legal

amount of note on the polioies)
United States and N. Y. State stocks

_

(market value). 1,328,361 60
Real estate at cost.... 1,077,682 33
Premiums deferred and in course of
collection and transmision.»

NEW

107,777

96

130,644

29

Temporary loans on stocks and bonds 3,262,812 60
(Market value of the securities, $4,-

061,688.)

and accrued, and all
other property.

Interest due

$10,348,239 27

YORK

eodtf

31
80

Loans

new

Seme Special
shapes.
Styles of oar own.

MERRY,

$1,692
9,830

Cash on hand.
Cash in Bank and Trust Company
Bonds and mortgages secured by real
estate worth double the amount

HATS,
A large variety of the

Adjusted claims due

after 1st January,
1882.
Reported claims, awaiting proof, Ac.

$207,341

nn

00

24,500 00

Dividends
unpaid,
and all other liabilities.

SILK

_^

73,069

avlafinor

86

policies.calculated
York
by

the Now

Dep, Am. Exp.
4'* l er CeDt. ™
Ins

HATS

Surplus by

The Silk Huts have arrived for Young Gents.

TRUNKS,

B.

WARDROBES.
feblS

•

WANTED.

_d2t

Stores 07 and 09 Exchange Street
offered for sale, to close an estate. The central location of this property makes it desirable for a broker, or the lusurarce business. It may
be bad on favorable terms. Apply to J. D. Fessenden, Adm’r., oi Wm. H. .Jerris, Real Estate Agent.

\RE

BLANKETS,

feblB

LAP

_d3w«

ACTION

ROBES,

SALES.

FAfvwT^COODS,

WOLF

By

4

&C.$

action.

/COMMENCING on MONDAY, Feb. 13th, at 10
V> a m. and 2Va p. m.. at the Slmonton Store,
No. 4G6 Congress Street, we shall sell the balance
in stock, ronslsting of a large line of Fine Fancy

&

tltf

41

STOKESE' } AMl8tant

febl8

HORSE

Would call the attention of the Ladies of
Portland, to her large stock of KensingShe is constantly reton Materials.
ceiving new designs for Kensington and
other Embroideries. Stamping done on
any material and warranted to be permanent.
She would call particular attention to
her white-work Undergarments, cut and
basted, or made in a superior manner.
Particular attention giving to Infant's

86

2,112,08G

HENRY STOKES,
C. Y. WEMPLE, Vice President.
J. L. HALSEY, Secretary.
S. N. STEBB1NS, Actuary.

AO ENTS

BISS I. E. FAIRWEATHER,

$8,230,152

above rule..

27
$10^348,280
President.

H.

BAGS,
GLOVES,

BUFFALO

Hosiery, ladles'. Vnderwear,
Children’s Suits, sc., Sc.

Goods, Worsteds,

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dtt

tebll

ROBES.

F. O. BAILEY dc CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

STATE OF MAINE.

Is hereby given that petition for the
of JULIA RYAN, a convict in the
State Prison, under sentence for the crime of YTolalaw
of
the
tion
against the sale of Intoxicating
Liquors, is now pending before the Governor and
a
and
Council,
hearing thereon will he granted In

the Council Chamber at Augusta, on Thuisday, the
ninth day of March next, at ten o’clock A M.
JOSEPH J. SMITH,
febl8 d2w
Secretary of State.

MEETING of the Painters’ Union last
evening it was decided that wages on and
after April 1st, should be 82.to per day. Meeting
adjourned to Friday. 24th, 8 p. m„ at‘Reform Club
feb!8 dlw
Rooms.

AT

A

Sslnrssei 18 Exchange Ml.

COE,

I
Executive Dei-aetmest,
Augusta, February 17th, 1882.J

NOTICE
pardon

A Hoax.

.

tcblS

Ho. 8 Elm Street,

Poland.
of about- sixty from Mechanic
Falls, came over to Poland Wednesday evening, and took supper at the Highland Spring
House.
They afterwards went to the Town
A

bOO

DRESSER, M1TeLLAN & CO.,

HATS

largest

so.

b 45

4 50
7 40

In addition to the above we have many sets in fine
bindings which we are selling at equally Low I rices.

A supper was served
Booth bjt and others.
the evening.
It seems that the short course of lectures by
Rev. Dr. Holbrook, at the West Congregational church, ought not to pass unnoticed.
They
attracted good audiences, the last being the

miliar, and it is hoped he will do

12 vols

English People,

during

of all. The subject was “California,”
and it was listened to with the deepest attention. It has been suggested .that he should
give another at some convenient time, on the
far-famed Yo Semite Valley, the mammoth
trees, and other natural curiosities of the
Golden State, with which he is personally fa-

22?
4 45

J g*
J

-

Ur IHUbE

days, she rolled in the Sbu with a two-reefed
spanker, flying jib, and a few light sails.
Lectures
"We wish to call attention to the popular
course of lectures which is to be given at the
First Baptist church by young men of our own

«9?

17 50

Level-,
Beaconsfleld, 12 vols
Trollope, 27 vols
Entertaining History 4 Vols
Our Own Time, 4 vols

oe ner

of water, which he thought must be through a
He thought he might find the seam
seam.
with a knife, throngh the water on deck, and,
while making the attempt, the vessel rolled
heavily to the windward, and he saw, in the

13 25
13 45
5 75
10.00

-

26 vols

EOT

Tbe boat bad been carried away Sunday
morning, and if the schooner sank it was death
The mate
in a few minutes for all hands.
went below and reported a leak through the
side “about as big as a man’s hand.” Cant,
Burt invest! ated it, and found a large stream

00
OO
OO
90

„«

-

Handy Shakespeare,

OTHER

last.

2 75

2 37

Essays, 3 vols

AN-

At that time
the leak was gaining rapidly.
the deck was level with the sea, and all on a

50

/v

-

escape from loss that was little short of wonderful.
She was bouud, says the News, from Baltimore for Portland
with coal and when 25
miles from Cape Cod, Saturday, Feb. 4, took

4 50
14 00

-

Schooner’s Peril in Boston Bay.

The three-masted schooner Zacclieus Sherman, of Taunton, Capt. Alexander Burt, with
a crew of nine men, which arrived at Fall
River on Wednesday, had an experience and

00
00
00
75

3 7.»
19 90
7 50
12 OO
lO OO
b OO
12 00
9 OO
12 OO

-

Spectator, S vols,
DeQuincey, O vols,
Rollins’ History, 4 vols,

WARD SEVEN.

18.25

9
25
5
3
4
20
19
9
1®

12 vols,.
Cabinet
Beeton’s Cyclopedac, 4 vols,
bold smith, 4 vols,
B^amb's Works, 3 vol,
Plutarch, 3 vols,
Irving’s Works, 12 vols,
Kingsley, 11 vols,
Halt* Hour Authors, 6 vols,
Andersen, lO vols,
Self Help, ft vols,
Carleton, 3 vols,
Hawthorne, 6 vols,
Disraeli, 6 vols,

■

retary

INI

os

-

votes

9.75
7.90
2.07
11.25
3.87
5.25
4.40
3.80
3.00
17.75
10.25
14.00
9.50

■

-

policy holders.
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ADVERTISEMENTS_

NEW

Presentation.

THE CITIZENS CAUCUSES.

INSANITY.

Y. M. C. A. WOBK.

Brief Jottings.
Fine day yesterday. Warm in the morning
but at noon a polar wave started m from the
northwest, and the mercury rapidly fell. Mer-

s.

o.

w.

Atxx*.

Furniture and General \1 ceehADltogular
dlse every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’olock a.
octSdtf
m.
Consiguinents solicited.
sale of

THE

T.

Advertising

HATTER
197 Middle Street.
FeblS

c.

dailky,

eodtl

C.

EVANS’

Agency and

Printers’

Warehouse,

BOSTON.
WASOIN4JTON »«.,
Metal Type, and Ml kinds ot
all
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements luserted tn
or Canadas at publishers
paper in the United Statue
Send for esttm*te«.
oweet price*
IOC

Dealer In Weed and

A

MISCELLANEOUS.

Luck.

Dog’s

(N. Y. Independent.]

two years old when her father
was
brought Nero home to her, and the dog
if one
just her own age. A homely fellow,
but
only looked at his rough brown coat, in a
with the most beautiful eyes ever put
eyes they
dog’s head. Large, deep, dark devotion
in
and
were, with a wealth of love
lie had,
ears
their clear depths. Long, silky
and good
too, and his face was so intelligent
that no one thought of his rough

Bessie

I

■

was

humored,

hide.

I_Vf&

Five

Pure.

d&wly

Sunday Services.

■

Sp.
Abyssinian Church.—Preaching
Evening meeting
m.
Sunday school at 4*4 P* m
service at

atB«thel Church.—Services 101*

a. m..

3

and Vh

also Tuesday and Friday ^yemuga at
tree
All from sea and land are Invited. Seats
Reading rooms open to Seamen eTery day regular.
22.
There
Jan.
Bradley Church. Sunday
will be a Sunday School at 10.3d a. m., Preaching at 3 p. m.
Cafe Elizabeth Depot M. E. Chdrcii.—Sabbath School at Turner's Island at 10 o’clock and
*

n. m.;
p. m.

,.

Sabbath School oh
preaching at 11 o’clock.
Brown’s Hill at lVa and preselling at 2 Vs, Prayer
at
7
Sabbath evenings,
meetings at both places
Hill Cla«s
Wednesdav
evening on the
on
Comon
Friday evenings.
meetings at both placeB
munion Service on the Hill the first Sabbath cf each
In
charge
month. Rev. M. C. Pendexter, preacher
Church of Christ.—Cor. May and Danforth Sts;
A. Mariin, will preach in Williston Chapel, cor.
Danforth and May Sts. Sunday at 10y3 a. m. and
7Vi D- m. Subject in the morning: “Ihe Conver-

fancy giving
truth is,
propose to change it to Hero. The
they weren’t very good to him down there.
That was half why I took him. I can’t bear
to see even a dog abused, you know’, and I
thought we could made him useful.”
And so it was settled, and with his new
Mrs. Ray had
name his new life began.
feared his good temper at first, when Baby
his long
put her finger in his eyes and pulled
cars and dug her fat knuckles into his side;

sion of Saul." In the evening:’’Christ Crncifled.”
There will also be preaching there every evening
maw. w.r..LfrvtmA 1 a t. in rea.«nn fount.In^r out of

the Scriptures.”
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. Andrew
McICeown, D. D., pastor. Residence, 219 Cumber
land street; Preaching at 10% a. m. 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 1%. Young peoples’ meeting at 6. General
prayer meeting at 7.
Casco Street Church.-Rev. J. M Lowden, pas
Regular morning service every Sabbaththeat 0%
pastor.
o’clock; Interesting Bible readings by
A cordial invitation to all.

very angry.

TO

BE

A Chicago man declined to be vaccinated
because he was going a-fishing, and if the
darned thing took he might not catch anything.—Boston Commercial Bulletin.
There is something soft and tender in the
fall of a single snow-llake, but it always reminds us to look after our bottle of Dr. Bull's
Cough Syrup,—our old stand by in the days of
Coughs and Colds,—for wo have always found
it reliable.

thing I will say for poor old
Simpkins,’’remarked a brother journalist at
the funeral, “if he was a liar he was a gentlemanly liar.”—N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
“There is

but it soon turned out that Hero loved his
little mistress even more than she him, and
that his temper was equal to any strain.
All the long summer days they played totVio crrass before the door, and
when Bessie wandered out of the little enCongress St. M. E. Church-Rev. G. D. Lindclosure, after flowers, her mother felt no
say, pastor; Residence No. 8 Eastern Promenade;
fear. Hero was with her, and he seemed to
Preaching at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. by the pasfeel his duty of guarding her well. More
tor
Sunday School at 1% pm; Prayer meeting
at 7 p. m. All are invited.
than once, in the warm afternoons, the child
and
and the dog took their nap together under
Church of the Messiah—Corner Congress
India *treets.—Rev. C. A. Hayden will preach Sunthe siugle oak at the back door. Hero
day evening at 7 o’clock, subject—‘‘Higher Alms
stretched on his side and the child’s golden
In Life.”
head pillowed on his rough brown fur. It
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
one to see
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. I>t Anderson, Jr., pastor. ] was a pretty sight; but a prettier
them playing together. Hero, perhaps, with
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching at 3.
Praver meeting at 7 p. ra. and Tuesday and Friday
a tangled wreath of prairie blossoms about
Tunings at 7.30.
his neck, his beautiful eyes shining with
Free Street B tPTiBT Church—Rev. Jas. Mchappiness, and his hoarse bay telling every
Whinnie, pastor. Morning Service at 10% a. in.
The truth was, Hero had
one his delight.
8abbath school at 12 m; Evening service (Preachnot had a very pleasant life with his old
ing) at 7 p. m.
First Universalist Church, Congress Square •master. He had had more kicks and hard
Services at 10% a. m. and 7 p. in.; Sunday school
words than any thing else, and the churn
at 3 p. m; Preaching by Rev. 0. L. Ashenfetter,
It was like a new
was a great grievance.
©f Jersey City.
world to him here. He liked the wild,
FifcUT Parish CHURcn—Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D.
breezy prairie, gay with flowers, the free
Morning services at 10% o’clock; Evening services
at 7.
life, the sense of being of some importance
All the devotion of his nature
iu the world.
Ferrv Village M. E. Church —Rev. True
Whittier, pastor. Sabbath school at 10.30 a. m;
Baby
went out to these new friends.
at
at
2
7
service
p. m; Prayer meeting
Preaching
might pull his long hair as much as she
p.m.
pleased. An amiable growl was his only
First Lutheran Church, (Scandinavian,) Elm
she played horse
St.—Rev K. G. Faegre, pastor.
Regular service objection; but once, when
with him and used the whip a good deal,
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.
W. H. Fenn, pastor
Hero turned, took it from her, and, trotting
High St Church—Rev.
Preaching service at 10% a. m.; Sunday School at
off, dropped it down the well. Then he
12 m,; Sunday School Concert at 7 p. m.
came back, looking a little ashamed of his
Rev. Parker
HLnightville M. E. Church.
h-each of discipline; but Baby, who had
at
m.
2%
p.
Sunday
Jaques, pastor. Preaching
watched the performance in round-eyed
■chool at 3% p. m.
Prayer meetings Sunday and
Wednesday evenings at 7%. Class meeting Friday
wonder, did not resent it. But even more
evening at 7%.
than he loved Baby he loved his master.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Happy was Hero when he could follow him
Divine Services at
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor.
to the fields; happier still when allowed to
10% a. m and 7 p. m.. Preaching by the pastor.
That
on trips to town.
Subject in the morning—‘‘The visit of Joash to trot after the load
Elisha”. Subject in the evening—‘‘Divfne Authoriwas not often, because usually Mr. Ray said
12
ty”. Sabbath School at m. Religious meeting ‘Stay at home, Hero, and take good care of
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m.
the folks till I get back, old fellow.” That
North Congregational Church, Cape Elizawas a charge, indeed, and Hero felt his
beth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaching at 2%
t> m. Sabbath school immediately after the preachresponsibility. They had thought him home
ing service. Prayer meeting at 7% p. m.
ly, at first; all but his eyes. They grew, because of his goodness, to find him fairly
Pare Street Church (Second Unitarian).—
x
tui,
VMIUCI
no.,
ai^oi
and Mr. Ray refused a good price
handsome,
the
Park
for
his
discourse
at
St.
church
will have
for him before the summer was over.
tomorrow the following subjects: mornng;—“The
Three Theories of Life.”
Evening;—New Years
“I really believe,” Mr. Ray said, one day
sermon repeated by request;—“The World and the
he had had a famous romp with the
after
Profit
ana
Loss.
Soul or True
“that next to you and baby I love Hero,”
dog’
Plymouth
Church,
(Congregational.)—Rev.
“We’re much obliged for being put first,”
Dwight M. Seward D. 1)., pastor. Preaching
the young wife, calling Hero to her
laughed
by Rev. T. D. Anderson at 10.30 a. m. and by
„A nAMin»
Dado
V»ie Vtrrkari hn.plr
Th
the pastor at 7 p.m.
Pine St. M. E. Church. Rav. D. W. LeLacfceur,
father looked at the pretty group and his
at
and
3
a. m.
p.m. Sabpastor; Preaching 10%
eyes grew a little dim.
bath School at 1% p. m. Prayer meetings 6 & 7.
“They say man is the dog’sjgod,” he went
Preble Chapel. Sunday, Feb. 19th. Sunday
I’m sure he serves him
School at 2 p. m; Preaching at 3 p. m. Sunday , on to say, “and
better than we do ours. I never saw any
School Concert at 7. The pnblic are cordially invited.
thiug like Hero’s devotion. I believe he
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, Free
would die for me.”
Street, Elder F. Burr, pastor. Bible reading at
“Aye, that I would,” Hero’s speaking eyes
10.30; preachii.g at 3 p. m. on “The Evil Influenanswered, as he laid his head on his master’s
Praise and Social meeting
ces of the Last 1) iys.”
at 7 p. m.
knee, looking up at him with all his deep
devotion in his glance.
Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
©or. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor. Preaching
All through the summer Hero bad slept
at
at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m.
18A
Sunday School
on the door-mat; but when the snows came
p. m. Social religious meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
and the long winter was upon them Bessie begand Friday evenings. All are welcome.
ged for him to come in, and it ended in his
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
master’s bed on a
pastor. Services at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday \ sleeping at the foot of his
School at 1% p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
bit of a rug. I’m afraid Hero was a little
Young Peopled meeting Thursday evening at 7%
spoiled. He was really treated quite as if
Stevens Plains Universalist Church. Rev. C.
he had been human, aud his tastes were
at
11
m.
A. Hayden pastor-Services
a.
even consulted in the matter of food in a
Street
Congregational
Church.
State
way some people would have thought dreadRev. Wm. J. Tucker, D. D., of Andover, Mass, will
ful. He was not put off with bones aud
at 10% a. m. and 7 p. m. Sunday School at
preach
3 o’clock.
stale scraps, but given a reasonable portion
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton. Ree.
from the family platter; and he grew fat
a.
m.
and
3
m.
at
lor. Services
10%
p.
Sunday and glossy and more good-tempered, if that
school at 2 p. m.
were possible, every day.
Sons of Temperance Hall.—The Spiritual
And so four happy years went by. Hero
Society will hold a Memorial Service at 2% o’clock
m. in honor or Asa Han*on, Esq., their late Presi
had lost a little his ileetness of foot and his
of
and
several
ent. Rev. C. D. Lothrop,
Boston,
fondness tor romps with his master after
All are
other speakers will address the meeting.
the day’s work was done. He was sobered
most cordially irvited.
a bit; and yet he w'as always willing to play
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Lo
with Bessie, always delighted to follow his
eust St. Rev. Arthur W. Littie, Rector. Services
at 10.30. a. m. and 7 p. m;
Sunday school at
dear master to the fields. Bessie, meantime,
2.30 p. m. Rev. H. P. Nichols will preach on Sunhad grown old enough to be sent to the disday morning.
that
trict school, a half mile away, and
St. Luke’s Cathedral Church. (Episcopal,)
Who but he
was Hero’s great opportunity.
State St., (near SpriDg ) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely Reccould escort her to school, decorously trottor, Rev. C. Morton Sills, Canon; Sunday services
Morning at 10.30. Sunday School at 3. Evening
ting by hei; side, with her dinner basket in
during Sept, at 7.30. From Oct till May, st 7 o’ his mouth? All the children learned to know
elock. Week day services daily at 9 a. m., (On Holy
and like him; but his greatest pleasure now',
Days at 11.00,1 and 5 p. m; From Advent to Trias all the summer before, was to go with
nity on Friday, Evening Prayer with Lecture at
7.80. Holy Communion every Sunday at 10.30,
Bessie to the bars leading from the barn to
a. m. on Holv Days at 11.* 0 a. m; Also at 7.00
the fields, and there wait his master’s return
a. m. on the 3d Sunday of the month.
from work. Then the three w'ent up togethWest Congregational
Church.
Sunday
er to the house, where in the doorway the
School at 11 a m. Preaching by Rev. J. C. Holbrook D. D at 3 p. m. and 7 p. m. The sermon
mistress stood, to welcome them at evening
will be on “The Divinity appointed restraints from
meal. Afterward there was talk and laughSin, and how they are overcome.”
ter in the little sitting-room, aud perhaps
WILLI8TON Church,
Congregational, corner the readiug of the paper; and Hero, curled
Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark
in
at
10.30 a. m.
Sabbath
Preaching
up under the table, took a sleepy pleasure
pastor.
school at 3 p.m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
it all. Four happy years, that made Hero
Woodford’s Cong. Church, Rev. S. W.
forget the trials of the time before; and then
Adrianoe. pastor. Services at 10.30 a. m, and 7
one day the shadow of death dropped upon
S. S. at 31.46.
p.m.
the dear little home and the mother went
Woodford’s, M. E. Church; E. S. Stackpole pas
down to her grave. It was so sudden, so
.r rescuing ai
lor.
P- m. m me vesrry oi me
School immediately after.
new church; Sunday
unexpected, that it came on the husband
Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock. All are cordially in- with a kind of stupefaction. He could not
vited. Seats free.
comprehend his loss. He sat all day with
West Eno M. E. Church, Rev. Parker Jaques
little Bess on his lap, aud by his feet. Hero
pastor. Preaching at 10.80 a. m. Sunday School
Immediately after. Prayer meeting on Sunday lay and mourned. Hero walked beside the
evening at 7.30: on xttesday evening at 7.45. Class
Camille tue ure«ijf unj tucj uuuicu uujuuu
meeting on Friday evening.
in his way the dog mourned his mistress as
Young Men’s Christian Association, Con"
lua

auu

x

tvaouuv

ni.ii

S.

gross Street,
7

Elm.—Meetings at 9 a. m. and
Wednesday and Saturday at 7%

corner
on

Mi p. m., also

p.

m.

much as the others.
That was a long and dreary winter that

after.
it was little
came

The People’s Spiritual Meeting, Mercantile Hall
Farrington Block Congress St. Speaking at 2,30
and 7.30 p. m. by Miss Lizzie Ewer, of Portsmouth. N. H. Tests and descriptions given after
each lecture.

HT’Union meeting for prayer and Bible study toafternoon at 3 o’clock at Friends Meeting
All are invited.

morrow

House, Oak St.

BUSINESS CARDS.

STEPHEN BERRY,

$cc(; Job

and (gald

No. 37 Plum Street.

JOST A JUOftPqON,

FRESCO

P^C^JERS.

19 IIriImi ^qnarr. Portland.
Prlew

reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

dir

1«S

The

M.

MARKS,

Bool, Card, and Job Printer
P .'interR*

111

Exchange,

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

Fine Job Printing a Mpecjalij.
Ordars try mall or In person promptly atta-.ued U>

Particular attention paid

to

H

h

and

Pamphlet printing

fnTI.Stf.1

B. C. JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.
1.000 Oak and Spruce Piles.
500.000 ft. Oak, for Car Timber,
Ship Plank and Timber.
500.000 ft. Hemlock.
100.000 ft. *-8 drv pine

boars
i oetl

,

be

were

good,

but

do for the little ones.
Help was hard to get and Hero, no less than
his master, learned the taste of underdone
potatoes and overdone meat, sour bread and
heavy biscuit; but how close they three grew
together I cannot tell. There was silent
comfort to tie stricken man in the touch of
Hero’s paw on his knee, the look of Hero’s
loving eyes into his own. He could pour
into his faithful cars all the grief he did not
dare to show his neighbors; he could tell
him, in half soliloquy, the story of the past,
the silly trifles that had made up his happiEven to the gentlest of the women
ness.
who came to console him he could say little.
They had not known his shy little wife, they
would not understand;but Hero knew', Hero
understood, and there was comfort in bis

they could

silent sympathy.
Meantime, for Bessie’s sake, for the daily
comforts of all of them something had to be
done; and so, when May came round again,
there was a new mistress installed at the
farm. Hero welcomed her a little doubtfully,
some sure instinct warning him of future
trouble for himself. She was a good woman,
a noble housewife and she proved a kind
mother to Bessie; but she was not fond of
dogs, and Hero soon found it out. He was
fed as usual; but it was with slighting re-

it did not suit the new mistress to have him
follow the light wagon when they went to

make neighborhood visits or to accompany
them to the village church. He had alw'ays
done these things before. He did not see
why they were wrong now and he had a
vague sense of injury in his deprivation.
And his master no longer petted and
played with him as of old. Mrs. Ray did
not approve of such follies and she made her
husband half ashamed of his feeling for
Hero; and the dog in turn felt the difference
in his manner. He did not resent it or turn

Abt’s “Spirit of the Wood"
barrel of Bass's ale.—

a

__

Yours, &c
H. W. Ltons.

medicine in the world.

The ladles wear the poke bonnet because it
is easier to “scoop” in the young gentlemen.—
Boston Times.
Women are not cruel by nature. We never
heard of one thoughtless enough to step on a
mouse.—Illinois State Register.
If you must dabble in shares, try plow shares.
No other kind pay so regular dividends.—
Buffalo Express.

Reported by
Esq., Barnwell, S. C.
Charleston, S. C.

F. H. BROWN,
Dr. H. Babb

Coinplaiuts,
of the

Nearly Bead and One Bottle Cured Hint
1.
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1
J. w. KITTREDGE, Agept Elixir of Idle Root.
Dear Sir—Having suffered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining relief. I was induced to try a bottle of your
EL XEROF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. I
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen

that before taking your medicine I had become so
weak that 1 was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine.
T. F. McNIAIN.
Truly yours,

-IN

J. W. KITTBEDGE, Agent,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
SyAI.L DRUGGISTS SELL IT,_«

Train, leave Portland.
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saso,

a.

and is attached to this train for Boston.
(Sunday nights tbis car will not be ready untill 11
ID.
p.
At N 45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth,
Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

LADIES’
Cloth Top Button

a

specialty, AA, A, B, S,

AI & F

BOYD’S
Fine New York boots
in

Widths

are second to
Portland.

no

boot sold

Boyd’s French Kid button
Cloth Top button.
Oil Goat
AA, A, B, C and D.

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Cbeisea and
Boston, arriving at 5.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern ana West-

points.

At N..'iO a. in. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Car*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trait s leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a
Through ticket* to all point* Went and
Nouib
may be bad of J. M. French, Ticket Master.
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Seat* aed
Berth* told at Depot Ticket Office.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and '* **et Agent
SANBORN, Master T inspertatior
■

D W.

dec5

and medium goods in all the leading styles.
My increasing trade demonstrates this fact, that
fine stylish Boots and Shoes from the narrowest to
the widest are sold on Congress street, at sign of'
gold boot.
Goods

by

sent

mail

to

any

At?

liumford Falls A lfiuRfield
KAIXiJaOAB.

address, postage
and
Canton for Portland
4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Porn, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.

REMEDIES.

CUTICURA.
Cuticura treatment for the cure of Skin.
Scalp and Blood diseases, consists in the internal
The

1

IT

HOME

A

18

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.

three years from the date of the policies for any
except fraud or mistatement of age.

cause

ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most just
perfect plan for protecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend addisum
amount
to
the
tions thereto,
insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow

THOMAS A.

FOSTER,

MAINE STATE

ATLANTIC
Mutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK

INSURE

MARINE

AGAINST
ONLY.

RISKS

Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water borne
This

throat—Barton Seaman.
Have received Immediate relief from colds and
throat, and consider your Pain Killer an
Invaluable remedy.—Geo. B. Everett, Dickinson,
n. y.
I have just recovered from a very severe cold,
could get no
which I have had for some time,
relief until I tried your Pain Killer, which
relieved me immediately. I will never again be
without it —O. O. Force, Lowndes, Ga.
Have used Pain Killer in my family for forty
and have never known it to fail.—Hansom
wis, Waynesboro, Ga.
I began using Pain Killer in my family twenty,
five years ago and have used it ever since, and have
found no medicine to take its place.—B. W. Dyer,
Druggist Oneida, N. Y.
For whooping-cough and croup it is the best
made. We would not d© without it.—
P. Bouts, Liberty Mills. Va.
For twenty-five years I have used Pain Killer
for colds ana chapped lips, and consider it the best
medicine ever offered.—Geo.Hoopeb,Wilmington,
Bore

Premiums on Marine Risk* from 1st
January 1881, to 31st December,

1881....$4,039,487

Premiums
1st

Sirs,

Policies not marked off
January, 1881..
on

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A pnblic

10

1,587,534 47

lipid Ms Son & Co.,
18 BEAVER STREET,
MEW YORK.

ASSETS.”

Sreparation
..

I .'as suffering severely with bronchitis, and my
throat was so inflamed I could scarcely swallow
any food. I was advised to try your Pain Killer,
and after taking a few doses was completely
cured.—T. Wilkinson.
Dr. Walton writes from Coshocton: Your Pain
Killer cures diphtheria and sore throat, so alarmto
ingly prevalent here, and has not been known
fail in a single instance. This fact you should
make known to the world.
Mrs. Ellen B. Mason writes: My son was taken
violently sick with diphtheria, high fever, and cold
chills. So many children have died here, I was
afraid to call a physician, and tried your Pain
He was taken on Sunday, and on
Killer.
Wednesday his throat was clear. It was a,towonthe
derful cure, and I wish it could be known
poor mothers who are losing so many children.For Chills and Fever PAIN KLUjIjER has
no equal.
It curce when everything else falls.
Delays are often dangerous. A bottle of
Pain Killer4n the house Is a safeguard that
no family should be without.
All druggists sell It at »5c., 50c., and 81*00

a

trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of onr conntry of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale nnequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Crocers.

Total Marine Premiums.....$5,627,021 57

..

„

S13,16 5,4 66-40.

CATARRH. Elys’ Cream Balm

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7, 1882.

Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secret ions,

Effectually
the nasal

allays

Paid

sores and
sense
of

ough

will
Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled fo
the head
colds in
Agreeable to use. Ap-

A_

per bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
eodAwly

■

J. W.

MUNGER,

m

ja

HAY rEVEna

receipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale
by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’

Incorporated

THE

1

TRADR

^TRADEMARK
MARR^^Bemedy.
Seminal Weakness.
all
Impotency, and
follow
Diseases

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
January 1st, 1882.

ARDON W. COOMBS, Secretary.
dtd

Cash Capital.$200,000.00

of SelfLoss of
Abuse;
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many 4
other Diseases that

ASSEIS.
United States Bonds.$
National Bank Stocks.
Railroad Stocks.
Railroad Bonds.
Loans on First Mortgage.
Loans on Collateral.
Cash in Banks and Olbce.
Net Premiums in Collection.
Marine Premium Notes
Accrued Interest

Net

567 1-2 CONGRESS STREET.
second half-year opens Ftb. 13.

Principal

feb2 eod 12t

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
orlvate pupils by the subscribe!.

J. W COLCORD,
143 Pearl Street.

dtf

F. H. KFIIISOI
an

33,915.00

48,850.00
30,000.00
42,043.00
29,276.00

7,688.80
854.76

$340,412.55

School.

Jan24

48,725.00

Surplus

to

Policy Holders.$140,412.65

CHARLES PETERSON. Prest.
CHARLES S. LEETE, Vice Prest.
H. MASON, Secretary.
GEO. E. NETTLETON, Asst. Sec’y

166 Fore

Portland Office,

John W. Manger & Son,
feb4

CARl

BIRTHDAY
A Choice
—

eoa3w

Variety

AT—

office in

and can be found

No. 276 Middle St.,
Edwards & Walker’*
Hardware
store, from
Feb. 4tb to Feb. 97th.

over

dtf

HOYT, FOGG k

OONHAM’8,

193 Middle St.
febl6

d3t

designated

COCOA

EPPS’S

must

on or

be

buildings

affixed to the

BREAKFAST.

“By a thoroughtheknowledge
which

of the natural law*
govern
operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious uge of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
with boiling water or milk. Sold in
Made
tins only (Vfe-lb and Ibl, labeled.
Sc
EPPS
JAiUKM
CO., Homuopalhic

Chcmhto, London, England.

Tu,S&wlyr49

NERVOUS

A

Cure

RAILROADS.

MAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St* John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. A- N. A* Railway,
12.55, and 111.15 p m.; St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook County,
Moosehead Lake, and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis R. R.. f 11.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.45 p. m.y 12.55 p. m., til.15p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m„ 12.55
p. m., 11.15 p. m. and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Richmond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m., 6.15 p. m., tll.15 p. m.; Rath, 7.00 a. m.
12.65 p. m.. 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A' Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m.; Anbnrn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m.,
6,05 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.15 p. m.; Farmington, Phillips,

Rangeley Lake, Monmonth, Winthrop,
Waterville and North

Readfleld, West
Anson, 12.45 p.

ra.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.15 a. in., 2.45 p. m.; St.
John, 8.15 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Honlton, 9.00
а. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.: Bucksport,
5.30 a. m., 5. p. m.; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., t7.45
p.in.; Dexter,7.05 a. m.,4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
б. 35 a. m., 2.50 p. m.: Skowhegan, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22 a.m. 1.66,* 110.00
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a.m 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p.m., tl0,65 p. in.;

Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m., 8.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m.y 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.43 a. m.
4.35 p. in., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. in., 1.35 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. j
11.28 a. m„ 4.15 p. m. Phillips. 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. ra.; Winthrop 10.25
a. m. being due in Portland
as
follows: The

morning

trains

Augusta

from

Bath,

and

The

m.

afternoon

trains

ertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
misery, decay and death. On® box will cure
recent caces Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West& Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accomi anied with flv® dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar
antee to return the money if the treatment does not

Guarantees issued through II. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
Junction
Middle
and Free Sts.
at
Me.,
uovl5
d&wly46

NOTICE.
ray wife Annie Izatt, has left my

house without reasonable cause,
WHEREAS
that I shall
debts of

pay

no

notice is
her conIZATT, Port-

feblfl c!3t*

Shediae,

Pictou,

in-

Maine Central R. R.

Limited Tickets first and second class for
ft*, John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.

PAYSON

Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.
dec2
&i

ii

t

a

m

lon,

D. C., Alexandria, Va., and all Sal
Water Lines.
Through Kate^ named and Bills of Lading dvs*
from any point in New England to Phlladslphl •
Tor rates of Ft eight, and other information, apply
D. D. O MINK. Agent,
3 Old State House, Boston, Maas
Wm. P. Clyde A Ce., General Agents.
No. 12 So. Delaware Are., Philadelphia,
febe

town.

and

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO
FOR

dtf
i.

m

it

2

»

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

York, Trenton

&

Philadelphia,

STATION IN NEWY8BllAftS«i.
host Centra] Station in Philadelphia
Ph.ilad<slphia Sc Rsadina IC. R.
NINTH ANn OREEI STREETS,

J*PAB, CHINA,

For freight or passage < ate. and the fnlleet Infer
mation, apply to the Genera] Eastern Agents,
C. I.. BARTLETT * CO.,
113 (Mate Street, cei. Bread Nt., Beet#.or to vT. D. LITTLE A 00.,
81 Exchange 8t„ Portland.
jeSSdtl

bay

(at any

or

steam

England) eta
BROOK KOUl'U.

boat office In New

ROUND

New York and PhllEdeipU*

Washington Street, Boston.
H. P.

n*h26dtf

Gen. Pass.

Dalheusie,

Direct

Steamship Line.

TIME.

On and after HIoaduy, December 5th, 1881,
Until further notice passenger traius
will run as follows:
LEAVING PORTLAND
stations, through to Burlington, 8wanton, Hlontrenl and Ogden*-

8.45

a.

Sterling;

P.

J. L, FARMER, Agent,
No. 33 Exchange Slreet
O. Bex 939.
Juaidtf

Saturday.

Wharfafr^
Long

rlo

From
From

Wharl tleton. 8 p.
Pine S.roet Wharf,
Philadelphia, at If a. m
►
Insurance one-half the rate of
•sailing vessel.
for
the
West
sreignt
by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
PRHMge Eiahl Dsllara. Rsaod Trip 818,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. B. SAMPSON. Ageal,
m.

and Women to sell that touch
ingly beautiful picture, “Qaifleld end
his Fa ■>(!•," including the flve eblldrea asd the
aged Mother, all very artistically and lovingly
at twilight hour the last Sabbath at Sbelr
entor home.
Apply In person or write Mrs. J. V.
MARSH, General Agent, 84 Quebec St., Portland
Me. Mrs. Marsh is also general agent for -‘The
I.adir. of (he While House "and desires a
few more canvassers for this very popular work.
febl6
dtf

WANTED.—Men

Souped

FOR SALE

GORDON JOB PRES8
For

Sale.

HANDSOME, new Gordon Job Press, 8X13
inside the chase, can be bought at a bargain
if applied for at once; can be seen at the printing
office in St. Julian Hotel.
Call on or address.
G W. 8.. St. Jnlian Hotel, Portland.
ieblS dlw
(Cash or easy installments,)

A

FOR SALE.
STOCK and fixtures of a first-class grocery
and provision store, situated in the eastern
of
the
part
city, doing a good business. Good reasons for selling.
Address for 30 days GROCER,
care letter carrier No. 3.
feb 3 dim”

THE

Pigs
CHESTER

WHITE
full blooded

Enquire

Box

For Sale.
sows

Chester

156, Fryeburg,

TO

and barrows, also one
Boar two years old.
Me.
janl6 dkwtf

LET.v

TO LET.
HOUSE
Cumberland St., 841,
claee repair. Inquire at 81 Pine St.
Afeb9dtf
to let

In 8xM-

on

TO

LET.

No. 36 Brown Street, formerly occupied
by Dr. Locke, is in thorough repair, has 8nbago water and heated by steam. Apply to AUG.
P. FULLER, 208 Fore Street.
jan271mn

HOUSE

To Let.
TT? INDOW to let No. 23 Market Square. Ia
TV
quire of W. D. AMES, No. 22 Market Square
dec29dtf
Portland, Me.

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY.

Portland, Bangor & Machias

Accountant and Sotarj Public.

STEAMBOAT CO.

«EO. C. ( ODJIAIX, once IT*. 184 .TlfdMI*
tfeb2«
Street, Portland.

Wmter

Arrangements.

Commencing November 45th.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
The

mwo

Boole Blndors.
W.T1. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer.
Exchange IV*. Ill Exchange (Street*

Pattern and Model Maker.

Steamer LEWISTON.

CHARLES DEERING,
Master, will leave Railroad Wharf,
—i3SBBSi5fc Portland,
every
Friday
evening,at 11.15 o'clock,for Rockland, Cantine, Deer l.le, Sedgwick. Bo. Weal Harbor. Bar Harbor, Hillbridge, Jone.port
and Nochia.port.
Returning, leaver Maohiarport every Hon
day Horning, at 4.30 o'clock, touching aa above,
arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting
with Pullman night train for Boston and the Weat.
Connects
at
Rockland with
Sanford S. 8.
Co. atcamera for Belfaat,
River
Bangor and
landings; also with steamer for Green's Landing,
Bine Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbar with
steamer fct Lamoine and Snllivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.

4. I.

Coming We.t,
ounects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and Kiver Landings lor Portland.

is the moot nucceseful instruct ten heek
erer published, and although it has been before
the public for nearly a quarter of a century, during
which time more than a

w

GEORGE L. DAY, General
E. CUSHING, General Manager
Nov. 23, 1881.

Baltimore,

Norfolk &

Ticket Agent.
uov23-dtf

Washington

Steamship Line,
one of their first-class
steamships
WM. CRANE,

will sail

HOPKINS,
WM. LAWRENCE,

JOHN

ALLEGHANf Y,

D. H. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
at 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of
VIRGINIA,
TENNESSEE,
CAROL1NAS,
GEORGIA,
FLORIDA,
ALABAMA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA. MISSISSIPPI,
By Va,, Venn- A On. Air Line. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 WashI.iue.

m.—For all

burg.

4.45 p. m.—For FabyanV and Intermediate sta
tions.

me.

UlltUlK, 33 (run »t„ Port load

ACCEPT \0 OTHER!
but be

sure

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND
11.00 a. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
0.00 p. n*.—From Burlington 8Dd 8 wan ton.
J. HAMILTON. Sup't.
dec&dtf
Portland, Dec. 3, 1881.

V

you receive the original and

only

true

RICHARDSON’S NEW METHOD
FOR THE PI4AOFORTE.
It

Third of

a

million

copies have been sold, it shows no signs of losing
its hold as a public favorite, but is still used ana
recommended by the best teachers. It is a

Book Without Errors.
having

been
many times revised, and by the addition, at various times, of much valuable material,,
is conceded to be most complete, thoroughly praoU
cal and progressive, and without a superior as ae*
in struetion book.

PRICE,

$3.23.

.....

OLIVER D1T80N & CO., Boston.
Established 1834.

janSl

TThiSivrtf

at.

Bills of

Lading given by Waldo

Agent, No. 226 Washington st.

A.

Pearce,

By Inland A Seaboard < oamiing Co. anil
Potomac M. H. t o to Washington, D. C.f and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKKTCt to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through X icketa to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.CO second class, including meals
and berths.
JR. SAMPSON, Gen. Agent, 33 Central
Wharf, BoMton.
nov2-dtf

>

DOMINION LINE.
The steamers of

this Line will

during the winter season
fortnightly between this port aud

uSSMMlKwiiTaT Liverpool. The vessels are Cl> do
bui t. ful* powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers
Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.2d March.
ONTARIO, Capt Williams.16th Feb.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th March.
PASSAGE.

Cab’n.
$50.0.) Gold.
Cabin return.
$90.00 Gold.
For passage, &c., apply to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec5 dtxnayl
ces, foot of India street.

Maine

Steamship Company.

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Rutland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY-at n
t.M., and leave Pier 87. East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
Those Bteamere are Utted op with tine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. Daring the summer months these
steamers will tonch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, *6; meals extra Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination a*
For farther information apply to
W ENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 88, E. R. New York
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at kk
Kicnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdecbdtf
sengers will be takes by this line.
once

S

WANTS.

w. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,.Wholesale Agts
TuTbASly

an*

BALDWIN,

Agent 0. E. H. of N. J.

OF

For the convenience of purchasers of Ocean Tickets, 1 have opened an office for the sale of sue*
tickets by nearly all the most prominent and popnlar steamship lines, of all classes, Cabin, Seeoad
Cabin, Intermediate and Stearage, outward and
to and from all parts of England, Seotana, Ireland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Nerway, France and Belgium, by the largest, best and
fastest steamers, over the safest and most comfortable route across the Atlantic ocean, thus combining speed, safety and comfort.
Tickets outward and prepaid sold at
lowest rates.
Also Exchange in £
Kronor'*
and Keichmnrks in sums to suit.
%
The patronage of a l old friends and ticket purchasers is solicited. Cabin plans, sailing schemes,
circulars, &c.. to be seen, and all other information
given on application to

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Semi.Weekly Line t« Sew York.
CHANGE

PASSAGE TICKE1 OFFICE.

Char-

PHILADELPHIA

AATES OF

{

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

310

General Ocean Steamer

* run

Double Track, Stone Balias
Express Trains, ticket*
railroad
ware to

^

CALIFORNIA,

I.lamia. New Zulu! mmd
Aaetralia.
The now an
splendid steamers Ball from Mr*
Fork OB the 10th, 20th and SOth of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Frnnolsco
as below.
S. S. Olty of Para, Feb. 20 I 8.8. Colon,... Maroh 1
8. 8. Acapnlco, for Isthmus of
Panama only
March 10.

—jjn>—

AND TRIED AND BERKS STh.

Be

*

Maadwlck

Boston

ington

TUCKER, Snp’t.

NUWTUIK & nilIHUmUlflll NBW LIHB
New

Bathurst,

lottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counand
Prince
Edward Island
Kail Roads,
ties,
and Stage Routes.
4
received
to
m.
and any inE3^'Frelgh<
up
p.
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tleketi,
State Rooms and furtbei
information apply ai
T. C. KERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange 8t.,
SEY. President, and Manager
nov24dtf
stations

a. m.

to

GEORGEJ

to Philadelphia
direct, connecting aft
Philadelphia with f‘U-de Steam Lines to CharleeN. €.. Witiiiaglen, D. C., Gesrse*

en*.

.71 ONHteam
will

(hi. cine
■ wi»ir'i SSAmimsmm
Leave Railroad Wharf,
foot
of
State
street,
every
Monday,
and
Thursday, at 6 d. m., for Gastport and
St. John, witn connections for Calais, Robbinaton,
St, Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
*t

«•

Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express triin at 1.60

daily, Sundays

SI.

WEEK.

.ON AND AFTER
W BAY, NOV.3£tk,

Vvatervillo,

from

PER

TRIPS

The day trains
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
and
1.05 p.
connecting

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Ix>ss
of Memory. Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by over-

hereby given
tracting after this date.
land, Feb. 14tb, 1882.

COLONY BAIL.
HOAD.
TO
THE
BOSTON
SOUTH.
rime. K«ew
Semi-Weekly I.iue, Quick
Eaten, Frequent Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded dally to FALL
B1VEK, there connecting with the Clyde »team-

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

ROBINSON, City Clerk,

H. I.

simply

nov29

Caslport, Me., Calais, me.,
Joint, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

on

before the first day of April, A. D.

Per order,
febldtd

GRATEFIJL-IOIIFORTING.

Street,

Agts.

so

said streets
1882.

aug^9dl yr

11450.00

87,610.00

Congress St~

tYfEHNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO

NOTICE

morning.

g-J^Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
andloma >ir /Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

__dtf

City Clerk’s Office, l
February 9, 1882. j
is hereby given, that the above named
b reets have by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen been renumbered according to the
plans iH the City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers

only.

AFTER TAEIN6.

fare si.oo.
The xftvorito Steamer* Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
a~d inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
fir Ticket* and Staterooms for tale at D. B,
YOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. II. LOVLE) Jr., Cencral Agent.

streets.

X Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

Premature Grave.
fcg—Full particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
send free bv mail to every one. §3B^"The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at #1 per package, or six packages for f 5
or will be Rent free by mail on receipt of tlie money, by
addressing
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

18,230.06
36.116.13

$340,412^55

EDUCATIONAL

to the

87,065.77

on

t Sleeping Cars attached, run
cluded, between Boston and

that

as a sequence
aa

BEFORE TAima.S.u0mpSr‘.Vi

SECURITY INSURANCE CO.
Reserve lor Reinsurance.
Reserve for Losses under adjustment..
Net Surplus.

CO., Owego, N. Y.

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
The Great Eng-

INK.

ANNUAL STATEMENT

inr Port

d&wly48

STATEMENT.

Annual Meeting-

CREAM BALM

nov24

CORRESPONDENT.
feb4dlmteodllm&w6w(i
Fob. 4,1882.

_MEETINGS_

by the little finger
lnt0 the nostrils. On

land

166 FORE ST.

PORTLAND:

treatment

cure

After Proof.
J. P. JONES. Pretidont,
CH4RLE8 DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vico President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice PresideBt
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

restores the
taste and

smell jbenefleial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thor-

Thirty Days

in

inflammation,

from

40 PER CKJfT.
Losses

cleanses
passages of

protects the membrane
additional colds,
completely heals the

Holders on
Dividend to Policy
Premiums Termiimiiu? In 1881

,_

apply

Schiedam Aromatic
As

__

For circulars or admission,
at No. 78 Winter St.

WOLFE’S
SCHNAPPS.

Diphtheria.

dtf

owner* or

lots,

AGENCY,

Ferris, Manager.
W. A. MORRIS, Agent for Portland.dtf
dec3

co,,

occupants of Building* and
Burnham, Grant, Mellen, Wherinan, Sheridan, (the latter including old
Poplar street,) Arsenal, Beach, C entral
Chadwick, Cherry, Commercial, Fletcher,
Emery, Fore, Frederick, Gilman, Gonld,
Hemlock, Henry, Kennebec, Laurel,
Lowell, Maple, Milk, Moody) Moulton,
Noy«-s, Orchard, Promenade* Fastem
and Western, School, Nherbrook, Silver,
Taylor, West Commercial and Wilson

To

eod&wly

Steamers!

TWO

City of Portland.

jan24

J. F.

A eold or sore throat may not seem to
amount to much, and It promptly attended
to can easily be cured; but neglect Is often
followed by consumption or diphtheria.
No medicine has ever been discovered which
acts SO quickly and surely In such cases as
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KIULER. The
prompt use ot this invaluable remedy has
Baved thousands of lives.
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KIULER la
not an experiment. It has heen before the
public for forty years, and Is most valued
Where It Is best known.
A few extracts from voluntary testimonials
read as follows:
Pain Killer has been my household remedy for
colds for the past twenty-seven years, and have
never known it to fail In effecting a cure.—
L. S. Crocker, Williamsville, N. Y.
For thirty years I have used Pain Killer, and
found it a never-failing remedy for colds and sore

Sewall’s

c. E. JOSE &

oelO

Medical Director.

eo

be necessary therefor.
2. To take such action as may be deemed Dost
for the purpose of closing up the business of the
company and the abandonment of its organization.
By order of the Board of Directors,

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay our death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
oommittee, without yraiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest!
President.
J«H< E. DEWi rr,
DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeGROOT, Assistant Secretary,

Sold everywhere.

A

Fitted complete with the

GREAT SAYING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.

QQUbiniy

SPE« lAf. HEETING
Franklin Extrusion Silver mining Co.
SPECIAL MEETING of the stock holders of
the Franklin Extension Silver Mining Co.,
will beheld at the office of the Secretary, No. 03 Exchange St., Portland, Mo., on Monday, the twentieth
P. M.,
day of February A. D. l882, at three o’clock
to act upon the following articles:
1
To determine whether the stockholders will
of
vote to sell tbe whole or any part of the property
the comoration and to take such measures as may

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Kioto, &c.

OUR

More continuous and powererful electrical action is obvaitaia IBBUci reTnntal"e(1 from Collins’ \oltaVOLIAK.
Ei ectric plasters than
A
any 32 battery made.
*
kfla 1 t-X*
speedy and certain cure
for Pain ai d Weakness of the Lungs, Liver, Kidneys and Urinary Organs, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Hysteria, Female Weakness, Nervous Pains and
Weaknesses, Malaria and Fever and Ague. Price

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Blue Hill Bay Mining Company, will bo held
at the office of George F Gould No. 85 Exchange
street, Portland, on WEDNESDAY, the first day of
March, at 3 o'clock p. m., to transact the following
business: Elect officers for the ensuing year and to
transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
GEO. F. GOULD, Secretary.
febl7d3t
Portland, Feb. 16, 1882.

With Ifeauitul Pottery
Centre*.

ment.

■ li<-.

a

TABLE LAMPS

(Ginger

and

BOSTON

_

stomach, bowels, blood or nerves,Parker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. It is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the 6est and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
you up from the first dose but will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.
CAUTION!—Refuse all substitute*. Parker’* Ginger Tonic 1*
composed of the best remedial agent* in the world, and is entirely
different from preparation* of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Hiscox & Co., N. Y. 50c. & $1 size*, at dealer* in drug*.

OLD

ftrepaid,

_'
E LEGANT

ism, KidneyComplaints, oranyaisorderofthelungs,

All policie
POLICIES!
issued after Nov. 16,1881, are inconteetiblo after

Has been deaf for two and a half years, cansed by
catarrh. Her little head was filled with corruption,
which destroyed her appetite, made her cough and
She has been
have a very unwholesome brea h.
cured of deafness and every other symptom of Catarrh, and is now a fine, healthy child, thanks to
Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh.—Testimonial*
For rough and greasy skin: Cuticura Soap.

STEAMERS.

eodtf

febll

If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or household duties try Paxkkr1 s Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not lake
intoxicating stimulants,butuse Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheuma-

COMPANY.

ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
continuance, and is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.

OTIS HAYFORD, Snpt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.

DEALER.

SHOE

THE

GINGERTONIC

INCONTESTABLE

Depot, WEEKS Sc POTTER, Boston, Mass.

fitted

BROWN,

PARKER’S

epidemics.

onneotion with

Leave

..

IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIES in force, and Is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by

of Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, and the external use of Cuticura and Cuticura Soap, the Great Skin Cures.
Price of Cuticura, small boxes, 50c.: large boxes
31. Cuticura Resolvent, 31 per bottle. Cuticura Soap, 25c. Cuticura Shaving Soap 16c.
Sold by all druggists.
use

ingrowing nails perfectly

THE OOED BOOT.

SION OF

years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest in
suranoe authorities and the most prominent business and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your consideration and respect.
IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
no stockholders to take the lion’s share of the profits. Mutual companies never fail.

ble origin.

Bunions and

BOSTON

FROM
n

fct$*g3£?£Sf385iLewiston.

At 421 corns STREET,

OF PORTLAND, MAINE.

Rockport,

Cheap

prepaid.

England
STEAMSHIP LINES

ml).

THE-

IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been cstabished over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by many

Gloucester,

Train* leave Bouton.

INSURE

IT

Salem,

Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 1.10 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, J^carboro, Saco,
Bi deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and 8outh

ern

Philadelphia

an.

m.

p

Buckle Arctics M and F., $1.50. Gent’s narrow
overshoes a specialty. Your long slim
narrow leet perfectly fitted.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

jpoison)

uc!7

eo<l&wly22

UNION MUTUAL

everything,

DR

9

ready for occupancy in Portland station, at 9.00

GENTLEMEN’S

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Root Company,

Cook’s Excarnionint. with Maps, by (nail 10
THOS. COOK & SON, 261 Broadway, N. T.J
197 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
C. A. BAKATTONI, Manager.
feb4eod4m

Bfddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30a. m.
A special Sleeping Oar will be

First quality, fine all rubber New Brunswick, N,
narrow only 35 cts., or three pairs for
$1.00. Ladies’ fines style rubbers
as low as the lowest.

Corns,

Every day we have some new skin cure (so called),
but which
which is warranted (?) to cure
is found on analysis to be the same old poisons—Fowler’s solution of arsenic for internal use, and solufor extion of corrosive sublimate (bedbug
ternal use. When tired of such deadly poisons, try
the Cuticura Remedies, which arc of purely vegeta-

Given te

At

LADIES’

SPRING TONIC ANB APPETIZER IT IIAM NO EQI AIi.

a

Je

YOU SHOULD

WHY

Sixteen months since an eruption broke out on my
leg and both feet, which turned out to be Eczema,
and caused me great pain and annoyance. I tried
various remedies with no good results,until I used the
Cu icura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally, and
Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally, which entirely cured me, so that my skin is as smooth and
natural as ever.
LEN. M. FRAILEF, 64 South St., Baltimore

The

over

I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a case where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDGE.

Am

Your wide, short, full feet to 421 Congress St.

Newburyport,

1,000 Bottle*
Rockland, Me., April 26,1881.

hat* Mold

%

CLYDE’S
&. Hew

___

ECZEMA.

Miss

DrugaiRi

A

Rxcariioui leave New York,

C'o*l«’ii Grand

April 27th, June 8th and July lat, 1862.on
apparticulars in special Pamphlet, sent free
plication. Passage tickets by all Atlantis steamers.
Special facilities for securing good berths. Tourist
tickets for individual travelers in Europe, by all
routes at reduced rates.

i

PARKER’S

'his experience with the
Cuticura Remedies, said that through Divine Provihis
dence one of
parishioners was cured of a scrofulous sore, which was slowly draining away his life,
Resolvent
(blood purifier) internally
by the Cuticura
The
and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally.
poison that had fed the disease was complely driven
out

janSl

all Diseases

anu

Urinary Organs.

MOSDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

feet perfectly fitted.

narrow

r

KIDNEY REMEDY!

INSURANCE

SCROFULA SORE.
Rev. Dr.—, in detailing

and the

pampered appetite
folly of giving food fit for Christians to dogs.
The meat struck in his throat, as he heard
himself called lazy and useless. In truth,
Mrs. Ray would have grudged a cat’s board,
if she had not kept the house clear of mice;
and here wras this great dog, who did nothing
but play with Bessie, and whose appetite was
boundless. Moreover, Hero that winter had
certainly taken habits trying to the soul of
He learned soon that
a neat housekeeper.
he was not wanted in the sitting room; that
marks on his

WM.

neighbors

Broadway, Buffalo,

Danforth, Me., Aug. 9,1881.
Mr. Kittredoe—Dear Sir: Inclosed find
one dollar, for which please send me one bottle
of “Elixir of Life Root.” It is the best

I will now state that I made a miraculous cure of
The
one of the worst cases of skin disease known.
patient is a man forty years old; had soffered fifteen
his
whole
and
body
His
nearly
eyes, scalp
years.
presented a frightful appearance. He had had the attention of twelve different physicians who prescribed
the best remedies known to the profession, such as
iodide potassium, arsenic, corrosive sublimate, sarsaparilla, etc. Had paid $600 for medical treatment
I prevailed upon him to use
with but little relief.
the Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally,
and the Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally. He
The skin on his
did so, and was completely wired.
head, face and many other parts of his body, which
presented a most loathsome appearance, is now as
soft and smooth as an infant’s, with no scar or trace
of the diseases left behind. He has now been cured

aaceiiix.

-ON-

EUROPE !!

cents.

Long slim

walk round again all right.

is not descriptive of
Boston Score.

MIRACULOUS CURE.

_

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

Your wide troublesome joints,

BANNER

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammation
of the Bladder, Brick Dust Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female

Inquirer—No.

and Blood Cured.

THE

was

induced bv his brother to try Dr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil for a sprained ankle; and with
half a dozen applications he was enabled to

Scrofulous, Itching and Scaly Humors of the Skin, Scalp

POISONOUS SKIN

Wanted.

LIFE ROOT!
A Positive Cure for Kid"
ney & Live Complaints
and all Diseasesarising
therefrom such as

Joseph Durrinlurger,

CONTINUED.

<

ui

one

Boomerang.

Reference,

Eastern Jtailroad.

_

It is because he has heard that close attention to small things makes the successful mant
that a certain young clerk in this city takes
such good care of his moustache.—Laramie

twelve months.

ELIXIR

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wit and Wisdo**-

miles further

bor was a mile away.
was the scattering village; the future station
of the railroad, that was even now coming
’city.
slowly out to them from an Eastern noble
When that was finished all this
and
country would be opened to the world howeverybody would he rich. Meantime,
ever, most of the settlers were poor; help
and
was even harder to get than to pay for;
Mrs. Ray was forced to do her own work
and leave Baby to take care of herself most
of the time. So she was glad of the dog.
“It’s a good thing. If she can play with
him I shan’t fear her getting off. Since
she can walk she’s got in such a way of
trotting outside the yard after flowers. And
I wonder if he couldn’t be taught to churn,
I’m sure I've heard of dogs doing it.”
too.
Mr. Ray laughed. “It’s because lie don’t
like t» churn that his mistress let me have
him. She bought a churn on purpose for
him; but she said the dog knew butter daysa
as well as she did, and had to be tied up
If he
day beforehand to keep him at home.
lakes care of Baby, wife, I guess he 11 earn
his board.”
Mrs. Ray patted him in hearty agreement.
“What’s his name!1” she said.
“Well, they called him Nero; but I don’t
I
name.
even a dog such a

POWDER
Absolutely

feh!8

,.

Ray said to his
“Pure mongrel,’
wife. “Shepherd and Newfoundland, and
nobody snows what else; but a knowing fellow. they sav. He’s old enough to be thro
his puppy tricks, and lie’s good-tempered.
He will be a playfellow for Bessie, besides
guarding the house when Pm gone.” little
For Bessie was the only child in the
prairie farm house, and the nearest neighMr.

against the new mistress; but he felt himself
it as
very much in the way and he got out of
much as possible, and had acriuging, shrinking air when he was about. Mrs Ray did
not mean to be unkind; but she was not, as
she frankly said, “silly over the dog as her
husband was.” Hero’s eyes wore very sad in
those days. He barked very little, and his
tail was as depressed as his spirits. He
might have consoled himself with Bessie,
but Mrs Ray did not approve of her playing
with him. A doll was the proper thiug for
a lit'le girl, she said, and she bought a beautiful one and spent a week’s spare time
dressing it. Bessie was delighted; but she
took it straight to Hero to show him, and
(was it chance or a touch of spite in Hero’s
heart against his now rival?) the doll's cheek
had the mark of his teeth wlieu she trotted
it to the house again. “Hero kissed the
dolly, papa,’’ she said; but Mrs Ray was

IMPORTED

WINES &
of

LIQUORS

all kinds, ia the

ORIGINAL

PACKAGES.

—FOB SALK BY—

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

UN FORK ST.. POBTLASD NI.

DODD’S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
BOSTOST
IMS WASHINGTON ST.,
Advertisements recelvod for every Paper to the
United Statefl and British Provinces at the Lowaat
Contract Prices. Anv Information oheertully gins
and estimates promptly furnished.
Vile of the PBEHH sect for luspeetlon at Bay Urn*

Sand for Circular.
Estimates famished.
A List of 100 ohoiee newspaper!.

